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Meet THE BOSS BY
Power enough for 100 squares—
twice the power of our previous
models, yet small and lightweight for
quick, convenient portability.
Exceptional Reliability—
proven in years of square dance use.
A $1,000. Value—
but priced at just $595.!
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Why the P-400 is the Finest Professional SouncTli7
System
This 17-pound system, housed in a 14"x14"x5" sewn vinyl carrying
case, is easy to transport and set up, yet will deliver an effortless 120
R.M.S. watts of clear, clean power.
Conservative design which lets the equipment "loaf" results in high
reliability and long life. Yet this small powerhouse has more useful
features than we have ever offered before:
VU meter for convenient visual sound level indication
Two separate power amplifiers
Two separately adjustable microphone channels
Optional remote music control
5-gram stylus pressure for extended record life (Others use up to 10!)
Internal strobe
BUILT-IN music-only monitor power amplifier
Tape input and output
Convenient control panel
Exclusive Clinton Features
Only Clinton has a floating pickup/turntable suspension, so that an
accidental bump as you reach for a control knob will not cause
needle skip.
Only Clinton equipment can be operated on an inverter, on high line
voltage, or under conditions of output overload without damage.
Only Clinton offers a dual speed control— normal and extended
range (0-80 r.p.m.) and automatic speed change from 33 to 45 rpm
Clinton alone rates power output, supplies a comprehensive service
handbook including SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS for easy emergency service, and makes available plug-in components for such service
We Back Up Our Products
If you don't like the P-400 for any reason, return it within 30 days for
a full refund (except shipping). Parts and labor for any factory service
within one year are fully warranted. For as long as you, the original
purchaser, own your Clinton, we will supply loan equipment should
you wish to return it to us for service.
If price were no object, the P-400 would still be the best performing
and most reliable system on the market. Yet this new standard of
excellence is priced at a modest $595. THE BOSS is the best choice at
any price.
Say you saw it in ASD (Credit Burdick)

CLINTON INSTRUMENT COMPANY, PO Box 505, Clinton CT 06413
Tel: 203-669-7548
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If one looks through the "wrong end"
of a telescope, one sees "little things"
that fill the whole picture. Little things
— occurrences, happenings, events—
can overshadow the wide-angle views of
our worlds.
In "meanderings" this month, Stan
tells of one trip's adventures with a flat
tire, heavy rains and loss of electrical
power. A week later, we again spent
several hours hovering over another car
that wouldn't quite start — our son's.
After it was towed away to the Opel
hospital for major surgery, we reflected
on the frustration and futility experienced. We are definitely not the
Pollyanna type and little wrong things
have a way of (momentarily, at least)
coloring our attitudes, turning nice days
into depressing ones, sapping energies
and warping once happy outlooks.
Much as we extol the happiness and joy
of square dancing in clubs, we know
that sad "little things" do occur which
are as frustrating as our flat tires and
cranky motors.
Several articles this month deal with
some of these "little things." And they
are small and not worth being given a
lion's share of attention. But they do
happen and constantly. Some of them
are "little things" to be called to the
attention of the square dance "family"
and ironed out. They should never be
aired to the general public, for whom we
paint bright pictures of square dancing
as the epitome of fun and fellowship.
Read our articles in this light, and keep
in mind that the seemingly negative
approach of listing some problems is
only to bring them to your attention for
repair and resolution.
When we turn our telescope right-side round, we bring the long view
closer. If we could maintain this
objective outlook, we'd see all the good
things in dancing that far outweigh the
frustrations. We'd see the anticipation
of dancers arriving, the happy expectation in squaring up. the smiles and jokes
in the squares. the satisfaction for both
caller and dancers in arriving at
allemande left successfully, the sharing
of refreshments, the pleasant tiredness
following the evening. We could ignore
the closed squares, the unwelcoming
clubs, the caller who gleefully stops
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squares, the squares who dance their
own steps regardless of the calls, the
lack of thanks for jobs done, the
difficulties of getting and of being
officers. These are all minor things that
can be corrected, and they are never
found all in one telescopic look at any
one club. (It's a good thing; such a club
could not long survive.)
This is Thanksgiving month. "Thank
you" is one of the happier "little
things" in life and in square dancing.
Put it into practice. Thank your officers,
thank your callers, thank your hosts and
hostesses on refreshment committees,
thank the caller's wife, thank your
guests — be lavish with thanks for
everyone. Throw in a compliment,
whenever deserved, and watch your
club's image glow, beacon-like, to all
the dancers in your area.
We're thankful, too, that what
seemed to be a late spring slump in
many clubs has been reversed into
flourishing classes, round-ups of dropouts, and some of the largest annual
dances ever. It'll take more than a gas
shortage and galloping inflation to
stamp out an activity that lets us forget
these problems and kick up our heels
joyfully.
Thanks, too, to all the faithful readers
who write us their opinions, their
feedback, send their articles and keep
us informed of square dance events and
happenings all over the world. We
appreciate you. We really do. Thank
you!
American Squaredance, November 1979
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You're sure to please all your dan-I
cing friends with a gift subscription
to AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE.I
Here is a gift that brings them the
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material, the record reviews, and.
countless other things to make'
square dancing more enjoyable. Fill'
out the special coupon at right and)
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in your name.
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We the Stintfang Square Dancers of
Hamburg are planning a big USA-trip
with 45 participants. The highlight of
this trip will be the National Convention
in Memphis, Tennessee. Presently we
are planning our trip to include
following cities:
21st of June, arrival in New York City,
flight to Washington
D.C. There we will stay till 23rd of June.
24th of June, flight to Memphis for the
National Convention.
29th of June, flight to Nashville.
1st of July, flight to San Francisco.
5th of July, flight to Las Vegas.
6th of July, flight to Flagstaff Arizona.
big round trip to the Grand
Canyon.
Then flight via Phoenix to St. Louis.
Then flight to New York City, where
we will spend a few more days before
returning to Hamburg.
We would appreciate if those square
dance clubs, who are located in the
above-mentioned cities, would advise
us if they have any club-meetings
during these days. We also would like to
know if some cheap accommodations
would be available. We will, of course,
do the same for all square dancers from
those American states visiting us in
Hamburg. For those who don't know it
as yet we'd like to mention that all
German square dancers dance according to the original American square
dance melodies in the English language.
We would appreciate receiving your
information as soon as possible so that
we can plan our trip well ahead.
6

Address to contact: Stintfang Square
Dancers, Manfred Lemanski, Sachsenweg 26 F, 2000 Hamburg 61 (President).
West Germany.
Thank you for the fine article
"Dancing With Good Vibes" and the
Puzzle Page by Edward Graff in the
September issue. I'm sure that you will
be pleased to learn of the intense total
communication (both sign language and
speech) conversation that it provoked
when I shared it with my co-worker at
HEW in Washington, D.C.— Dr. Boyce
Williams. Dr. Williams is the Director
of the Office of Deafness and Communicative Disorders in the Rehabilitation
Services Administration and is the
highest ranking deaf person, I believe,
in the employ of Uncle Sam.
I found Mr. Graff's sign language
figure to be very understandable, and,
remarkably, one that I think after about
5 year's experience in both areas, I
could both sign easily and dance. I can't
say that for all facets of either dancing
or sign language, but I do appreciate it
in both areas when the essentials of the
movement are precise.
Thanks again for this interesting
article. Please do publish more about
our favorite activity and its adaptation
for handicapped people.
Richard P. Melia, Ph. D.
Arlington, Virginia
Please keep the Easy Level material
coming as we sure do use it. We aim at
keeping our new dancers interested and
dancing after they learn some of the
basics. It would be good to get down to
the "bare basics" so we could teach
them in 15-18 weeks
Claude & Edna King
Harlingen, Texas

GREMLINS AGAIN!
In October's "Hemline" article, the
pictures of the Parkers and Holloways
were reversed by the printer. Our
apologies to both couples. Dress
descriptions match the couples: only the
pictures were reversed.
September's Big Mac ad should have
included BM005, "Grass Won't Grow"
as the new release.
American Sauaredance, November 1979

Once again our by-lines mention towns from coast to coast, north and south. If an
underlying theme exists, it must be "little things", as discussed in "Co-editorial".
Opening this November issue is a true story by Mort Simpson of California,
reprinted from Open Squares. Mort reminds us, at a fitting time, of the original
Americans.
Many clubs are building halls of their own because of difficulty in renting
buildings and heating them. To accompany "Hall-Building How-To" is an article
about the renovation of a school twenty-plus years ago. Diane Zastovnik of Clovis,
California, describes the Barn in Fresno, which unfortunately no longer exists.
A formula for success is given by Al Eblen of Wichita Falls, Texas in "Clean
Mind and Dirty Fingernails". Also from Texas comes the report of the 1979
Overseas Dancers Reunion from Steve and Fran Stephens (San Antonio).
NiNi Harris of St. Louis, Missouri, describes a unique area dance group in
"Fancy Footwork". Along the line of footwork, Dot and Don Hansen of North
Muskegon, Michigan present styling tips for round dancers.
Naomi Cherny of Lexington, Massachusetts, points out some dangers in
over-regulation, in an article reprinted from the New England Caller.
Several of these articles discuss "little things" to be practiced, avoided,
resolved, discussed. We all know the old song line, "Little Things mean a lot", and
the old adage, "Mighty oaks from tiny acorns grow." 'Nuff said!
Andrea Fuller, guest writer of "Challenge Chatter" this month is a freelance
writer specilizing in TV and films, and a C-4 dancer who travels the country getting
into heated discussions. She believes the points made in her article are also true for
the super-dancer in a mainstream club.
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Would you believe it? We had so
many "leftovers" from last month's
literary hamloaf and journalistic jug-o'naught that we're going off on the same
tangent to fill your plate and cup with a
fresh mess of trivia, tidbits and trip
topics. Some items will be tasty, others
tough and hardly palatable. And maybe
there will be an elegant morsel that will
make the whole devouring of it
worthwhile. We hope so. (You now have
one reader left in Flimflam, Arkansas,
undoubtedly.— Co-ed.)
First, I must go back to the Sunday of
Labor Day weekend, when I drove to
Kewanee, Illinois, the Hog Capitol of
the World, for my part in the 26th
annual Hog Festival and square dance
staffed by a coupla hams like Jerry Helt
and yours truly, plus a half dozen
notable pen pals.
Driving into Kewanee is a noseworthy
experience in itself, because even as I
approached the town through the
cornfields a dozen miles out, the
pungent peccary perfumery assailed my
nostrils. But there was not a gilt or sow
evident in the town itself, except tho.sp
being readied for the barbecue pits, and
the open air fair affair rolled along with
not a protesting "oink" right to the final
feed trough, litter-perfect.
Seriously, friends, the Curliques
know how to give the dancers a
8

tail-twisting good time. The whole town
wallowed in the festivities. And what
was playing at the one local movie
house? The Muppet Movie, featuring
Miss Piggy! What else?
All weekend Jerry looked in vain for a
perky porky, but he said it wasn't until
he flew back to Cincinnati that a French
stewardess said "oui, oui, oui" all the
way home. (If you can't find better gags
to butcher than that, Stan, you'd better
go to Helt.— Co-ed.)

A ham generally weighs seven
percent of the total weight of the live
hog.

As you read this, Cathie and I are oft
to the Swiss Alps for a week perhaps
dining in the shadow of the Jungfrau or
yodelaydeladying in a sheltered chalet.
We'll tell you all about it next month.
Last month I didn't mention the ASD
dance in Dayton, Ohio, at the Solomon
Pavilion, but it was a good 'un, set up
by Walt & Dottie Wilson. Thanks, folks.
Keep the badges flowing. Jerry &
Becky Cope also set one up in Dillard,
Georgia, just before the Caller College
there.

American Squaredance. November 1979

Gosh. The seasons change so fast
these days, we're practically into winter
and standing here bare-headed and
bathing-suited, wondering where fall
went, not to mention summer. But each
season is distinctive for square dancers.
Fall— classes start. Winter— full speed
for every phase of the activity. Spring—
graduations, festivals, specials. Summer— taper off, change gears, outdoor
stuff.
In keeping with our theme of liberally
sprinkling some trite trivia throughout
this murky manifestation, we can quote
Burton Hillis quoting Lee Bayless
butchered by Burdick on how you can
distinguish the changing seasons. He
says he knows fall has arrived by the
next door neighbor bringing back the
lawn mower and asking to borrow his
rake.
Incidentally, that September editorial
about apples you've been complimenting us about is Cathie's— she writes
the editorials. I only add a word or two
here and there. Personally, I love
apples. If she'd serve me one a day,
we'd surely be "appley" married
forever.
As one who has an insatiable appetite
for wanderlust, now and then I must
extol the beauties of the open road
who are they?— Co-ed.)
(Hmmm
within the sphere of the square dance
activity, if only to justify my own
addiction to the limitless geographic
pursuits it affords. It's not just the
congenial people square dancing seems
to embrace. It's not just the fascinating
cities and towns to which one can travel.
It's all of these and more. Have you ever
looked down from your airplane and
watched cloud formations drift by like
huge overblown marshmallows, or go
gamboling by like herds of sheep
destined for forever? Or watch the sun's
reflection shimmer along snake-like
rivers, sparkle on ink-blot lakes, and
flash intermittently on farm ponds as
appealing as any of Rockwell's freckledfaced kids. It uplifts a body from sole to
solar plexis to the very soul!
American Squaredance, November 1979

Back along in early September I
pulled off a three-shot sortie down
TexArkanas way, flying in and out of
the hub cities of Dallas and Memphis
and turning the subsequent loops in
rental cars.
In the college town of Denton
("Nortex"— north Texas area), the
Triangle Squares sponsored another
better-than-ever ASD dance in their
refurbished Optimist hall haven. My
hosts, who by now have three yung'uns,
were caller/cuers Toby and Judy
thomason, a fine couple who've certainly made a good dent in Denton.
Second stop, Kingsville (after flying
into Corpus), where the Do-Si-Dancers
also topped last year's subscription
dance record. That's the famous King
Ranch territory, podner, where it is said
that you can run all day and not come to
the "furtherest" borders of the King
acres, even when you're being chased
by a mama Brahma— and that's no
bull!
My hosts there were caller Ken and
Judy Curtis, who met me, shuttled me,
brunched me, equipped me, dined me,
partied me, plunged me, slept me, and
breakfasted me, royally. What more
could one ask? All this and they kicked
up a spirited dance to boot.
Last stop, Hardy, Arkansas, where
the Acres Shakers club hustled, rustled
and bustled up a super subscription
dance, too, right there in that tiny
clubhouse on the lake. Thanks, Floyd,
Edna, George, Toots, Bob, Irene, Rose
and

In Arkansas it's against the law to
drive blindfolded cattle on a public
road.

Mid-September seemed like a good
time to take a jaunty journey by van to
New England, especially since the
leaves were just getting a hint of a gay
glint, and I was booked in Bradford
Vermont, just east of our favorite
mini-manse on Lake George. Cathie and
I decided to do this trip together.
"We?" I said. "Oui!" she said.
"Whee!" we both said.
But trouble came in doubles on that
trip, as it often does. A flat tire struck us
in Painesville, Ohio, just two hours on
the road. The town was well-named, we
decided, especially since we had to wait
four hours on the road for help. You see,
the last "lug" who tightly turned the
lugs on the wheel made one lug
impossible to remove, so we had to be
towed to a garage.
Finally on the road, we lost a half day
because of needing to grab a motel in
Buffalo, since total exhaustion had
set in. Then the next day we ran into the
spinoff of hurricane David (which
should have been named Goliath),
bringing high water, high winds, and
slow traffic around the cities. Finally, at
the cottage, with hardly a day left to
relax, we faced a 5-hour power outage,
also due to the hurricane effects.
The Connecticut Valley Swingers in
Bradford are a fine little spirited bunch
in the heart of Vermont, with Al Monty
as their regular caller.
Funny thing happened the day before
the dance in that area, they told me,
also resulting from the storm. A couple
had decided to get married inside a
newly-renovated and reinforced covered
bridge, for which Vermont is famous.
During the rehearsal the winds struck
and the bridge fell into the river,
trapping some of the wedding party for
several hours (not the bride or groom,
fortunately). The frustrated couple had
to find an alternate wedding site for the
next-day's wedding. What a way to
-4i-5,7- -or ,.;‘,.;.,;:.
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start one's married life! It's tough to
find happiness these days without
having all your bridgework collapse the
day before the wedding!
Did you know that covered bridges in
Vermont were so designed to prevent
horses from going into panic when they
looked down to see all that water?
May we take the liberty of a little
"Straight Talk" at this point? (Go
ahead, you will, anyway— Co-ed.)
Our place is not to be preachy or
pompous or pious in this normally light,
non-liturgic column, but once an annum
or an eon we feel driven to pull our old
grandfather rocker close up to a
hundred or more callers who seem to be
straying off on a questionable tangent
these days. (Eavesdrop if you wish,
dancers, and if the shoe fits....) We
refer to a regretable trend we'll simply
call the "swap around syndrome".
Our advice, rightly or wrongly given,
is: "Cool it, brother." If a caller wants
to "fly the coop" it would be a
dance-site better to make a break and
legalize it, or he's an absolute "Turkey", especially if he thinks the average
dancer is going to condone his actions or
support his future programs, aside from
the family turmoil it creates.
Understandably, the lure of a "home
away from home" for a road-bound
caller; that ego-inflating "star" complex; that escalating female adulation; a
freestyle swim in a very transient pool
of pepper-sprout passion; or an "afterafter" yellow-rockin frolickin' can surely weaken the old fiber, but unfortunately, a caller's private life is also very
definitely tied to his public life in the
business of calling.
We still take the old-fashioned
outlook that a caller ought to be
professionally, ethically, and morally
right, as an example to the rest of the
square dance world. OK, we've said it!
Go ahead and toss the tomatoes. We've
ducked 'em before.

The First
American
Dance...
by Mort Simpson
From Open Squares, Cal.

Well, that old "Truth in Advertising"
edict came home to roost the other
night, flew right in and landed on my
shoulder just like it knew where it was
going.
Let's start at the beginning. About a
year ago I was asked to call a
"one-nighter" at a youth encounter
camp near Idyllwild. This is a ten-day
camp sponsored by a nationally recognized organization. The campers are
mostly high school seniors or a few
years older. The participants were to be
of many races and religions. The idea of
square dancing with its close contact
was viewed with some doubts in the
minds of the camp directors and their
counselors. All agreed, however, that if
it was well received by the campers it
could become one of the most rewarding
experiences of the camp.
It was decided to try the square dance
evening on about the eighth night of
camp since by then the kids should
know each other well enough not to be
hesitant about the whole thing. The
evening was an unqualified success in
the minds of almost everyone concerned. I was especially pleased by the
way the group received my explanation
of how square dancing is the only dance
form developed in the United States.
A merican Souareclance. November 19 79

We drove home that night basking in
the warmth of the smiles we had
brought to the faces of the campers and
their counselors, as well as the
magnificent things I had said regarding
our one and only "American" dance.
This year we were asked to do the
same thing for all three of the camp
sessions that the same organization
sponsors yearly. The third night of each
camp was chosen since the campers of
last year had indicated that we had
provided one of the most enjoyable
ways to amalgamate friendships that
were slow in maturing.
We made our appearance at the first
camp session, microphone in hand,
ready to ease the problems of the world
in a glorious evening of friendship,
calling, and a bit of speechmaking. We
were greeted warmly by all and in
answer to my query, the camp director
said of course I should give my little talk
as I had the year before, with one
modification.
This year my chat began: "With the
exception of the American Indian who
could have, had he chosen to do so,
danced his way down to meet the
Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock, square
dancing is the only....".
Where'd you go, corner?
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CALLER-LEADER
DIRECTORY
Contact these cal ers for
bookings and information.
Dave "Hash" Hass
PO Box 37
East Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1979-80-81
Larry Ingber
4149 W. State Ave.
Phoenix AZ 85021
(602-931-6294)
NOW BOOKING 1980

Jim Davis, River View Mob. Est.
Sp. #257, 3811 "I" St. NE
Chuck Marlow
Auburn WA 98002
The Caller with the Dancer In Mind 3795 Pamela Drive
Gahanna OH 43230
Now Booking 80-81-82
Weekends & Holidays
Gordon Fineout
Ramon Marsch
2512 Delta River Drive
10222 Bundyburg NW
Lansing MI 48906
Middlefield OH 4.4062
(517-321-4372)
Marach-Mellow-Smooth
For the Fun of ill

Fred Bailey
PO Box 2 (612-358-4488)
Rush City MN 55069
Former SID Workshop Editor
Of This Magazine
Perry Bergh
Rt 1 (606-758-2427)
Florence SD 57235
Any Time, Anywhere!

Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597)
501 Gridley Ave.
Akron OH 44306
Dance to the calls of the
"Silver Fox" Booking 1979-80-81

Webb Mills (614-366-3776)
315 W. Myrtle Ave.
Newark OH 43055
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10
Midland MI 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Glen Pyle
2220 Juliette Ave_
Fort Wayne IN 46804
(219-432-7173)
Booking for 79-80

Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeuf St.
Muskegon MI 49441
Dance More with Gilmore!

Buzz Ruis (912-927-3410)
9400 Abercorn St. #217
Savannah GA 31406
Booking OH, PA, MI, Sept. 1981

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403
Contra Caller Clinics,
Workshops & Dances

Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301
For the Beet in Square Dancing

Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton OH 43452
Open dates — Western Style

Ed Clark (614-288-2966)
43 Star St
Jackson OH 45840
Call me, I'll call for you)

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man I

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
All New Spiral-bound Calendars—
$3.50 each, 79-80-81

Stan Burdick
216 Williams St
Huron OH 44839
THE Meandering Man
Mike Callahan
147 North Ave
Hilton NY 14488
Calling/Traveling Full TIme

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
Fo r
Please
Itnaciol
Catalog upon request.
Handling
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • 1602) 279-5521
•••
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HALL-BUILDING HOW-TO

So many clubs are building square
dance halls in answer to the loss of
regular dancing locations, the energy
shortage, high rents and other problems
that it seems wise to review an outline
presented at a Callerlab discussion
several years ago. Chairman of the
group was Melton Luttrell, speaking
from his experience in supervising the
building of the "Swingtime Center" in
Texas. Those dreaming about the
luxury of owning their own places in
which to square up should consider the
following:
What are the needs?
Is a school, gym or recreation hall
available?
Is it adequate?
Construction
Costs
Regional differences — what works
well in the west may not be practical
in the east.
Essential needs in a building
Good sound
Good dance floor
Adequate cooling
Rest Rooms
Kitchen
Parking facilities
Extras
Facilities for child care
Office
Banquet facilities
TV room
Land Sites — locations
American Squaredance. November 1979

Permits involved
Financing
Operation once built
By a SID Association
Small group or club
Outside interest plus a caller
Outside interest plus a club president
Problems
Paying bills
Cleaning
Maintenance
Children
Vandalism
Landscaping
Advertising
Other things which might be considered by prospective hall builders are:
installation of a commerical ice maker, a
storeroom with space for each club
renting the building regularly, balcony
for spectators, use of building in
non-dancing hours by churches, day
nurseries and other groups, kinds of
insurance necessary, burglar alarms.
smoke detectors. taxes to be paid.
One thing that seems to generally
agreed upon, is that any building built
expressly for dancing should have a
wooden dance floor for maximum
dancing pleasure. Several styles of
floors have been used successfully.
A booklet describing the "challenges - and considerations in building a
hall can be obtained by writing to the
Callerlab office. Box 277, Pocono Pines
PA 18350,
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A WORD TO THE WISE
Naomi Cherny
Lexington, Massachusetts
From The New England Caller

At a recent callers association meeting, the subject under discussion was
whether advanced dancing is hurting
square dancing. Are mainstream clubs
losing dancers to advanced workshops?
After observing the square dance scene
for several years, my opinion is that the
clubs themselves are driving square
dancers away. Here are some examples
of what I have seen going on.
Dress— I can understand the regulations requiring dancers to wear softsoled shoes, especially on wooden
floors. This saves wear and tear on the
dancers as well as the floor and is a
reasonable request. What I cannot
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understand is why a club should post a
sign at a dance saying "Square dance
attire is required." Who has the right to
determine what is "square dance
attire?" Yet dancers are being turned
away. for not being "suitably" dressed.
Age— I know that there are clubs for
teens, but that does not mean that
teenagers should be turned away from
adult dances. Yet this is often the case.
What right does a club have to set a
minimum age for a dance? Why not an
upper age? Young people should be
welcomed at club dances, just as
everyone is welcome at Tech Squares,
where I have seen teenagers and golden
agers dancing in perfect harmony.
The same last name— I didn't believe
it when I first heard that a couple was
turned away from a club because they
did not have the same last name! Does
getting married turn couples into better
and acceptable dancers? Does the club
have such a surplus of members that
they can choose only those with
"acceptable" names?
The single— A single girl attending a
local dance with her mother and father
was turned away at the door. Another
horror story I find hard to accept! The
single dancer can fill in for a tired
spouse, dance with the suer, arky style
if necessary, and enjoy the company of
family and friends during intermission.
I cannot believe that a club turned away
a person who could dance the level
advertised and was even suitably
dressed.
Refreshments— Some dancers enjoy
bringing refreshments and serving on
refreshment committees. Others want
no part of it. Yet, membership in a club
can be based on one's willingness to
Continued on Page 95
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by Diane Zastovnik
Clovis, California

The Old Square Dance Barn
Most people passing by the busy
intersection of First and Shaw Streets in
Fresno, California these days hear only
the squealing of tires and roar of traffic.
They see a Chevron gas station on the
northeast corner of the streets. But
old-time square dancers hear Dick Sears
or Duane Wamsley calling out left
allemande and right and left grand.
They look back in their memories and
see a bright red barn in a grassy field.
Bold white letters across the front,
carved in old-west style, proclaim that
this is the "Square Dance Barn."
Back in 1957, square dancers in the
Fresno area were dancing in cramped
halls with bad acoustics, wishing they
had a hall they could call their own.
One dancer, Bob Anderson, did more
than wish.
Fresno City Schools had abandoned
Wolter's School on a four-acre lot on the
corner of First and Shaw. When a friend
of Anderson's bought the property,
Anderson immediately had visions of
putting the dilapidated old building to
use. He leased the property for $50 a
month and set about making plans to
convert the school's multi-purpose room
into a square dance barn.
Anderson had the enthusiastic support of Fresno square dancers. Most of
the materials and labor needed to
renovate the building were donated by
square dancing plumbers, carpenters,
electricians and others.
The building was rewired. The maple
floor was sanded and sealed. Fifty-four
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gallons of barn-red paint and white trim
were needed to make the dried and
cracked outer walls look like new.
But Anderson and his fellow dancers
weren't satisfied with just making their
"barn" usable. They wanted it to be
something special. They set about
converting the plain walls and ceilings
into something that would impress
anyone who came into the barn.
Instead of putting up plain acoustical
tiles, Anderson gave out the tiles to
individual dancers and clubs who
painted their names or designs on them.
Wagon wheels with old-fashioned
lanterns hanging from them were used
as decorative chandeliers. Lanterns also
hung across the top of the stage. A huge
western painting, donated by a member
of the Western Artist's Association,
hung on one wall. The police chief
donated a set of Texas longhorns to
decorate another spot. Other parts of
the walls were covered with old-time
cap and ball pistols, shotguns, rifles,
saddle bags, pack saddles, coffee
grinders, wagon wheels, deer horns, old
time wall telephones and clocks.
Horseshoes were fastened around the
walls for coat hooks.
The fire department restored an 1890
surrey that stood on the stage. Enough
wood for 12 tables and 30 bench•s for
the chuck room came from a Clovis
lumber company. Brands borrowed
from a feed lot were burned into the
benches and tables.
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Bob Berner of the Hix 'n Chix club
made the 20-foot frontier-style lettering
for the front of the building.
The square dancers replaced weeds
around the buildings with maintained
lawns. They had plans to renovate some
of the other buildings of the school, but
they never carried them out. One of
these buildings was sometimes used for
round dancing, even though it was run
down.
Dancers used the barn every night of
the week and most of the day on
Saturdays and Sundays. Regular dances
were held there for Pairs of 4, Square
Wheelers, Lucky Rounders, Crazy
Eights, Steppers and Stompers, Skirts
and Flirts, Dudes and Dolls and Hix 'n
Chix. A round dance club, 2Lazy2
Steppers, also was on the schedule. The
Valley Associated Square Dancers held
their regular meeting-dances there as
well as many of their special dances.
For several years, the after-party for
the Krossroads Squarama was held in
the barn. The first time, Bob and Betty
Anderson provided refreshments and
hosted the party by themselves for the
826 dancers who came. After that, the
clubs took turns with the responsibility.
Dancers who came to the Squarama
in their campers could park them on the
grassy grounds around the barn.
Pairs of 4 build a brick-lined pit with
metal doors behind the hall so they
could serve deep-pit barbecued beef for
their anniversary dances. Nate Haskell
was in charge of the barbecue. Seventy
squares enjoyed the dinner and danced
in the barn and all along the corridors at
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one of the early Pairs of 4 anniversaries.
Anderson said, "If someone had
fainted, there wouldn't have been any
place to fall down," it was so crowded.
Anderson enjoyed managing the
building for the square dancers. He was
a member or honorary member of most
of the clubs that danced there. He only
charged the clubs $10 a night for the use
of the barn. But it was also a lot of work.
He said he was a "glorified janitor, a
plumber, a gardener." And there were
problems. The well went out once in a
while and Anderson had to fix it. One
time ants shorted out the power.
Another time lightning struck and
reversed the polarity.
But the barn is gone now. It was torn
down in 1965 to make room for a more
profitable business. The rent for just the
land on the corner lot is now $5,500 a
month. Many of the fixtures from the
barn were moved to Twin Gables Hall in
Clovis, including the materials for the
barbecue pit. Many clubs now use this
hall for their regular dances, but square
dancers can't call it their own. Neither
can they say that about the other halls
that are used for square dancing around
the area.
Most of the dancers who box the gnat
and promenade in these halls don't
even remember the old barn because
they weren't dancing then. Very few of
those who helped put the barn together
and then enjoyed it for about eight years
are still dancing in the Fresno-Clovis
area. Even the names of many of the
clubs that used the barn are only
familiar to long-time dancers.
However, the idea of a building in
Fresno just for square dancers is still
alive. The Square and Round Dance
Building Fund is a non-profit corporation that is working to achieve this. The
corporation is increasing its membership among the dancers. It is looking for
a building that could be renovated to
meet the dancers' needs or for some
land that might make a good building
site. The planners of the new building
hope to find something that will satisfy
the varying needs of clubs in the area.
But even though it might have all the
conveniences, some long-time dancers
doubt if any new building can have the
charm of the old Square Dance Barn.
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by Al Eblen
Wichita Falls, Texas

,
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A CLEAN MIND \
AND DIRTY FINGERNAILS
A short time ago, my old graduating
class had a reunion. Our emcee was
having a great amount of fun with the
old class prophecies. He said, "Al
Eblen's prophecy was that he will make
a lot of easy money." The emcee got a
lot of laughs when he said, "Well, old
Al sure found a way to do it. He became
a square dance caller."
I remember that when I graduated
from school, I wanted to be successful in
life. My idea of success was to be a
doctor, lawyer, or a politician. Since
those days back in the mid-thirties, my
idea of success has changed a great
deal. Success to me today is to have a
loving family, good health, and reliable
employment, where there is some
feeling of accomplishment. Money is
not too important. I have no desire to be
a doctor, lawyer, or politician, I believe
the happiest people are those with a
clean mind and dirty fingernails, a clean
mind indicating a love for helping our
fellow man, and dirty fingernails
indicating a willingness to work toward
this goal. This is important in our
vocation and also our hobby.
When I first became a square dance
caller, it was an ego thing. I wanted to
be the star; I wanted to be a full-time
professional traveling caller. This looked
like the most wonderful thing, short of
Hollywood, However, the good Lord
saw fit to keep these things from me.
My ability and talent were too small to
reach that lofty goal. I worked hard and
practised hard, but it was not for me to
be a top star. Today I'm glad that I
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never made it big. How glad I am that I
can sleep in my own bed every single
night, and take my meals at my very
own table with my own precious wife.
I'm not forced to spend a lot of time
away from home. My life is so
uncomplicated, and as you get older,
you do appreciate an uncomplicated
life.
However, calling has kept us busy.
My wife Nellebelle and I have been
calling and teaching for five clubs. We
travel over 15,000 miles each year in our
calling endeavors. It has been a
financially rewarding part-time job.
However, the greatest reward and most
important thing is that we have
provided square dance calling and
teaching in areas, where there would
have been little or no square dancing
without Al and Nellebelle. In our little
rural clubs we are appreciated, we have
brought a lot of happiness to many
people. They in turn have brought a lot
of happiness to Nell and I. We think of
ourselves somewhat like the old time
family doctors, who made house calls in
the rural areas. We are not big stars,
but we bring square dancing pleasures
to many people.
I think new callers should, in a
paraphrase of President John Kennedy,
"Think not what square dance calling
can do for you, but what your calling can
do for square dancing." If you are good
enough, you will reach the top.
However, if you don't become a star,
and you will keep a clean mind and dirty
fingernails, you will make a lot of people
very happy, including yourself.
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Overseas Dancers Reunion
by Steve & Fran Stephens
San Antonio, Texas
The Reunion, held this year in
Bartonsville, PA, with John and Freddie
Kaltenthaler as hosts, was a gathering
to be remembered by all of us who
attended. Twenty-one States. Canada,
England, Costa Rica, Libya, and
Germany were represented. Plenty of
good dancing and good fellowship
provided gobs of fun and enjoyment for
all.
The dues structure underwent a
major change. There are no longer
family and single member dues. The
couples and singles pay the same dues,
$5.00 annually, effective September 1,
1980.
The 1983 Reunion will be held in
Lehigh Acres, Lehigh, FL. Charlie and
Phyllis Plimpton will be General
Chairman.
Perhaps the most important decision
to come out of the reunion meeting was
the establishment of the Julius and
Miriam Nestor Award. It will be given
only when a member has earned it by
performing outstanding service or ex18

ceptional acts showing devotion to
square and round dancing over a long
period of time, and to OSDA. It is hoped
that this award will receive the same
status among Overseas Dancers as the
Silver Spur among all square and round
dancers worldwide. It was unanimously
decided that the first recipients of the
Award would be Julius and Miriam. For
the past seventeen years. and longer,
these two wonderful friends set an
example for all of us. Julius was Mr.
Hospitality himself. They have been
Historians for OSDA for the past ten
years. They attended every reunion
prior to this one and were on the way to
Bartonsville when Julius was stricken.
Julius died during the night, August
12-13. He had been operated on and
was recovering nicely, scheduled to go
home Monday, 13th. His friends, and
they are worldwide, are deeply grieved
by his death. We all share with Miriam
and his family their sense of loss. Our
activity is poorer because of his passing
but is infinitely richer because he
passed our way.
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America's favorite taps for clogging are
SeIva's STACCATO HEEL AND TOE TAPS.
Our exclusive aluminum alloy is shaped.
cast and polished to provide the
clearest tones imaginable! Recommended
by leading clogging instructors
throughout the country.

STACCATO
TOE TAP

STACCATO
HEEL TAP

World's leading manufacturer of dance arid gymnastic footwear
47-25 34th Street Long Island City New `Itork 11101
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Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
SQUARE DANCERS.

Beautifully cast in aluminum and
finished in flat black enamel with white
letters, we offer a handsome, larger
than usual, lamp post sign.

BURDICKS
$22.50

18 1/2 "x17 1/2 "

Please PRINT name desired. Sign is lettered on both sides.
Top line: "The" only. Bottom line 13 letters maximum.
ACT NOWI
Send Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
JONEL
(Formerly HOME Industries)
Box 107
Jackson, Ohio 45640
Phone 614-286-4363
332 Athens St.

We have a special deal for callers
Inquiries Invited
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SAME
SQUARE DANCE COUPLE:
Mailbox Sign
Weathervane

$22.50
$32.50

Watch for our Motor Coach at square dance events. We'd Ilke to meet you!
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FANCY
FOOTWORK
by NiNi Harris
St. Louis, Missouri

One Sunday evening a month a living
museum happens. In a basement on the
outskirts of St. Louis in Missouri, two
dozen people form lines: ladies on the
right and gents on the left. The music
starts and they begin dancing, dances
from Colonial New England, from 18th
century Scotland, even from the days of
the Druids in England.
The dancers move forward and back
and around one another in patterns that
make a football coach's diagrams seem
simple by comparison. But for all the
complexity, there is a simplicity and
elegance to the movements. Each step
is executed fully, never cut short or
slurred.
"These dances couldn't be kept alive
in a book," Ken Lissant says as he
scans volumes of forgotten dances. So
in 1947 he and a group of friends
organized to preserve a representative
collection of tradition dance.
"Originally 12 or 15 couples gathered
for the dance," Ken Lissant recalls.
"Through the years the group dwindled. But the last couple of years the
dances have been attracting younger
people while keeping many of the
original group."
Today the dancers range in age from
13 years old to retirement age.
Marie Tueth, who has been dancing
with the group since the late '40's, feels
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the timing of the dances is what keeps
her coming back year after year. "The
traditional dances," she comments,
"just never seem to wear out. And I
don't get tired of doing them."
The youngest of the dancers, Sheila
Cain, expresses similar feelings, "You
are constantly moving to the rhythm."
She goes on, "I like it better than disco.
Everything here seems to fit together
and move together."
Most of the English Country Dances,
which make up a good part of the
group's repertoire, died with the
industrial revolution. But Cecil Sharp, a
dance collector and researcher working
around 1900, discovered the tradition
that was virtually lost in England had
survived among descendants of the
early English settlers in the mountains
of Kentucky. This find helped spur a
revival of traditional dancing early in
this century.
"History has sieved these dances,''
Lissant explains. "Hundreds of dances
of this genre didn't survive anywhere.
But the dances that did, have some
innate appeal that keeps people interested in them."
In addition to their native beauty,
"Generations of dancers have refined
the dances," according to Gerry Werth
who has been with the group for several
years. "Over the years any awkward
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movements that might have originally
been part of the dances were smoothed
out."
The Sunday night group regularly
performs about 20 or 25 dances.
Another 30 dances are done over a five
year span.
Lissant announces "Hunsdon House"
and "Oranges and Lemons," from 15th
and 16th century England, as first on
the evening's program. For these
dances he always accompanies a review
of the steps with a lecture on English
manners. Everyone suddenly behaves
in a more dignified, restrained fashion.
The mood stays the same as "Dashing
White Sergeants'' and "Lancers," both
of 18th century England, are performed.
"We choose these dances," Lissant
explains, "because they are built
around the dozen or so fundamental
movements of English Country Dancing.
If you master these movements, siding,
hey for three, arming, you can pick up a
lot of other dances easily."
Some of the steps are simple, but
since the dances match the music so
closely, mastering these movements
requires careful timing. A "turn
single," each person turning in place,
cannot be rushed without destroying the
flow of the dance. The movement is
allotted four full beats since the dances
were originally done in pastures,
making it necessary to turn with four
steps rather than pivot.
Next to the dignified and carefully
paced country dances, the classic
"Gathering Peas Cods," which is
occasionally programmed, is wild and
jubilant. People join hands and circle in
fast steps. Men and women alternately

go into the center of the circle, clap
hands and spin back to the outer rim.
This dance, believed to have been a
spring fertility rite done around a sacred
oak, predates most of the other country
dances. Some even think it began in the
days of the Druids in ancient England.
The contras, men and women in two
lines facing each other, grew from the
English Country Dancing tradition.
"Though the music for most contras is
clearly English, Scottish or Irish,"
Lissant notes, "the dances themselves
are truly American. They developed in
Colonial New England, some dating
back to the 1600's."
Lissant theorizes that in the British
Isles the contra tunes were played on
pipes, fiddle and maybe a tin whistle.
But in this country the fiddle predominated. Perhaps later the guitar was
added.
Though contras were only occasionally danced in the ballrooms of the
1840's and 1850's, they maintained
their popularity in the rural areas well
after that. These "longways" had a
special appeal for American pioneers
who seldom had a chance to socialize
and meet the young eligibles in the
territory. The nature of a contra dance
guarantees that everybody dances with
everybody else before it is over.
Lissant stops the music in the middle
of a favorite contra, "Monemusk's
Reel." The tune, composed in 1775.
was included in Thomas Jefferson's
music library. But in Jefferson's day it
wasn't the custom to clap to the music
as you danced. So Lissant asks some of
the newer members to control their
Continued on Page 85

do paso shop petticoats
Nylon Marquisette
1120.00
121.00
$22.00

30 yd.
50 Yd
70 Yd.

SATIN STRIPE
$24.00
35 Yd.
50 Yd.
$26.00
70 Yd.
$28.00

Most Colors
Available
Multi-color $2. more
$1.75 per petticoat 100 Yd. on Request
Postage & Handling
DO PASO SHOP, 203 Vermont St., Buffalo NY 14213 — 1-716-885-9473
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by Don & Dot Hansen
N. Muskegon, Michigan
The art of "round dancing" as
pertains to styling techniques—
Round dancing is an art, therefore,
styling must enter into the picture. All
who love to dance should appreciate the
tremendous opportunities afforded them
by our very talented round dance
leaders who devote many, many hours
in training so that they might travel
throughout the country teaching the art
of dancing with all the intricacies of
styling, rhythm, balance, blending,
footwork and all it takes to make a
dancer, and still at such a reasonable
cost, compared to the limited dance
training through dance instructors of
much less ability and talents, let alone
the many friendships that have been
formed through the round dance
movement that could never have been
possible through private dance instructions.
Partners in dancing are a team or unit
and must work as a team as they take a
comfortable and beautiful dance position
on the floor to start the dance, as well as
all throughout the dance figures.
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If one is to put styling into a dance he
must dance accurately and with great
ease (being relaxed), not straining to
look like someone else. It's fine to copy
another style, but if you have practiced
over and over and still feel uncomfortable, try expressing your own personality,
casting aside all inhibitions by putting
your ownself into the dance, creating
your own style, as one's character and
personality permits, at the same time
making sure you are using correct
footwork and positioning, plus being in
correct time with the music and
conservative in your styling.
Styling starts with good posture;
stand tall, and maintain own body
balance. Do not depend on partner to
hold you up. Do not grip lead hands or
lean over partner, clutching her tightly
about the waist. Lady on the other hand
must not grip partner's upper right arm
or give partner the weight of her arm or
hand on shoulder. A light but firm touch
at the shoulder is proper for a good
lead, while man places his right hand on
the lower part of lady's shoulder blade
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for proper positioning and lead. The
lead hands are held at a comfortable
shoulder height, with some resistance
between lead hands. Remember too,
the man is the undisputed leader in
dancing while the lady must strive to be
just the greatest follower, making the
dance most enjoyable for both. This
reflects happiness on the part of both,
and that's what dancing is all about.
In round dancing (routine dancing)
the lady learns to follow and match
length of her steps to her leader but in
routine type of dancing she must also
have a good knowledge of the rhythm,
also the routine being performed,
otherwise she cannot be expected to be
led through a dance and feel comfortable
or look graceful doing the dance.
Footwork: Accurate footwork is a
must, with nice gliding steps, on the
ball of the foot, heels just barely
missing the floor, reaching out (dancing
from the hips down), always keeping
the feet close to the floor. Lady or gent
never straddle walk, (trying to outstep
your partner's feet). If dancing position
is correct (lady just slightly to the man's
right in closed dance position), footwork
will mesh; never fear being stepped on
by partner. Again, keep feet close to
floor, keeping toe of free foot pointed
down to the floor on a step swing, step
point or a lift.
Balance: Good posture makes for
greater ease in maintaining balance.
Keep body weight well over standing
foot, bearing in mind the next figure to
follow. Here again arm and hand
positioning play an important part In
maintaining balance, which is not
maintained by carrying the free arms
limply at one's side. One may also be
put off balance by carrying the feet (as
walking) or extreme lifts or kicks. Knees
are bent ever so slightly in dancing, as
we dance on the balls of the feet with no
up and down bounce.
Hand/arm positioning: Use free
hands and arms attractively, while at
same time positioning same for a great
help in balance and weight control
Don't drop or carry hands to your sides,
keep a slight curve at elbows, at same
time keeping elbows in fairly close to
the body, extending arms with palms
down, when needed for balance. Always
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keep a light touch between partner's
hand-holds, never grasp nor clutch
tightly. Never pump lead hands to time
of music.
Blending: A skilled dancer blends
from one position or figure to another
smoothly and gracefully, in time to the
music. This can be accomplished only
when the dancers both know the dance
and plan ahead as to what the next
figure or maneuver might indicate, and
by positioning themselves ready to
perform the next measure of figure.
Rhythm: Listen to the music, dance to
the music, whether it be a waltz,
two-step, fox trot or tango. All provide
different qualities to the dance although
all are 4/4 rhythm or timing, except for
the waltz which is 3/4 timing. Learn to
recognize the rhythm of a piece of music
and dance on the beat. When one does
not dance on the beat of the music, he is
dancing mechanically (as a robot) and
this becomes very tiring and certainly is
not good dancing. Familiarize yourself
with the music, dance on the beat, and
discover real enjoyment. Master the
routine of the dance and dance to the
beautiful music. Don't rely on cues
which are sometimes ahead of the
figure, sometimes behind, or skipped
over a group of figures entirely. In other
words learn to throw the crutches away
after learning a new dance and rely on
your own resources while dancing.
Dancing to the music, with the
challenge of memory development
along with the footwork, will provide a
satisfaction in achievement well within
the scope of all round dancers willing to
accept the little extra effort.
Summary: Enjoy your dancing. Don't
make a chore of it, at the same time
don't become lazy. Make your leader
glad to have you in the class. Each time
you dance a well-used routine, try to
improve your dancing skills by making
the simplest dance look and feel great.
Better dance habits will soon become a
part of your makeup and dancing will
become more of a healthy asset, rather
than the hazard by poor posture, jerky,
awkward movements, tiring muscles
and foot structure.
In closing, styling is correct footwork,
positioning, and timing coupled with
one's own personality set to music.
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Coming Up Roses

FLOAT NOTES

The January, 1980, Rose Parade float
will honor Doc Alumbaugh.
The parade theme is Music of
America. The theme of the square
dance float is "America's Folk Music."
Drawing for the trip to Pasadena was
held at the Stumble Bums Club of Eagle
Rock, a club named by Doc Alumbaugh.
Winner of the trip to Pasadena was
Phyliss Koschik of Kennewick, Washington. Other winners were Roger
Linse, Eau Claire, Wisconsin; John
Crocker, Belleville, Illinois; and Susan
and Willard Gason, Fairfax, Alabama.
Special guests at the Float Ball on
December 27 will be Steve and Dorothy

Musial, members of the National
Executive Committee of the National
S/D Convention. They will spend the
week sightseeing, dancing at the ball
and viewing the Rose Parade.
The drawing for the new float is
finished. This year's designer won five
trophies last year.
Yak Stack speakers have been
donated for use on the float. These will
be awarded to the caller in whose name
the most $1 donations are made.
Announcement of the winner will be
made at the Float Ball and the winner
and runner-up will be taped and used
for the 1981 float music.

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
Multi-Size Pattern
314 Ladies' Square Dance Dr•ss
15 Pions'
Square dance dress hos scoop neckline with wide eyelet ruffle
accented by bow. The 8-gored skirt hos wide eyelet ruffles that
sweep up or sides in front and back to create on apron effect. Self
fabric ruffles trimmed with narrow eyelet fill in at sides and around
lower edge of skirt View 1 is sleeveless View 2 has short elosti•
cized puff sleeves. Multi-Size 5.7-9
6-8 10
1214 16 18.2040

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P. 0. Box 4510 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 111116
53.50 ea.
Pattern *314
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S
Name
Address
City
State
_ Zip
Add 85 cents per pattern for handling and postage.
O Complete Western Brochure for only 50'
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Peetc"cacted
SHEER MAGIC
SOFT LUXURIOUS ORGANDY - DOUBLE LAYERED DESIGN.
BOTTOM EDGE STIFFENED AND BOUND WITH TAFFETA.
MEDIUM FULL

NOT TOO FULL

FULL LOOK

EXTRA FULL

40 YARDS
$32.95

60 YARDS
$39.95

30 YARDS
$25.95

20 YARDS
$18.95

RED, BLACK, CANDY PINK, MAIZE, LT. BLUE, ROYAL, NAVY,
LT. GREEN, ORANGE AND BROWN. BINDING OF WHITE PETTICOAT
TREATED WITH 3M FABRIC PROTECTOR TO MAINTAIN ITS COLOR.

COLORS:

MAGIC

SUPR EM E

FABRIC AND DESIGN THE SAME AS

SHEER MAGIC.

FINISHED WITH A FOURTH TIER OF THREE INCH
NYLON TRICOT GATHERED TO THE BOTTOM EDGE.
NOT TOO FULL MEDIUM FULL FULL LOOK EXTRA FULL

50 YARDS*
$19.95

75 YARDS*
$26.95

100 YARDS* 150 YARDS*
$41.95
$34.95

SWEEP OF NYLON TRICOT
WHITE, RED, BLACK, CANDY PINK, YELLOW, KELLY GREEN, NAVY,
LT. BLUE, ROYAL , ORANGE AND BROWN.

COLORS:

WHITE PETTICOAT WITH COLORED TRICOT I I ER; ALL OF ABOVE
COLORS PLUS LILAC, PURPLE, PEACH, TURQUOISE, AQUA, MAIZE,
LIME, BEIGE AND LI, PINK.

$$ SAVE 55

Petoteed

SAVE $$

SIMPLY SEW THE SIDE SEAM OF OUR COMPLETELY GATHERED PANEL.
PANELS AVAILABLE FOR ALL FULLNESSE OF BOTH PETTICOATS,
DEDUCT THE PRICES BELOW FROM THAT OF THE CUSTOM PETTICOAT.
NOT TOO FULL

$5.00
rnicts

MEDIUM FULL

$7,00

FULL LOOK

$10.00

EXTRA FULL

$10.00
SPECIAL DISCOUNT:

AND COLORS SUBJICI TO CHANCE.

STATE wAI ST MEASUUMENT AND
PETTICOAT LENGTH ti8 TO 25 INCHES).
ADDED CHARGE FOR LONGER LENGTHS.
PLEASE ADD

$1.00 PER PANEL; $2.00
PER PETTICOAT FOR THREE
CR NORE PANELS AND/OR
FETTICOATS PER ORDER.

$1.50 PER PANEL OR PETTICOAT FOR HANDLING.

SEWING SPECIALTIES
7429 4TH AVE 50 RICHFIELD. MN 55423
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CALLERLAB CONFAB
the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Callerlab has recently completed the
voting on the review of the Advanced
lists and the recommended teaching
progression. This voting is sponsored
by Callerlab as an adjunct of its
committee on Advanced and Challenge
Dancing. The callers who regularly use
and call Advanced Calls are polled for
their suggestions and then the results
are tallied. The lists are reviewed every
two years and then retained at that
sequence and content for that period of
time. There are a few minor changes in
the lists this year. While each caller had
the opportunity to voice an independent
opinion, the results were better than
95% of the collective judgment of the
polled callers. (Advanced list appeared
in "Challenge Chatter", October 1979.)
Beginning in September, the callers
who regularly call using the Challenge
Dancing's Basic Calls will be polled for
a similar review of the C-1 list. Callerlab
is continuing to sponsor these lists even
though the callers on these lists are not
all members of Callerlab. Callerlab
recognizes that Advanced Dancing and
Challenge Dancing are not for all
dancers. Rather, we suggest that only
high-frequency dancers attempt to learn
and dance at this figure grouping or
plateau. By high frequency, we generally assume three or more times per
week at the appropriate dance level to
attain a comfort and skill level that will
enhance the dancers' enjoyment of the
activity. We do not wish to encourage
any caller or dancer to apply pressure to
attain a particular skill level just
because the level is there.
If callers, clubs and dancers know
what each list consists of, each dancer
can seek out his or her particular
enjoyment level and make for greater
satisfaction and enjoyment of this folk
American Souareriance November 1979

OF SQUARE DANCE CALLERS
activity called square dancing.
The National Executive Committee
and Callerlab are proud to announce
that Callerlab will again be responsible
for the annual Callers' Seminars at the
National Square Dance Conventions to
be held in Memphis June 26, 27, 28,
1980 and in Seattle on June 25, 26, 27,
1981.
The National Executive Committee
began to sponsor these seminars with
the Convention held in San Antonio In
Texas and in each year, the panelists
have been members of Callerlab. In
1979 in Milwaukee, the NEC arranged
that Callerlab should handle the administrative details of selecting and conducting the actual seminar. The results
of that seminar proved the wisdom of
that decision and accordingly, the NEC
has decided to continue to utilize the
talent resource bank of Callerlab.
Callers should begin to plan on
attending the National Square Dance
Convention and the Callers' Seminar as
they both will be outstanding. More
details of the Callers' Seminar will be
forthcoming.
In 1979, the Callerlab Callers'
Seminar was staffed by Clint McLean
and Jerry Schatzer of Connecticut; Stan
Burdick, Ohio; Cal Golden, Arkansas;
Lee Kopman, New York; Jon Jones,
Texas; Cal Campbell, New Mexico;
Herb Egender, Colorado; Ed Foote and
John Kaltenthaler of Pennsylvania.
Callerlab is pleased to provide an
update for an ongoing program dealing
with Caller Education. At the St. Louis
Convention in 1978, Callerlab provided
provisional Caller Coach Accreditation
to ten members of the Board of
Governors who were recognized for
Continued on Page 87
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Square or
Round Dancing
These pointed toes will make
you look and feel confident.
R eg. $5000 Your choice of any style shown.

$399,

Plus $2.00 for packing and
handling one pair or a dozen.

28-2540 Black Patent
28-2565 Chocolate Patent
12 Shaft
D-7 12
EE-7 12

28-2516 Brown Leather
6" Shaft Side Zipper
D-7/13
EE-7 12

28-2519 Black Patent
28-18023 Camel Patent
6" Shaft Side Zipper
D-7 12
EE-7 12

BOB'S SHOE WAREHOUSE
420 Grant, Carthage, Missouri 64836

TO ORDER BOOTS
Place stock number—
Width and Size along with
check or money order and send
to:
Bobs Shoe Warehouse
420 Grant
Carthage. MO 64836

STOCK NO

WIDTH

PRS

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

IM RHYME TIME
THE FIDDLER

Tonight, as often he would play
The simple, well-known tune
For the fun and frolic of the crowd
Beneath the harvest moon.
With aging hands he held It close
Against a stubby chin,
Like a mother holds her children
He clasped his violin.
He often played at huskin' bees
'Mid piles of golden ears
And fiddled at the country dance
As he had done for years.
He called the lads with polished boots
And string-bow ties to prance
And swing their girls in measures
Of the lovely harvest dance.
They came with laughter, pair by pair
As they heard the quickened tune
They clapped their hands and swung
the gals
By the light of the harvest moon.
"Now all join hands and circle right"
Sang out the jolly caller.
"Swing your partner, tripping light
And tell them all to foller"
"Do-sa-do right down the line,
Gents and ladies just doing fine,
Shoulder to shoulder straight and tall,
Wave to the folks across the hall.
Honor your corner, honor bright,
Bow to your partner, left and right.
Ruffled calicoes, high button shoes
Now all together, two by twos—
Circle to the left,
Then circle to the right,
Lads and lassies
There's dancing tonight."
The old man bent his silvery head
And played as in a trance,
On the heartstrings of his fiddle
At the autumn harvest dance.
Katheryn Chouinard
American Squaredance November 1979
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HALPO INDUSTRIES
P. 0. Box 279, 3669 Garden Ct., Grove City, Ohio 43123
(614) 875-9313 or 875-3236

GOLDEN COLUMN SPEAKER
• Sparkling Sound
• 20 to 20,000 Hertz Frequency Response
• One Will Do The Job
• For The Discriminating Caller
The Golden Column Speaker System is an outstanding advance in column-type speaker design.
Utilizing three matched, extended range, eight-inch dual cone, air suspension speakers housed
in a totally sealed, low-resonance enclosure. This system gives good phase coherance in the
mid-frequencies, excellent voice intelligibility, clear well-damped but strong bass and extended highs without 'natation. The Golden Column is as attractive as it is funtional. Gold
anodized aluminum grill and molding combined with cherry wood grain formica create a
speaker system you will be proud to use. 120. watts RMS of clean power handling capability. 8
ohms impedance. Built in stand holder with slight forward tilt. Dimensions: 8"x10"x30",
weight 30 lbs.

MITY MITE SPEAKER
• Compact Size
• Super Sound
• Light Weight - Only 20 lbs.
• Ideal For Traveling Callers
This speaker dares to be different! Our sound-secret is the hi-compliance full-range 6 x 9 oval
speakers working in unison to generate rich bass and midrange sounds. The super tweeters
extend the clear, crisp highs to the limit. 60 watts RMS power capacity (120+ peak). Covers
up to 30 squares easy. 4 ohm imedance. 30-18K hertz frequency response. Sturdy particle
board cabinet covered with cherry wood formica for long lasting beauty. Contrasting grille
covering. Built-in stand holder with slight forward tilt. Dimensions: 8"w x 8"d x 22"h.
Shipping weight 25 lbs.

ALL ALUMINUM SPEAKER STANDS
• Light Weight - Only 11 lbs.
• Folds To Compact Size.
Heavy duty structual aluminum; full adjustable telescoping post with knob screw locks:
folding tripod legs: gold trimmed to match speaker system; fully anodized for protection and
beauty. Folded length 37". Extended height 84". Shipping weight 12 lbs.
NOTE: The figures stated with speakers indicate the speaker may be used with receivers
and amplifiers delivering up to the stated (RMS) continuous power per channel, driven to
clippings 10% of the time, on normal music source material.
Call or Write for Further Info.

VISA & MASTER CHARGE WELCOME

THESE SPEAKERS MAY BE USED WITH ANY KNOWN
SQUARE DANCE AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET TODAY
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SUMMER FUN
"Follow Us To The Street Dance"
All", "12th Street Rag", "Disco
Swing", and "Summer Time Dreams".
All members helped decorate Pete
Reinink's trailer and danced on the float
in the Heritage Parade on Tuesday
evening and the Cherry Royale Parade
on Friday afternoon. After the Heritage
Parade, the club sponsored a free street
dance near the Ice Cream Social, with a
pleasing crowd and a beautiful evening
of square dancing.

This was the slogan of Buttons and
Bows Square Dance Club of Traverse
City, Michigan, who featured a float
depicting a barn in the National Cherry
Festival parade in July. Ron Hensel
was the caller who kept the dancers on
their toes and the audience smiling to
the tunes of "It's A Small World After

Ken and Kitty Jenks, who started
square dancing in Traverse City many
years ago were guests of honor.
The 53rd Annual National Cherry
Festival is a week packed with events
including a band classic, canoe race,
milk carton boat regatta and three
parades, one of which is the Cherry
Royale Parade with 125 entries of floats,
bands, politicians, queens and farmers.
An estimated 250,000 people viewed the
parade and it was also televised.
What a fun way to promote square
dancing to the many thousands of
clapping, stomping crowds along the
parade route.
Square dancing is GREAT!
Gene & Marilyn Purkiss,
Traverse City, Michigan

.•.

AsoNaHINE°
)')'"

SQUARE

440 So. 104 E. AVE.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74128
(918) 838-0890
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NEW RELEASES
SOS 1001 FULTON COUNTY FAIR by Warren
Mosely
SOS 1002 TULSA COUNTY HOEDOWN
SOS 1003 ABLE BODIED MAN by Mel Carter
SOS 1004 HOW MUCH TIME DOES IT TAKE by Mel
Carter
SOS 1005 ARE YOU TEASIN' by Maurice Pianatto
SOS 1006 THREE TIMES SEVEN by Mel Carter
SOS 1007 SUPPER TIME by Warren Mosely
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$TRItiair TALK
I request your help in elimination of
an extremely prevalent and increasing
problem in square dancing. I refer to
"goal-post choreography", by which I
mean any sequence of movements
which requires two or more dancers in a
square to be inactive for more than four
beats of music. I believe this type of
choreography has been increasing
during the past two to three years at all
levels of dancing, and I think we should
strive to eliminate it, or at least
minimize it.
I believe all dancers in a square
should be dancing as much of the time
as possible, and I believe that callers
can choreograph a minimum of "goalpost choreography". I would like to
have your support in a campaign to
eliminate "goal-post choreography"

Please talk to other callers and
leaders of square dancing about this
problem; I am certain that elimination
of "goal-post choreography" will improve square dancing for all dancers.
George Gray
San Antonio, Texas

TEACH
terr
AMERICA

TO SQUARE DANCE

Deluxe Travel's Square Dancing Sailors
Join the Fun on One of our Deluxe Cruises
OR TOURS

EMERALD SEAS
Featuring: Doc Gray
November 9

CAT 9—SOLD OUT
8—SOLD OUT
7— SOLD OUT
6—$275.00
5—SOLD OUT
4—$305.00
3—$320.00

Featuring: Bob Barnes
January 18, 1980

Featuring:
Mac MacDonald, Squares
Russ Ayrton — rounds
February 22, 1980

CAT 9— SOLD OUT
8—$225.00
7—SOLD OUT
6—$300.00
5-1310.00
4-1330.00
3-1345.00
2—$365.00

CAT 9-5200.00
8—$240.00
6-1315.00
5—$325.00
4-1345.00
3-360.00
2—$385 00
1—$400.00

All Prices Quoted on P/P Double Occupancy

Write at call
for
Further Information:
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Deluxe Travel, Inc.
10039 Carrollwood Center
Tampa FL 33618

Phone
813-961-0928
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WISCON

presents for your
dancing pleasure in

1980

L VoiSCCrN

17 Great Weekends
Each Fun-Filled Weekend...
A Special Party with these Great Stars!
April 25-27

JOHNNIE
WYKOFF

SPRING
SCHEDULE

of Indiana

•
.

Vav 2-4

•
a
I

May 9.11

KEN
JACK i RON
LASRY :• SCHNEIDER .. BOWER
of Florida

of Fiorida

•
•

and

G. KNUTSON
of Wisconsin

of California
June 6-8

May 30—June 1

It DOUGHERTY
of Minnesota

.
.

..

May 23-25
* From Friday evening through Sunday noon
your weekend will be something to remember
Optional morning and afternoon workshops
help you get in step with the latest dances or
relearn the old basics. From 8:00 to 11 00 in the
evenings is jamboree time featuring the kind of
dancing you like best All weekends Mainstream
Plus 1 and 2. with an introduction to Advanced

May 16-18

.

BOB

•

•

: BOB HESTER
•
of Illinois and
YERINGTON: PAT BARBOUR
o+ Iowa

of Texas

EDNA 'n GENE ARNFIELD
Skokie. Illinois
Round Dance Leaders at All Weekends

•

Sept 12-14

Sept 5-7

a

Al and Star Tips

•

Sept 19-21

•

Sept 26-28

KEN :JOHNNY : JOHN
BOWER : LeCLAIR : HENORON :
of Wyoming

of California

Oct 10-12

DAVE TAYLOR
of Illinois and

•

J. SCHATZER
of Californsa

•

•

a
•
•

a
•
• Oct 31—Nov.2 •
.
•

FRANK :
LANE i
of Colorado

of Massachusetts

•
•

•

Oct 17-19

.
•

Oct 24-26

Oct. 3-5

BERYL
MAIN
of Colorado
Nov 7-9

JACK : MARSHALL ' MARSHALL : JOHNNIE
LASRY :. FLIPPO . FLIPPO ' WYKOFF
of Ronda

•

of Texas

of Texas

•

of Indiana

For Information or Reservations

JUDY KAMINSKI

staisRe
125so4 rst Wsconsin Deus Wes 53%5
la V;60
Chune

og
'DM"Ec111°
S
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT
T-40-2BF $1070.90
123Q.90
T-50-2BF
T-100-2AF 1369.90
AMPLIFIERS ONLY
T-4) 1100
979.95
$1169.95
T-50
T-100
$1295.50
Plus Freight on all above price:.
NEWCOMB
RECORD CASES
Mailing costs are for
Continental U.S. only

RC-7W
RC-7BW

$19.30

$24.63

PP $4.00

PP $5.00

RC-712W

eft

$37.97
PP $6.00

MIKE COZY
$7.80

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED
CAR CADDY—A New concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs.,
40" folds to 20". Tubular steel, weights 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for
sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95 plus S3. pstg. In USA. Shock cord 52.00 each

plus $1.00
mailing

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR CHRISTMAS RECORDS:
1637 Jingle Bells, Caller: Andy Andrus
1858 Christmas Square, Caller: Dick Bayer
601276 Christmas Medley, Wayne Baldwin
SS2371 Christmas Time's Acoming. Wayne Mahan
BLUE STAR NEW RELEASES:
2096 Norman, Caller: Lam Smith•
2095 Whole Lot of Difference In Love, Lem Gravel's•
2094 Look For the Silver Lining, Dave Taylor•
2093 Keep On Smiling, Caller Glenn Zeno'
2092 You IKey G)/All Night (Key A) Hoedowns
DANCE RANCH
653 Around the World, Caller; Ron Schneider'
652 Say You'll Be Mine, Cued by Herb Egender•
651 Cabaret. Caller. Jim Mayo'
BOGAN
1314 The Music Box Dancers, James Martin'
1313 Kingston Town, Caller; Tommy White•
1312 Hubba Hubba, Caller: Tim Ploch•
LORE
1178 Jambalaya, Caller; Johnny Creel'
1177 Early Morning Rain, Caller: Curtis Thompson

1176 What Am I Doing In Her World, C. Thompson
SWINGING SQUARE
2376 Robert E. Lee, Caller: Paul Greer.
ROCKIN A
1371 Golden Tears. Caller: Jesse Cox•
1370 Try A Little Kindness. Caller: David Cox
BEE SHARP
111 I'll Always Thank You, Caller: Bob Hester'
E-Z (Easy mixers called one side by Jerry Helt)
714 Blue Stars and Stripes
719 Queen's Quadrille
722 Tunnel of Love, Contra
723 Circle and Star Contra
724 Celito Lindo Mixer, Circle Mixer
725 Pretty Baby Quadrille
MOST POPULAR LP ALBUMS
1021 50 Basics, Caller; Marshall Flippo
1025 75 Plus Basics, Caller: Marshall Flippo
1034 Mainstream Plus by Marshall Flippo
1035 Ten Singing Calls by Marshall Flippo

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE P 0. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008
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How do you encourage visitors to your
club? We are a small group and would
like to encourage visitors to dance with
us.
If you want to invite specific groups to
visit at specific dances, your club
secretary should send invitations for the
special dates. Follow up the invitation
with telephone calls giving the details.
Visitors will need directions to the
dance, the amount to be charged (or if it
is free), the time of dance and the level.
On the day of the dance, the host
club should make sure there are ample
refreshments, chairs and coat hangers.
A special welcome might be planned. At
any rate, be sure that the visitors are
officially recognized and that club
members include the visitors in every
square. Be sure to say good-bye to them
and thank them for coming, when the
dance is over.

The caller is perhaps the best person
to make the visitors feel welcome. He
may use a mixer to foster the friendly
feeling. If the visiting club's caller is in
attendance, the caller should be prepared to ask him/her to call a tip.
Once one or two clubs visit your club
and have a good time, your club will be
invited to visit, too. If you expect
visitors to swell the floor at your dances,
you must return the favor. Club
visitations are a great way to promote
friendship and fun, but most visiting is
done on a two-way basis.
Your club may make traveling
banners as a way to encourage other
clubs to visit and "raid." These visits
will have to be returned, too, as you will
want to "re-capture" your banners. If
your club decides to participate in this
kind of activity, then you must always
be prepared to welcome guests who
may arrive on surprise visits. This is a
challenge to the hosting refreshment
committee and may sometimes resemble the story of the "loaves and fishes."
Cut the cake slices smaller; cut
sandwiches in half; run out for extras.
Know what you are inviting when you
advertise your traveling banners and be
prepared — this can generate a lot of
fun, if you can cope with the unexpected
without getting frazzled.

WABglijM211,
THE RECORD DESIGNED

WW215

R OUND AND ROUND
Flip Singing Call by
Dean Salveson

RECORDS

I WITH THE CAIIER IN MIND

WW508
MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
Flip Round Cued by
George Smith

WW403 PROMISED LAND
Flip Singing Call by Ray Short
6156 Richfield Way, Denver CO 80239 Tel: 303-371-8297
American Souaredance, November 1979
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[DANDY
IDEA

Pictured are two beautiful sets of
hand-crafted patio lights, made from
freezer containers and black contact
paper square dancers. Chet and Jane
Frederick used one quart containers and
large figures. Fred and Irene Pachol
used pint containers and four different
silhouettes, one on each side of the
container.

The pictures and ideas came from the
National Square Dance Camper Association Times and are great for the patios
of mobile homes and campers. However, these lights would make any
outdoor gathering or dance into a
festive party.
A special feature of both designs is
that when the lights are removed, the
containers stack and the whole set up
will pack into a small volume. Both

designs use outdoor Christmas lights.
Since the season for hanging the lights
is near, keep this trick in mind. Instead
of storing away your lights this year,
keep them handy to work on. It will take
some time to make the 64 silhouettes
necessary for 16 lights. If you do not
now own outdoor Christmas lights,
watch the day-after-the-holiday sales
for fabulous bargains on them.

E %E.*. E E E EN. IL EE EEE EVE *NEE
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OPALO/b!/NO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
Fair 'N Square Records

Division of Palomino Square Dance Service
7738 Morgan Avenue South Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
Dresses
(612) 869-9501
Designer Originals
Huge Variety of RECORDS
Speaker
Petticoats • Pettipants
Square • Round • Pop
Stands
Skirts * Blouses
Literature
Shoes and High Heels
Microphones
Franchised Newcomb
Western Shirts • Pants
Electro Voice
Dealer
Belts and Buckles
Vega
Shure
Boots Men's Romps
Sales and Service

j

4111,-art
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Encore
by Mef Merrell
High/pots from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO— November 1954
Gene Gowing describes the Kentucky
Running Set as taught to him by the late
Cecil Sharp. Two months ago, Prof. M.
G. Karsner of Kentucky outlined the
fundamental ways of performing this
dance, the offspring of the English
Country Dance and the parent of
today's square dance. Now Gene gives
proper steps and hand-holds to enable
dancers to perform the dance at the
tempo and in the style of the original.
Calling it "Americana in its finest
tradition," Gene says it should be
demonstrated only with experienced
and skilled square dancers. He adds,
"In dancing through the entire fifteen
figures as collected and notated by
Sharp the performance takes forty-five
minutes. I advise only very young and
virile dancers to attempt this experience. I danced it first when I was
twenty, and I needed a week's rest after
that performance which we did at
Carnegie Hall in New York. Mr. Sharp,
who was then nearing seventy, also did
it, but he was a remarkable man!"
Charlotte Underwood sounds like a
true prophet when she writes, "The
more I contemplate what is fashionably
called the square dance picture, the
more convinced I become that the
salvation of square dancing here in the
East is.... the club. Not 'club' in its
caste-conscious sense, with overtones of
discrimination and exclusion, but in the
sense of a fairly small group drawn
together by common tastes and interests.... and dedicated to the advancement of whatever aspect of square
dancing most appeals to them." She
continues, "It is only the festival spirit
that temporarily welds all levels into
one uncritical receptive mass." She
American Souaredance. November 19 79

contends that square dancing has grown
past the stage where a caller can please
all of the people all of the time. Though
open dances are important especially as
the richest source for potential new
dancers, she feels callers would be
doing themselves and the square dance
movement a service by uniting in a
cooperative effort to encourage the
formation of smaller groups, each with
its own determined level of dancing,
objectives and purpose.
From "Household Encyclopaedia of
Business and Social Forms" published
in 1880, the etiquette of the ballroom is
outlined in this issue. One paragraph
was particularly quotable:
It is not well to dance every dance, as
the exercise is unpleasantly heating and
fatiguing. Never forget an engagement— it is an offense that does not
admit of excuse, except when a lady
commits it; and then a gentleman is
bound to take her at her word without a
murmur. It is not the mode for married
persons to dance together too often; it is
in bad taste.
Another rule says, "A slight knowledge of the figure is sufficient to enable
a gentleman to move through a
quadrille, if he is easy and unembarrassed. and his manners are courteous;
but to ask a lady to join you in a waltz or
other round dance in which you are not
thoroughly proficient is an unpardonable offence."
Hurricane Hazel disrupted lights,
heat and electricity at the magazine
office for five days and caused a dance
at Paoli, PA, to be continued by light of
candles and oil lanterns and by music of
one accordian, and "we all had a
wonderful time.
Continued on Page 88
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Fashions from T
by Nita S
2011 So College An.
Bryan . T•nes 77801

WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

Telephone 17131822 2337

PARTY PETTICOATS
SOLID COLOR PARTY PETTICOATS
(Medium Firm Merquisette Finish)
l
ef
35 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
50 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 lien
75 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
Colors White, Black, Blue, Blown,
Mint, Navy. Orange. Pink, Purple, Red
Pink, Turquoise. Yellow Gold.
RAINBOW AND MULTICOLOR
35 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 t
60 yard sweep in bottom Per of 4
76 yard sweep in bottom tor of 4 [140 .
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 t
JUST RITE (White only) Firm Finish
Dancer
- 130 yard sweep in bottom of 1.14.13

CLOUD NINE NYLON ORGANZA
SOLID COLOR
29.95
40 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
34.95
60 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
70 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
.39.25
44.75
80 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 ban
57.95
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 NITS
Colors White, Beige. Black, Blue, Brown, Candy Pink, Kelly,
Hot Pink, Lilac. Lime. Magenta, Moss, Mint, Navy, Red, Orange,
F lou Orange, Purple, Grape, Royal. Turquoise, Pink, Yellow,
Apricot, Bright Pink
CLOUD NINE RAINBOW AND MULTICOLOR
40 yard WWI,
torn tier /if 4 tiers
60 yard sweep in bottom tier /0 4 bins
70 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
FIO yard sweep in bottom 1101 of 4 tiers
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers

34 95
39 95
44 25
48 95
59 95

re rtian
thltiste.
ing
and rows of
lace
the legs. The a,
gwmet is sewed with el
tread to give a sh
effect • - available in jany
of the petticoat colors,

t to
Notice
TIONS

_Linat5.
(clown
skt we.,
to de.1.41
p.Pro
To cover postage and
'handling
costs , add $2.00
h
per petticoat.

• ••Waw rue

-Scotch_
(from lawk I

NEW 'DC-9's ABOVE THE CLOUDS'
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS
Two layers of 4 tiers
of nylon organza proportioned to please the most discrim•
mating dancer'' ,
33.50
60 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
37.75
60 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
.41.95
70 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
47.25
80 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
59.95
100 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
SATIN STRIPE MARQUISETTE
35 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
50 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
75 yard sweep in bottom Ur or 4 tiers
Colors White . Black, Brown, Hot Pink, Lime,
Orange, Pink. Purple. Red, Yellow
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31 95
36.25
43.25
Navy,

NO RETURNS ACCEPTED. NO EXCHANGES
MADE IF GARMENT HAS BEEN WORN

s.0

SAVE ON SLIPS

CLASSES CLUBS
WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION ABOUT OUR
GROUP DISCOUNT PLAN
Be the Best Dressed Club in Town'
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HEM-LINE )
A picture of several people dressed
alike in square dance clothes is not
unusual. The unusual thing about this
group is that the clothes were made by a
retired railroad blacksmith. He worked
45 years on the railroad and retired at 63
years of age. At 68 he decided he could
sew, with a little prodding from his
wife. Fred Paswaters of Florida coaxed
his wife to sew until she told him that if
he thought it was so easy, why didn't he
do it himself. So he did. He started with
a shell-type dress for her and he soon
got bored with that. She said, "OK, try
something with sleeves." Like Topsey
the hobby grew and grew. Now he does
everything: dresses, shirts, jackets,
trousers and even curtains and drapes.
His wife does most of the designing and
color matching.
Mrs. Paswaters has trouble with her
legs so she can't dance but she enjoys
watching, so she goes with Fred to all
the dances and they always dress alike.
They dance 5 or 6 nights a week,
workshop a couple of afternoons a week.
Fred helps with most of the housework,
and does all of the shopping and
running around that must be done, and
still finds time to sew.
Many people ask him to sew for them.

GREnn
GR14280

He always says "No! It's a labor of love
and if i get paid for it, it becomes work
and I want no part of that." Babe
Reneau of Fairland, Indiana, who sent
this story says, "I don't want to sound
boastful, but I must say as Loretta Lynn
does in the song, "They Don't Make
'Em Like My Daddy Anymore".

PO BOX 216
BATH OH 44210

Babe & Gene Reneau
Fairland, Indiana

FTC

DANCING 'N DREAMING, Two-step by John & Shari Helms
MORNING KISS, Waltz by Adam & Marjorie Arnot

GR12048

MACK IS BACK (Again), Flip Square by Earl Johnston

FTC32030 WINTER WONDERLAND, Flip Square by Paul Hartman
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Rochester Shoes Has

Square Dancing
hoes for Women

12.90

BEST VALUE
IN SQUARE DANCE
SHOES

White, Black, Red, Navy,
Gold or Silver
N-M-W Widths

si ;„).
c
90

For the Round Dancer

THEATRICAL
White or Black
N-M WIDTHS
Full Leather Sole

COMPARE
AT $21

SELVA

$16 90
REG $25.

STYLE F
Every order guaranteed for fit and
wear. If not satisfied return for full
refund (plus postage) or replacement.
2nd Color
STYLE SIZE WIDTH COLOR Choice PRICE

Total Price of Merchandise

I-1

Check one:

New York Resident Add 4%
Postage and Handling
Check Enclosed
Add $1.50 Per Pair
MASTER CHARGE
BANK AMERICARD TOTAL AMOUNT
F,11-in Account No. from your credit card:

11 111 1 1 11 11111
40

Full Leather uppers and soles
WHITE
RED
All in
BLACK
N-M
TAN
WIDTHS
SILVER

Name
Address
CityStatelip

MAIL ORDER TO:
ROCHESTER SHOE STORES
K-Mart Plaza
Mattydale, New York 13211

T vi

t -.Ninth

NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION'
"The Worid's Greatest Square Darpaa Event"

Memphis, Tennessee
JUNE 26, 27, 28,1980
REGISTRATION: Box 30/170
Memphis. T•nnmsee 3E1130

HELP PUT
29TH NSDC
ON NATIONAL T.V.!
Plans are being made for a nationally
televised special on June 28 at 10 P.M.,
featuring the greats of country music
and N.S.D.C. Square Dancers, to be
taped at a special performance at the
29th National Square Dance Convention
in Tennessee, Country Music Capitol of
the World.
This will be the first nationally televised
show to depict square dancing as we
know it today.
The T.V. audience is limited. Tickets
will be issued on first come basis. For
further information, contact Roger and
Mary Anne Reynolds/1980 General
Chairmen.
SQUARE DANCE OVERLOOKING
OLE MAN RIVER
Dancers at the 29th National Square
Dance Convention
next June 26-28
will dance in the fabulous Cook
Convention Center in Memphis, where
1-40 meets the Mississippi River.
This ultra-modern facility of 1,800,000
square feet includes an exhibition hall
with over 125,000 square feet, unobstructed when opened into its largest
configuration. Of special interest in this
room are 38' tall powered moveable
soundproof wall panels, reported to be
the world's largest.
Mainstream and Experimental Dancing will take center stage in the East
Main Hall, with room for 362 squares
and seating for 2500 spectators. The
Northwest Hall will accommodate 301
squares of Mainstream plus-two dancers. A major portion of the Southwest
Hall will be used for dancing, with the
balance devoted to exhibitor expansion.
American Soueredance November 19 79

PUBLICITY & INFORMATION:
Box I 1/442—M•nsphis 3$1 IS

The Concourse Hall which joins the
Auditorium (to be used for Youth and
exhibition dancing, fashion shows, etc.)
with the main convention center, will
house the exhibitor booths described
below. This 26,000 square foot area Is
conveniently located adjacent to all
main dancing.
Contra, Sew & Save, and Round
Dancing will be conducted In the halls
and concourses adjoining the Auditorium. The East Mezzanine has also
been reserved for Round Dancing.
The main mezzanine level itself
consists of a series of meeting rooms
which will be used for various convention purposes. One 12,000 square foot
area will dance 109 squares, with
limited seating. Across the hall, a
similar but slightly smaller space will be
devoted to 64 squares of Challenge
Dancing. Seattle's advance registration
and information will be located on the
main mezzanine near these dancing
areas, and overlooking the main lobby
registration/Showcase of Ideas.
A generous portion of one other
space, The Gallery Area (street level,
opposite main lobby), originally intended primarily for convention cafeteria dining for the dancers, will be used
as additional dance space.
FROM HATS TO "HAPPY FEET"....
Whatever square dancing outfits or
accessories you need to make your
wardrobe complete, or to make your
dancing more enjoyable (If that's
possible), you'll find it in Memphis
during the 29th National. Vendors
originating in cities from New York to
Hawaii will be selling everything from
shoes to hats, petticoats to "happy
feet", plus jewelry, badges, records,
dresses, square dance publications,
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even sound equipment.
All exhibitor space sold out in short
order. The 29th National committee
went to Milwaukee with 184 spaces.
Three days later 183 of these had been
contracted to 82 vendors, and a 'waiting
list' had developed for openings should
any become available in the future.

Come to Memphis in '80 to enjoy
some of the finest dancing around, in
one of the country's foremost convention facilities, with a generous dose of
true Southern hospitality thrown in.
Register now!
Registration: P.O. Box 30170, Memphis, TN 38130.

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally
strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper for easy access.
a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window.
Two sizes. 24"x40" for men, 24"x50" for ladies, in bold bright red,
white and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag. we think you will be. too
We hope you'll try it at only S2 50 for the men's, $2.75 for the lady's,

FOR DANCING COMFORT

04.

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12
med., 5-10 wide, half sizes
Block/White
SCOOP
$22.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$22.00 1. • heel st shank glove leather.
Gold/Silver
lined
sizes
4
thru 10 med . 5 thru
$23.00
Wide width— Special Order
10 narrow half sizes
$20.00
Black/White
$20.00
Red/Navy / Brown
1121.00
Gold/ Silver
N-20 SISSY Nylon
N-29 SISSY Cotton
S-M-L-XL
$6.95
N-21
Cotton/poly
Mid-thigh length
5-M-L-XL
$7.98
N-24
Nylon
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
$7.95

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Lt. Blue
Royal
Lilac
Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers: 11/2 "
Heel, All Leather, Cushioned Insole
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Medium; 5-10 Wide.
$22.00
White/Black
$22.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$23.00
Silver/Gold

Panty-blouse.
cottonpoly broadcloth
VVht. Red, Blk.
H-Pink. Turquoise
P-S-M-L -XL

$15.00
MEMBER
OF NASRDS

Add 11.50 handling. Md. residents add 5% tax
DIXIE DAISY
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1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md.

21113
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I thoroughly enjoyed the Distaff Issue
of the American Squaredance magazine.
I have something to add. To identify
myself, I have contributed to Rhyme
Time and we have appeared in "A
Grand Square Dancer Or Two", an
article copied many times and used as a
sort of text.
But to the distaff side: In almost
every issue the name Ed. Gilmore crops
up. Obviously he left his mark on the
pages of square dancing. My mouse
Cindy is solely responsible for his taking
up the profession. In 1946 Ed. and his
father "Pop" Gilmore, himself an
old-time caller, had a prosperous paint
business in Yucaipa, California. Cindy
was getting together a square or two to
put on an exhibition in Hemet, Calif.
There was no one available to call so,
knowing that Ed. was a popular speaker
at the local Grange she approached him.
At first he adamantly refused saying:
"Cindy, I am a businessman and it is
not my mission in life to call square
dances." She insisted "Just this once"
and he finally agreed. He got interested, bought Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw's
book, and that was the start of a
meteoric career as a national caller.
Permit me to add my own experience.
I recently had what was termed "severe
major surgery". I was given eight pints

RECORDS
Produced by Yvonne Clandenln
7915 N. Clarendon,
Portland OR 97203

of blood, which will give you an idea.
Not long before while attending a
dance with the B & B's in Portland,
Oregon, I had noticed a girl sitting out.
She had a cast on a wrist. Her name was
Brenda. As after 32 years of square
dancing, it is our "thing" to help
people, I promptly danced with her. A
month later, wrist healed, she bid me a
most affectionate farewell when we
headed back to California, our permanent home where I was to undergo the
surgery.
The night before I was to go under the
knife, after visiting hours had sent
Cindy home, I was sleepless and
nervous. The phone rang. It was
Brenda, wishing me luck in the surgery
and expressing her affection. Soon after
she hung up Rita called. We had taken
Rita and her husband thru a beginner
class, a subsequent workshop and
sponsored them with the B Sharps. Rita
ended the conversation with the words
"I love you".
When I regained consciousness and
had noted Cindy by my side, those were
the first words that came to my mind.
If you think those two phone calls
weren't a real morale builder when I
needed it most, you have another thing
coming.
Then when I was back taking the first

C-027 HANDCUFFED TO A HEARTACHE by
Jim Davis
C-026 I'VE ALWAYS BEEN CRAZY by Jet Roberts
C-029 WHAT IN HER WORLD by Daryl Clondenln
C-025 SHINE ON HARVEST MOON by Daryl
C-024 PAID IN ADVANCE by Randy Dibble
HOEDOWNS
C-504 BITTER ROOT/SACKIN' IT
ROUNDS
C-1003A JAILHOUSE by Ray & Betty Hanna
C-1003B TONIGHT by Koko & Gordon Sutton
Order from your record dealer or direct

Distributed by Corsair Continental
American Sauaredance. November 1979
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uncertain steps in the squares I'd leave
the hall wearing 19 shades of lipstick.
So, you know what I think of the distaff
side.
If this sounds a bit too much on the
"All the world to the women" side, it
may provide this letter with a different
viewpoint when I tell you my age.
I am 83.
Jeff Taverner
Gilman Hot Springs, CA

Give
blood.

Red Cross.
The Good
Neighbor.

EASY LEVEL PAGE, Continued
PART C (The Galaxy)
29-32 HEADS BUTTERFLY BAL; BAL; DRAW; DRAW; (SIDES TURN R-HAND)
Head couples face partner in butterfly pos M facing IOD bal L; bal R; do two
step-draws to center starting M's L. (Sides star right with ptnrs. in 4 meas.)
33-36 HEADS BUTTERFLY BAL; BAL; DRAW; DRAW; (SIDES TURN L-HAND)
Head couples repeat action of meas 29-32 with M starting R and doing two
step-draws to wall. (Sides turn L-hand star in four meas to home pos. ending in Butterfly pos)
37-40 SIDE COUPLES repeat action of meas 29-36
REPEAT TAG except that in the final star formation the ladies are on the outside
with their hands joined with partners' hands at arms-length. On last two meas W
W backs R-face under M's arm to face him and takes deep bow on final note.
OUR NEWEST PATTERN!!
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
Rte. 9-D, Hughsonvelle NY 12537
Hours: Wed., Thurs., and Sat. 11-4
Tues. and Thurs. evenings 7-9
Phone 914-297-8504

JINGLE TAPS FOR

CLOGGING

Circular Skirt
Pattern $2.50
(With basic instructions for the
lady who sews)
Simple to Sew.
All Sizes in one package
Please include 50d
postage per pattern

Easy to put on....
Fits all shoes: crepe, square dance,
leather or earth shoes
Use any epoxy glue
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor.
Plated steel; will not crack.
Also Incwdes Skirt Pattern with Ruffle
land instructions to add to a bodice for a dress.)
WAIST SIZES 22" to 32"
With Instructions on increasing to larger sized
waists.
An additional 50e brings you our complete catalog
of all our square dance patterns: dresses, skirts,
blouses. men's shirts, pants, vests; plus our own
interchangeable S/D dress pattern pieces.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
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$4.95 per set, plus $1.25 per order
($2.50 Canada)
[Specify men's or women's.
Don't forget return name and address.]
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. R
105 Fellowship Rd.
Moorestown NJ 08057
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more
On page 48 of the September issue,
Ed Fraidenburg says scoot back cannot
be done from a quarter tag formation.
This is absolutely wrong. Scoot back has
been called from this formation for the
last ten years and has always been
considered acceptable.
The author cites as evidence for his
statement the definition in the Burleson
Encyclopedia, which defines the call
from parallel waves. Because this
definition cannot be directly translated
to a quarter tag formation, he says the
call is improper.
The Burleson definition does not
mention columns either, so I guess this
means we cannot do it from columns. It
also does not mention a squared set of
two-faced couples, so this is out, too?
As we all know, if Burleson were to put
every possible position for every call in
his book, his Encyclopedia would be the
size of the New York City phone
directory. The fact that he does not
name all the positions for a call does not
mean it cannot be done from those
positions.
In a quarter tag formation, everyone
is facing into the center of the open
space between the center wave and the
outside couple. Dancers in the wave are
also facing in alternate directions. This
is why, following the idea of the call
from ocean waves, everyone will extend
to do a turn thru in doing the call from

RFD #2 Rt. 7
St. Albans VT 05478

Mike Trombly

this formation.
Understanding the concept of a call,
not thinking of it from only one position,
is important for all callers and dancers.
This is expecially true for a mainstream
basic. Those who understand the
concept of scoot back have always
readily accepted its use from a quarter
Ed Foote
tag formation.
Wexford, Pennsylvania
I have asked several callers in this
area about their thoughts on scootback
and it seems those at the advanced and
above levels consider its use from the
quarter tag acceptable, and those
primarily working at the mainstream
consider it unacceptable.
It appears we do have a gray area.
In the "official" Callerlab description, no matter is made of the quarter
tag. In fact, the only place I can find
reference to it is in the descriptions of
other movements which include a part
of a scoot back in their action, i.e. scoot
and plenty, scoot and little.
After reading Mr. Foote's letter, I am
still of the opinion that from the
mainstream point of view, at least, scoot
back from the quarter tag position is
unacceptable.
Incidentally, mainstream encompasses approximately 90% of all dancers
and callers.
Ed Fraidenburg

TNT135 HE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD
by Ken Crowley
TNT138 HEARTACHES by Dave Flack
TNT137 YOU WORE A TULIP by Al Brundage
TNT138 OOGA OOGA MOOSHKA
by Gordon Flneout
TNT139 SHANTY TOWN, R/D
by Jeanie Heater
Ken Crowley Gordon FIneoUt
TNT140 NEVER ENDING SONG OF LOVE
ack Cook
Al Brundage
by Mike Trombly
TNT141 POLKA DOTS 8 MOONBEAMS
by George Kammerer
TNT142 I WANT TO GO HOME (Detroit CIty)
by Mike Trombly
TNT143 LIDA ROSE 79 by Bob SmIthwIck
TNT144 FRANKIE AND JOHNNY Dave Fleck
TNT145 MY HEART (Waltz) by Dare Fleck
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re 'Em Up!"
As those old familiar
worda rang through the
hall, happiness and excitement eminated from the
crowd of over 200 square
dancers and guests gathered at the recreational
hall of the First Christian Church. While the lovely, nostalgic music of the
Hoedown Aires played in
the background, the hum
of happy conversation filled
the air as old friends met
again, many for the first
time in many years. Many
old pictures and mementos
befitting such a grand
occasion were displayed for
all to see, of well-attended
dances of by-gone years.
Numerous "ohs" and
"aka" being heard as recognition registered with
those who were looking
over the displays. Remininiscing of days gone by,
many realized sadly that
some in the pictures were
no longer with us. Then,
on with the eating and
dancing!
The occasion was the
third annual "Olds Tyme"
Fiddle and Square Dance
Reunion. The festivities,
which included a delicious
potluck supper, in addition to square dancing,
were held January 27th,
1979. Veteran square dance
caller, Dean Edwards, was
the master of ceremonies.
Honored guests were Frank
and Leora Jonee of Thornton, Colorado and Rae
and Ruth Hope of Aurora,
Colorado.
Pianist Mrs. Jones, affectionately known as
"Mama Jones", started
attending square dances
when she was only 2 weeks
old. With her parents,
she rode 10 miles to her
first dance in a spring
Wigan.

PROGRAM IDEAS
FOR CALLERS' ASSOCIATIONS
It has been noted that one of the
reasons callers' associations fall into a
rut from time to time, get embroiled in
petty politics, get known as a "do-nothing" group, or go off on long-winded
conversational tangeants, is that they
forget that educational, informational,
and clinic type of programs need to take
place at every meeting, even if
occasionally these special programs
take only 15-minute intervals. When an
out-of-area resource person is available,
plan an hour-long program, but most of
the time local people can be programmed to good advantage, especially
using the talents available within the
association itself. All it takes is a little
advance planning.
The subject of choreography and
systems is overdone. Widen your sights
to consider other subjects that are
related to a caller's total effectiveness—
leadership, professionalism, ethics,
showmanship, resources, study habits,
the caller's partner, human relations,
parliamentary procedure, voice techniques, and business. That's only the
beginning. Here are programs that are
proven successes for callers' groups.
Good luck towards more "meat in your
meetings
1. Have a Dale Carnegie representative or other dynamic community
person talk about "More effective ways
to work with people." Often these men
will come free just to give a low key
commercial pitch at the end of the
lecture about an upcoming course, and
you can't beat that arrangement.
They're always good.
2. Similarly, a top sales rep, or trainer
of salesman from the area can talk about
selling yourself as well as your services.
3. A voice teacher who understands
the caller's distinctive role (We're not
American Souaredance. November 1979

training to be soloists or opera stars.)
can give a good talk on voice control,
modulation, preservation, increasing
range, pitch, etc.
4. A tax advisor (or CPA) can be
brought in in January or February (Stay
away from his very busy March or April
time period) to talk about taxes, forms,
deductions.
5. An individual or panel of your own
members can speak and demonstrate
on: a. one-night-stands
b. rounds and mixers
c. Callerlab
d. LEGACY
e. history of square dancing
f. better use of hoedowns
g. better use of singing calls
h. resource materials
i. parliamentary procedure
j. business of calling
k. publicity, promotion, our "image"
I. better SID organizations
m. S/ D programming
n. testing tips, building rapport
o. the National, festivals, big events
p. better classes
q. equipment, sound, etc.
Too often good community leaders
are overlooked, who may have an
interesting message for callers, and
who can be secured free or for very little
expense. CPR is important, like insurance. Get a Red Cross instructor or
doctor. The right local minister can talk
on human relations, psychology, social
problems, counseling. A sharp business
man can make us better money
managers. Lawyers, insurance salesmen, chamber execs, teachers, and
others are out there ready to help us if
we tap their collective expertise.
Each member (or several in a team)
can be assigned to a specific monthly
meeting, to do the job themselves or get
a resource person. Sometimes only a
"coordinator" rather than an "expert"
is called for, such as when you simply
schedule a record swap shop, sight
calling demo, image calling demo,
demo on leading a grand march (there
are dozens of ways to lead a grand
march), experimental basic workshop,
"walk the choreography alone" workshop (This can be a hilarious exercise.),
and styling workshop. Good luck!
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by Bob Howell

asY
Ken Kernen of Phoenix, Arizona, has written another good circle mixer routine to a
new release. We have used it several times and with much delight for both
one-night stand participants and club dancers.
12TH STREET RAG MIXER
MUSIC: 12th Street Rag, Chaparral C-505-B
FORMATION: Double circle. Lady on man's right. Open promenade position. All
facing line of dance(LOD).
Counts
1-4
As a couple, walk forward four steps.
Face partner and back away (Men backing toward center of hall, ladies
5-8
backing to the wall) 4 steps.
Walk forward to same partner and in butterfly position, clap both hands
9-12
with partner (Pattycake)
13-16 Back away again from original partner.
17-24 Walk diagonally to the right to a new person (original corner) and star right.
(Walk 4, star 4)
25-32 Back with the left hand star, all the way around. Gents turn around on the
32nd count and begin dance again with this new partner.
Here is a call we have used this fall and would like to share. As soon as you teach
right and left thru [or with dancers who already know it] try this break. This was
written by Ralph Maxhimer of Los Angeles and here it is as written in the first issue
of Sets In Order, November 1948.
First and third forward and back
Forward again with a right and left thru
Swing on the corner like swinging on a vine
Swing the next gal down the line (original right-hand lady)
Same two jeans and a new calico, forward up and back you go
Forward again with a right and left thru
Swing on the corner like swinging on a vine
Swing the next gal down the line (original partner)
Allemande left
Art Seele of Hadden Heights, New Jersey, wrote this contra about his beloved
state.
GARDEN STATE CONTRA
MUSIC: Any 64-count sequence of music: jig, reel, etc.
FORMATION: Alternate duple, 1,3,5, etc., active and crossed over.
1-8
Actives center with a do-sa-do
9-16
Corners do-sa-do
17-24 Same girl swing (finish swing, face across)
25-32 Right and left thru
33-40 Ladies chain
41-48 Flutter wheel
49-56 Circle left
57-64 Star left
(Ends cross over every other time.)
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Paul Hartman of Wheaton, Maryland,
has an easy level record out this month
that has some great banjo pickin' on it.
He uses the tune, "Manana."
BANJO BEAT
MUSIC: Banjo Beat, FTC 32029
Intro, Middle Break, Ending:
Walk around your corner lady
Seesaw round your pet
Join all your hands and circle
To the left around the set
Then allemande left your corner
Come back and box the gnat
Hang on tight, grand right and left
The wrong way 'round the ring tonight
When you meet your lady
You box the gnat you know
You do-sa-do your partner
And you promenade her home
Snap your fingers in the air
• As you walk around the square
Get that banjo beat'

FIGURE:
(Twice for heads, twice for sides)
All four ladies chain across
And couples one and three (two and
four)
Square thru, go four hands
Inside the square for me
And with the outside two
Go right and left thru, turn the girl
And then star thru, slide thru
Two times around you do
Then roll to face (the second girl)
And box the gnat you know
Same lady swing and promenade home
Snap your fingers in the air
As you walk around the square
Get that banjo beat.
•Alternatingly use the word "strut"
and "Listen to that banjo beat."

Carlotta Hegemann of San Antonio, Texas, has given us many beautiful waltzes
and mixers. This time she has written a waltz quadrille, quite simple, "for young
people, yet done with fine styling that makes for a wonderful exhibition number."
she uses S/D terms so it could be taught from the floor at a dance.
GALAXY QUADRILLE
RECORD: LS 210-45, Starry Night
FORMATION: Four couples in square dance formation, inside hands joined.
Footwork opposite, M starts L.
INTRO: Wait two meas. in open pos. Acknowledge partners.
PART A (The Evening Star)
Measures
HEADS DO-SA-DO; ---; ---; HEADS FACE PARTNERS;
1-4
Head couples let go hands and do-sa-do around opposites, end facing own
partners. (Sides bal fwd and back.)
STAR THRU; ---; RETURN HOME; ---;
5-8
Head couples star thru with own partners in six steps and do a courtesy turn
to home position in two measures. (Sides bal fwd and back).
SIDE COUPLES repeat action of Measures 1-8.
9-16
TAG
1-16 ALL FOUR LADIES GRAND CHAIN ACROSS AND BACK IN 8 MEAS.
ALL FOUR COUPLES FORM A R-HAND STAR IN CENTER TURNING CW
IN FOUR MEAS. TURN TO L-HAND STAR MOVING CCW TO HOME POSITION IN FOUR MEAS.
PART B (The Milky Way)
17-20 HEAD COUPLES TO CENTER; ---; OPPOSITES STAR RIGHT;---;
Head couples to center in two meas. Join right hands with opposites to
make two R-hand stars. Turn each 1/2 CW in two meas. (Side couples in open
pos bal fwd and back in four meas maneuvering 1/4 R-face to face CCW)
21-24 ALL EIGHT BAL FWD; BAL BACK; HEADS GO HOME ALONE; ---;
(SIDES FACE CENTER)
As in ocean wave, all eight join ends and bal fwd and back in 2 meas. Heads
go home alone in two meas. (Sides maneuver L-face to original pos.)
25-28 SIDE COUPLES repeat action of meas 17-24.
REPEAT TAG
Continued on Page 44
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by Peggy Hickey, M
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Special stump badge— engraved with
Redwood grain background, white
letters and hand-painted green tree
character. R.N.P. stands for Redwood
National Park.
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The first annual (and as tar as we know)
dance was held in Redwood National Par
square dance club of Orick, California, de
of dancing planned around the special sc
Because of the short time for publicity,
was sawed off by a club member, to make
sawing, the club had a hamburger barbeq
On Friday evening, July 20, Tony Ne\
dance at the Crick Community Hall. On So
called from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the stuml
one square at a time.
The stump is 12 feet, six inches in dia
located in an area that was one of Arc,
forests before being purchased by the ni
sent pictures from the demonstration fore!
to talk about the redwoods and to answei
stump ambled around and enjoyed the di
From 2 to 4 p.m. the same afternoon,
Hall called by Roger Morris of Sacrament(
Eureka, the Redwood Squares, held a po
Trippers' other club caller, Vail Hickey,
their badges. At 8 that evening, another
Al Whitfield of the Redwood Squares dil
dinner was served by the Trippers.
On Sunday, the Crick Volunteer Firem4
Hall. The dancers who stayed over for
evening the Trippers held their usual eve
waltzing by Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fischer, v
Springs.
The Trippers look forward to doing the
and hope to attract out-of-town dancers to
is small but is practically on the beach ar
swimming and water skiing. Both state an
The perfect weather experienced this yez
The 1980 weekend will feature Roger f
Dancing in the Redwoods is an experi(
Trippers wish to publicly thank the Arcata
Park for their help and support.

A merican Souareda

' ON A STUMP

ERS IN THE NORTHWEST
4139UND THE CALLER....

PE G-Gy

y, McKinleyville, California

iow) only "Redwood Stump Stompers" badge
Park on July 21. The "Tall Tree Trippers"
developed the badge and hosted a weekend
al square-up on the stump.
:ity, the pictures were taken before the stump
ake it smooth for dancing. The evening of the
beque and tested the stump by dancing on it.
Nevison of Mount Shasta called a warm-up
In Saturday, July 21, club caller Peggy Hickey
tump so that dancers could earn their badges

diameter, ample room for one square. It is
Arcata Redwood Company's demonstration
le national park. Arcata Redwood graciously
forest displays to the stump with an attendant
swer questions. Dancers not dancing on the
ie demonstration forest.
Ion, a workshop was held at the Community
ento. After the workshop, a visiting club from
a potluck picnic at the stump with Tall Tree
calling so that more dancers could earn
ier ••!ance was called by Roger at the hall with
s diiing the rounds. At 11 p.m., a spaghetti
*em#n sponsored a fish fry at the Community
for this held one more stump dance. That
evening workshop, with a special session on
?r, visiting round dance instructors from Palm

Ihe whole weekend of dancing again next year
s to Crick for camping and dancing. The town
h and has a fresh water lagoon with fishing,
e and private camping facilities are available.
year is normal for July.
ier Morris on July 18, 19 and 20.
)erience every square dancer will enjoy. The
cata Redwood Co. and the Redwood National

Iredance, November 19/9

Club badge— engraved with white
background and hand-painted green
tree and hills, with brown trunk &
boots; also black letters.

Several of these "entrance exams" are in circulation. Test your perception on this
one submitted by Helen Pate of Georgia
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,Sketchpad Commentarg
TESTIMONIAL TO TODAY'S

HARD TIMES

"Life has really been good to me, pal.
I worked harder and harder in my early
business career, climbed to the top of
the executive ladder, then got into
square dancing, learned to be a caller,
started traveling and calling full time,
made less money but had a heckuva
time. The economy changed things a bit
for me. I took an early retirement, and
all this good fortune has brought me to
where I am today— broke!"
Editorial note: Thank our lucky stars
and stripes, this scene can't happen in a
country as healthy as the USA— or can
it?
American Souaredance. November 1979
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
HIGH FREQUENCY OANCER ...0,
ADVANCED PROGRAM
ADVOCATE

,

.1.1

by Jim Kassel

MEMPHIS 1980
Plan now for the 29th National
Convention in June, 1980. We have
reliable word that there will be excellent
facilities for Advanced and Challenge
dancing. The Advanced Hall will
accomodate 150 squares and the
Challenge hall 60 squares. Both will be
open from 9-11 a.m. and 1-11 p.m.
Advanced and Challenge callers who
plan to be there are: Bruce Busch, Lee
Kopman, Ron Libby, Dave Lightly,
John Marshall, Norm Poisson, John
Preston, Dave Smith, Bob Vinyard,
Deuce Williams. It's early yet so we are
sure there will be more.
INUNDATED
Bernie Fiegel writes this in the Zip
Coder: "We have again been inundated
with calls over this past summer.
Couple of them aren't too bad, but on
the whole most of them are useless and
not needed. When are we going to put a
moratorium on this unnecessary proliferation of new calls and concepts,
especially during the supper months.
Some people go on vacation or just slow
down a skosh and are not particularly
interested in learning fifty new calls
over the summer. Wake up— you are
going to drive more and more dancers
out of the movement each year if
something isn't done!"
1980 CHALLENGE CONVENTION
The National Challenge Convention
in Butler, Penn. is sold out. A waiting
list exists if you're interested, another
indication that Advanced and Challenge
dancing continue to grow. Advanced
(A-1 and A-2) and C-1 dances are
appearing all over the country. In many
areas. the growth is truly unbelievable.
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NEW CALLS — OLD CALLS
Among many calls I liked and
taught to club dancers were checkmate,
stroll and cycle, ah so and lock it. This
past year it's been grand weave, track
and trade, make me a column and Dixie
derby. We've been asked to teach these
as quarterly experimentals. Truthfully I
don't like any of these as well as what
we dropped or relegated to other lists.
Our dancers knew and did quite well
those we dropped and then they had to
learn new calls. Maybe a call needs to
be used by callers for a couple of years
before it is even a required experimental that replaces something we like and
many of the dancers know.
NOT-SO-FRIENDLY PERSUASION
by Andrea Fuller, San Jose, California
One of the more heated discussions
one is likely to hear around the country
is the problem of the high-level dancer's
responsibility to help or "take care of"
lower level or newer dancers — a highly
charged subject having dedicated advocates on both sides of the question.
There are some high-level dancers
who remember their own tough, slow
climb up the levels, and who have
resolved to help others make that climb
more easily.
For many it's a "kick" to get
someone talented through his/her first
star tip and to share that delight and
wonder.
But a few longtime dancers talk about
feeling drained by a kind of "star
system" in which high-level dancers
belong to anyone and everyone but
themselves. No one is watched or
criticized more severely for less than
perfect adherence to the unwritten law.
To dance together in one square, to set
star tips with one another, to arrange
and attend dances that exclude lower
levels is to break that law.
It's fun to be popular, these dancers
say, but not so much fun to be
constantly "used" to try or to make star
tips; their colleagues expect smoothness, newer dancers expect leadership,
novices expect miracles.
The pressures are many. And since
less than 1% of all Advanced /Challenge
dancers ever reach C-3, and fewer reach
C-4, the pressures can become intense.
American Squaredance. November 19 79

Some dancers try to conform to the
pressures by resolving to take potluck
from the floor only to have eager
novices beg or force a set tip. Or,
making it as far as the floor, they find
that dancers fast on their feet lionize
their helping time.
Certainly none of them is psychic or
omniscient. Someone can have a bad
night without the full knowledge and
awareness of a high-level dancer. If
others are too shy to ask for help, they
risk not getting it. With all the obstacles
placed before them, few high-level
people will manage to pick up that tiny
mental whimper from the back corner of
the hall. To expect them to be able to do
this is to demand the impossible.
A skilled high-level dancer is a
leader-teacher-technician, and usually,
a person who enjoys dancing and
helping others freely. But when rigid
expectation, and (worse) resentment,
forces compliance, the fun of sharing
oneself is lost. And so, perhaps, are
high-level dancers.

Meg Simhini
P 700

LEE
KOPMAN
Lee Kopman

Now Available
On Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 Levelsof Dancing

Minus a couple to make up a square?
Try our Two Couple Tapes. 6 Tapes in
a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing.

Also Available— Our Newly Revised
Glossary of S/D Calls

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Av.. Wantagh NY 11793

Everlithin
4°r Squarel)ancers

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

Please send for our
Free Catalog

Nylon Ruffles

100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon
-horse hair - bouffant. This is not only a
very durable. but beautiful garment. Heavy
elastic waistline is double stitched for comfort and long wear.

Colors:

Purple/Purple Ruffle
black/black ruffle
White/White ruffle
Hot Pink/Hot Pink Ruffle
White/Blue Ruffle
White/Green ruffle
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink. Blue & Yellow
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Red, White, Navy
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Solt Pink Ruffles
Yellow/WYellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles

Small, medium & large
Sizes:
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired
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$21.00

Handling
$1.50 each
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Fig. 2
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A good way to add variety to your
program is through the use of as
couples calling. Two examples are as
couples scoot back and as couples
crossfire.
EXAMPLE: AS COUPLES SCOOTBACK (MS-APD)
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-taced line, couples circulate
As couples scoot back, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters, trade by
Left allemande
CROSSFIRE (Burleson #2274 (+2 APD)
From a two-faced line, ends cross fold
as centers trade and extend to end in
columns.
If we apply the as couples concept to
this description, we can come up with
some interesting choreography which is
also easily taught.
EXAMPLES:
Sides lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run,
Center four California twirl
Fig. 1

34 449V-.)Q
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4

As couples crossfire (end couples crossfold, centers as couples trade and
extend to end in parallel two-faced
lines),
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Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, swing thru
Boys run, center four California twirl
As couples crossfire, crossfire
Boys run, left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, couples hinge, center four
California twirl
Fig. 1

c°3 CD 11340 r,)C,-)

As couples crossfire, ferris wheel
Zoom and square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Sides pass thru, go round one to a line
Veer left, girls turn back
Fig. 1
D
i
b3 Ch
j)6
11)c
)V I
As couples crossfire, couples circulate
Bend the line, star thru
Centers pass thru, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom
Square thru three-quarters,
Left allemande
Head ladies chain
Heads square thru four, circle half
To a two-faced line, couples hinge
Crossfire, boys fold, track two
Scoot back, boys run, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, couples hinge
Center four California twirl
As couples crossfire
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As couples scoot back, ferris wheel
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, boys run,
Center four California twirl
As couples crossfire
As couples scoot back, couples hinge
Crossfire, split circulate, boys run
Left allemande
Crossfire from lines (APD):
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, crossfire
(Centers trade and extend, as ends
fold)

Centers swing thru, ping pang circulate
Extend and recycle, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Pass thru, crossfire, centers recycle
Double pass thru, track two, recycle
Square thru three-quarters,
Left allemande
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Crossfire, track two, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande

PEEL OFF
(Callerlab Basic #62)
From starting double pass thru, completed double pass thru, "Z" or Box
circulate positions, the lead dancer
turns away from the adjacent file half
way (180°) and folds into the end
position of a new line. The trailing
dancer steps forward into the vacated
position and spot turns one-half (180°)
away from the adjacent file and
becomes the center.
When both files start facing the same
direction, the ending formation is a line
American Souaredance. November 19 79

of four. When the two files start facing
in opposite directions, the ending result
is an off-set two-faced line. When the
two files start in a "Z" formation (See
ASD, July issue, p. 47), the ending
formation is a two-faced line.
EXAMPLES (From completed DPT):
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off, star thru
Peel off, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, star thru, girls trade
Wheel and deal, pass thru, left
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off
Touch a quarter, circulate, boys run
Zoom and pass thru, left allemande
(From starting DPT):
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal, peel off
Bend the line, pass thru, wheel and deal
Peel off, bend the line, touch a quarter
Circulate, center four walk and dodge,
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Centers square thru four, ends circulate
Quarter in, swing thru, boys run
Star thru, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, ends fold
Peel off, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three-quarters
Slide thru, boys run, scoot back
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, pass thru, left allemande
(From "Z"):
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Girls fold, peel off, wheel and deal
Ocean wave, boys fold, peel off
Wheel and deal, swing thru, recycle
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, circulate, swing thru
Girls fold, peel off, couples circulate
Boys crossfold, peel off, wheel and deal
Sweep a quarter, left allemande
(From box circulate position):
Heads curlique

-40
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Fig. 1

Peel off

ci
0
As couples extend, wheel and deal
Swing thru double, recycle
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Zoom
Fig. 2

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Curlique, peel off

,;(:)
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Ferris wheel, zoom, pass Ihru
Left allemande

d (91

Boys trade, couples circulate, boys run
Recycle, square thru three-quarters
Trade by, pass thru
Left allemande

PULL BACK
by Bill Gordon, Whitehall, Pennsylvania
From facing couples, left side dancers
extend right hand and pull by to vacated
spot and cast left one-half. Ends in
left-hand box formation.

From Bob Pryor, Catersville, Illinois:
Is zoom (substitute) a correct call from
parallel two-faced lines?
Anytime you have two pairs of dancers one behind the other and both pairs
facing the same direction, a zoom
(substitute) is allowable. To be sure
many dancers would experience some
difficulty in execution. When the pairs
are back to back, it must be designated
who is to zoom.
EXAMPLE:
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru. boys run
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EXAMPLES by Bill:
Heads pull back, sides pull back
Girls run, four ladies chain
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, pull back, girls run
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pull back, girls run, flutter wheel
Slide thru, pull back, girls run
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line
Face left, promenade home
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru. chase right, boys run
Pull back, trade the wave, scoot back
Centers circulate, centers trade
Single hinge, boys run
Bend the line double, slide thru
Left allemande
American Squaredance, November 1979

Heads square thru four hands
Touch a quarter, girls run, pull back
Boys run, box the gnat, slide thru
Pull back, girls run, dive thru
Centers star thru. crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, two steps at a time
Centers pull back, centers box circulate
Center girls run, swing thru, boys run
Tag the line left, promenade home
APD:
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pull back, trade the wave. boys run
Couples circulate, girls trade
Boys fold, pass thru
Right and left grand
Eight roll away, heads square thru four
Pull back and roll, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom
Centers left square thru three-quarters
Box the gnat, pass to the center
Star thru, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads rollaway, square thru four
Pull back, all eight circulate, girls run
Centers out, bend the line, pull back
Girls run, bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande

t2

{

FIGURE]

PLUS ONE AND TWO
Allemande left Alamo style and balance
Heads trade. all boys run, clover and
Square thru three, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Allemande left Alamo style and balance
Sides trade, boys trade. all swing thru
Boys run, clover and pass thru
Swing thru. boys run, girls trade
Ferris wheel, square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Allemande left Alamo style and balance
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Sides trade, girls trade, all swing thru
Boys run, clover and pass thru
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Sides flutter wheel, head ladies chain
Heads pass thru, clover and
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Sides right and left thru, slide thru
Turn thru. oass thru, clover and
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads right and left thru
Four ladies rollaway, heads curlique
Boys touch a quarter, girls quarter in
Centers hinge and left swing thru
Ends star thru. center boys cross run
Extend, recycle, left allemande
Heads crosstrail thru round one to a line
Right and left thru, square thru four
Trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four, touch a quarter
Recycle. touch a quarter, recycle
Touch a quarter, recycle
Left allemande
Head ladies chain, heads lead right
And circle to a line, touch a quarter
Center four trade and roll, pass thru
Clover and cast off three-quarters
Recycle, sweep a quarter, pass thru
Touch a quarter, centers trade
Walk and dodge, ends fold, pass thru
U-turn back, left allemande
Heads pass thru, round one to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, swing thru, recycle,
Star thru, wheel and deal, dive thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Turn thru, trade by, swing thru
Turn thru, trade by, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Spin the top. spin chain thru
Recycle, pass thru, trade by
Left allmenade
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, bend the line,
Square thru four, centers turn thru
Cloverleaf, centers turn thru
Slide thru. wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters
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Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Girls run, bend the line,
Square thru four, centers turn thru
Cloverleaf, centers turn thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain,
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Girls run, bend the line,
Square thru four, centers turn thru
Partner trade, clover and pass the ocean
Recycle, zoom and turn thru
Left allemande
MAINSTREAM FIGURES
From "Square Dance Digest Service"
Heads square thru four, curlique
Split circulate, boys run
Tag the line in, flutter wheel
Star thru, left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads curlique
Walk and dodge, swing thru, boys run
Ferris wheel, curlique, walk and dodge
Cloverleaf, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Double pass thru, first left, second right
Pass the ocean, recycle, dive thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru, curlique
Scoot back, boys fold, Dixie style
To a wave, boys crossfold, star thru
Flutter wheel, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass the ocean, spin chain thru
Boys run, bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, pass thru
Cloverleaf, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, tag the line in, star thru
Swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, curlique
Walk and dodge, partner tag, trade by
Swing thru, boys run, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, left allemande
Side ladies chain,
Heads square thru four, slide thru
Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Dive thru, swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First left, second right, pass thru
Half tag, swing thru, walk and dodge
Tag the line, centers in, cast off 3/4
Star thru, trade by, slide thru
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru
Circle to a line, swing thru, turn thru
Tag the line, cloverleaf, box the gnat
Right and left thru, zoom,
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
American Squaredance Magazine's Workshop features original material submitted to the editor. New
ideas are presented regularly. Mall new and creative material to Ed Fraidenburg, Workshop Editor,
American Squaredance. PO Box 488, Huron OH
44839.

WHO CARES

River
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Called by Dave Abbott
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2 for $37.00
NECK
SLEEVE 31-32
33.34
35.36

14.14 1/2
S-2
S-4

15-15 1/2
M-2
M-4
M-6

its

16.16 1/2
L-2
L-4
L-6

17.17 1/2
XL-2
XL-4
XL-6

All First Quality
Yellow Pink Blue White Apricot

CLOSEOUT SPECIAL
"While they last"
LACE FRONT - MINT GREEN ONLY
Reg. $25 value - All first quality

$7.99_
MASTERCHARGE

2 for

$12.00

"DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED"
BANKAMERICARD

Name
City

Street
Zip

State
Card No
Expiration Date

6

Phone No
Color

04
38 Elm Street, Portland,

Neck

Sleeve

Postage and handling
Maine 04111
Total

Price

$1.50
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The Milwaukee Journal carried a
story about Don and Janet Nesbitt.
young members of the Strutt 'n
Rounders and Kings & Queens clubs of
Boise, Idaho, who hitch-hiked to the
National Convention in Milwaukee in
June, with 30-lb. packs on their backs.
It took 185 hours and inumerable rides
to get there. The mode of travel was
chosen as an energy-saver and inflationfighter. Don had also hitch-hiked to
Anaheim a few years ago.
Paul and Sue Tolbert of Dallas,
Texas. showed up at an ASD subscription dance in Denton, Texas. having just
completed dancing in 100 different
locations in almost that many consecutive nights. They were stopping at 100,
they said, and going out to accomplish
round dancing.
Speaking of endurance records, Ron
and Lucille Lake of the Orlando. Florida
area are getting publicity in newspapers
all over the country, having danced 80
consecutive nights and going for 100,
just as the Tolberts did. Ron claims his
dancing has been on consecutive nights,
which constitutes a world record worthy
of inclusion in the Guiness book.
However, Guiness people aren't impressed. Carol Klarman, assistant to
the Guiness editor, says. "Chances are
it (the marathon dance feat) will be
rejected. because square dancing is
regionalized and the Guiness book is
one of world scope."
This statement has caused quite a
furor among the millions of active
square dancers of the world who are
aware of the incident, and caller Ray
Mullens of 11 Elaine St.. Webster, MA.
01570, for one, wants everyone reading
this to send a petition to recognize the
Lakes of Orlando to the Guiness book
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EDDIE POWELL
&THE CHEROKEE CUT-UPS

5_
i

is,

1699 Brice Road. Reynoldsburg OH 43068

RAMON
MARSCH
MAINSTREAM
PLUS 1 and 2
ADVANCED

1,.

BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE (216] 632-1074

10222

MA RSCH-MELLOW-SfvtnOTH
Calling-Traveling Full Time
MICRO PLASTICS
- '

JOHN

HANDS
MOTOWN STATE

—

1 line "Slim Jim" 51.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and town
or design $1.25
Name and town
and design $1.25
State shape $2.00
Name, town, design
and club name $1.75

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge m Any Color- Black, White
Blue. Green. Brown, Red. Yellow, Walnut.
Send check with order, add 151 per badge postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Boa 847 Rifle, CO 81650 I3031 625-1718
YOU GET A HALLI'LL DO THE CALL ,

ED
FRAIDENBURG
$6.
1916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
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Country & Western Ties
231 N. Porter St.
Cleves, Ohio 45002

SPARKLING TIES
Formerly by Arlyn
Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids.
Non-Sparkling Ties Also.

BADGES

,

BY

4WD IQUArle
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
SQUARE DANCERS
CALLER CHUCK LEA/AON
Our Business Is Built On
Fast, Courteous Service

288 N.E. 47th STREET
POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA
PHONE 305-942-3939
33064

,--.,-

CALLERS
NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS

'

ALL CALLERS

. -,...

There is available to you a wealth of
material in our most usable "Square
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy
material, new material, old material,
all written by and for our members.
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to:
S / D CALLERS ASSN. SO . CALIFORNIA
,
PO Box 33306. Granada Hills CA 9134a
NOW IN VINYL!
3"x111/2 " bumperstIcker.
Brilliant orange on black.
1-3 $1.50 each.
4-11 $1.15 each
12 up .75 each

- .,

.

-/ t,
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t
Ho"I ii um' ( an III:WV

Chain !

Check or money order,
please IL add 5%.
Free Catalog
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SQUARE THINGS
Dept. PB Box 325
Wilmette IL 60091
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editors, % Sterling Publishing Co.,
Inc., 2 Park Ave., New York, NY, 10016,
as soon as possible.
Letters on the subject were also
received from Bob and Julie Blazek of
Palm Bay, Florida, Danny Robinson
(one of the callers involved in Orlando),
and others. Among the many newspapers that carried the story were
Florida Today (via UPI), Orlando
Sentinel-Star, and the Worcester (Ma.)
Gazette.
Thanks, Betty Casey, for a nice story
with photos (cover, too) in Viltis, a folk
dance magazine published in Denver,
tracing our square dance heritage.
Betty is the author of The Complete
Book of Square Dancing.
Genevieve Fancher recently displayed
her paintings at the Harrison Art
League Spring Festival of Art at the
Ozark Mall, and won Best of the Show
honors, as reported by the Harrison
(Arkansas) Daily Times.
Ken Oakley of Vancouver. B.C.,
Canada was recently honored by the
Star Promenaders (with Gladys). on his
25 years of calling in the area, reported
in the Valley Circle. He is now
particularly active with a wheel chair
exhibition group.
The Valley Circle also described the
well-deserved tribute given in June by
the Haylofters and Tillikum Twirlers to
Dick and Jeanne Cameron, also of the
Vancouver area, long associated with
the Hayloft Square Dance Center,
retiring after over 26 years of calling/
cuing. and active leadership. They will
remain in the area, living in their
beautiful country home in White Rock.
and stay active, especially with round
dance activity. Happy retirement. Dick
and Jeanne.
Gene Trimmer announced he's now
resident caller at Llano Grande Lake
Park in Mercedes. Texas, between
Harlingen and McAllen. Jim and Barb
DeAngelo, were elected Presidents by
the NSDCA. Inc. Board of Directors in
their election of officers at the 1979
National Camporee.
Jim and Barb have previously served
as Secretaries and Vice-Presidents of
the Board. They also served as 1976
National Cam poree General Chairmen.
Continued on Page 67
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/NITER-

NATIONAL
NEWS
CANADIANS ARE PLANNING
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Next August 7-8-9, Canada's 2nd
National will take place in Ottawa using
the spacious facilities of Lansdowne
Park where 8,000 can be accommodated
on 8 floors for simultaneous all-level
dancing, squares and rounds.
What's different? Each evening
between 7 and 7:50 the dancers will
become spectators when a pageant
depicting the background and development of square and round dancing will
be presented— a different pageant each
evening. In addition. at 11 p.m. each

evening there will be an after-party
wind-down for the activity of the day.
These will take place in the 9,000 seat
Arena. Further, Canada's Parliament
Buildings are picturesquely situated in
central Ottawa and thousands of
tourists gather each morning to witness
the Changing of the Guard ceremony—
and a dance is planned immediately
after in the same area.
The 2nd National is attracting dancers from New Zealand, Australia,
Japan, England and Germany and from
many of the 50 states.
If a gasoline problem is expected,
arrangements with bus companies for a
tour will offer many interesting side
trips to Niagara Falls, the Adirondacks,
Montreal and Toronto with Ottawa as a
focal point for three eventful days.
For information, write Convention
1980, P.O. Box 1980, Station "B",
Ottawa, Canada. K1P 5R5.
WRENS WRANGLERS HOST MDA
DANCE-A-THON FOR 1979
For the second time in as many years
the Wrens Wranglers hosted the

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller

Indiana Add 4%
Sales Tax

VISA'
=MB

MAGNET, INDIANA 47555

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers.
1v2" heel, all leather uppers, cushioned insole for
comfort. 5-10 narrow; 4-10
medium; 5-10 wide.
$21.75
Black /White
Red/Navy/Brown $21.75
$21.75
Silver/Gold
Classics available in blaCk/
white, all sizes. $11.95. No
guarantee

CEAF

A F RIE
WREIT T A LOG
Phone 812-843-5491

RINGO
The shoe most square dancers wear. 1/2 " heel with
eiast'c binding around shoe.
Strap across instep.
$17 95
Black and White
Yellow, Pink. Red.
Hot Pink, Orange
$18.95
Silver and Gold
$19.95
MAJES1 IC
Glove tanned leather. Size Sizes 4-11— Med.
6 thru 12N; 4 thru 12M. V2 and Narrow.
sizes. Steel shank for support
$21.75
& White
Navy. Red. Brown $21.75
$21.75
Silver & Gold

Prices subject to change without notice.
POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: $1.25 on one; 2 or more, $1.00 each
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
SHORTIE
Sissy
MID-THIGH
KNEE LENGTH
nylon lace The mid-thigh has 8 rows of
With
IP- 1 Virgin \\
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are
made for us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow, blue,
pink, red, orange. purple. hot pink, multicolor, royal. red, white and blue combination, brown, navy,
lilac and kelty. Order mid-thigh or knee iength in
S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6_ rows ofac. Sizes
S-M-L-XL.
Shorties — 3" legs,
$5.50
$7.00
$7.00 or 2 pr. for $13.00
8 rows of lace.
Postage 80! on one; 2 or more, 504 each SLIPS —
Made by B & S
We have one of the finest 50 yd nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic band.
4 tiers on 18'' and up Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter
than skirt 18-23 and other lengths by special order.
Colors. white. black. blue. pink, yellow. red. hot pink. pale green, mint, lime green & age 35 yd slips $17.50
plus
50 postage.
On
multi-color, turquoise, orange. bright yellow. lilac. royal, brown, navy, dark purple, $19
50$1
plus
$1 50 postKelly. red. white and blue combo nr Inv ether color combo of listed colors. 2 or more pet is $1 ea
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Muscular Dystrophy Dance-A-Thon in
the Squares Incorporated building
located in Wrens, Georgia on August
25, 1979.
Last year the Wrens Wranglers
sponsored and hosted the event and
with the help of square dancers in the
CSRA Square Dance Federation and a
group from the "Jailhouse Squares" of
Hinesville, Ga.. over $7,000 was raised.
This year the CSRA Square Dance
Federation clubs and two squares of
dancers from Hinesville, Ga. lent their
wholehearted support to the project and
over $10,000 was raised in a 12-hour
dance period.
Ted and Clarasue Johnson, VicePresidents of the Wrens Wranglers,
were the coordinators for the fund
raising drive. Ted arranged for the new
local radio station, WRNZ, to participate with "live" broadcasts from the
dance-a-thon. In a community spirit the
radio station started broadcasting
"live" from the beginning of the
dance-a-thon and stayed until the
conclusion, asking for pledges and

CHAPARRAL RECORDS
1425 Oakhill Drive
Plano TX 75075
214-423-7389
NEW
C-404 — GIMMIE BACK
THOSE BLUES
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main

giving updates on progress, as well as
conducting interviews with dancers and
callers.
Volunteer callers were Glen Baker,
Richard Chance, Buck Hastedt, James
Lamb, Chuck Mashburn, Tom Powell
and Bob Waldera, all members of the
CSRA Callers Association. In addition,
Jim Benedik and Floyd Hyde from
Hinesville and Rich Steadman from
Okinawa also lent their calling support.
Gabby Baker/caller
Wrens Wranglers
Wrens, Ga.

MYRTLE BEACH BALL
The September 1979 Beach Ball was a
tremendous success, with 1141 dancers
in attendance. Dancers attended from
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Florida, New York
and North Carolina. as well as the home
state of South Carolina. Laverne and
Barbara Harrelson report that information will soon be submitted on dates and
details for next year's Myrtle Beach
Balls.
MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE

Chaparra
RECORDS
C-603
STAND BY YOUR WOMAN
Round by John & Wanda Winter

LATEST RELEASES
C-304 — GREAT AFTERNOON
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake
C-403 — SUMMERTIME DREAM
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main

C-205— THE GAMBLER
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag
C-204 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag
C-503 — NEW
ROCKIN' PNEUMONIA &

C-305— TULSA TIME
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake

BOOGIE WOOGIE FLU
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower
C-504 — DISCO FEVER
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower

RHYTHM OF THE ROAD
Now Available in LP, 8-Track &
Cassette
C-AL-7001
A PARTY WITH CHAPARRAL

Bober

Gary Shoemake
Paul Marcum

C-505— TWELFTH STREET RAG
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower

Wayne Baldwin
RR-103
FAN THE FLAME
Flip inst by Paul Marcum

ROADRUNNER
RECORDS

rbi

RR-202—MAGIC CARPET
Flip Inst by Wayne Baldwin

IN MEMORIAM
Charles "Sparkle" Sparks. age 54,
square dance caller from the St. Louis
area, died suddenly in August while
attending a square dance. Sparkie had
been calling over twenty years and was
acknowledged to be among the top
callers in the area. Sympathy is extended to his wife, Betty, and his children.
Skip Uhlig
Ernie Jordan, of Gardnerville, Nevada. passed away in August, ending a
twenty-two year career as a caller in
California, Nevada and Idaho. He was
an enthusiastic and dedicated caller.
Sympathy is extended to his wife,
Marjorie.
Ernie Dempster, Trenton, Ontario,
was a long standing member of Toronto
and District SID Association, died this
past summer. Perhaps Ernie is best
noted for his organizing abilities with
clubs. conventions, tours and special
dances. T&D, and square dancers
whose lives he touched, extend sympathy to Lucille, who was his wife and
partner.

Jeff Griffiths of Naughton, Ontario,
died September 10 following open heart
surgery. Jeff was a popular area caller
and a member of Callerlab. Sympathy is
extend to Nora and his family.
GEORGIA STATE CONVENTION
The Georgia Callers Association
members did all of the calling for the
recent state convention in September.
This year's affair was the largest yet,
with all levels of square dancing plus
contras, rounds and clogging. Also on
the program were a fashion show,
sewing clinic, after-parties and afterafter-parties, one of which lasted almost
until daylight. Dr. Frederick P. Reuter
Tifton, Georgia
SQUARING-UP TO FIGHT ARTHRITIS
Souther Californians originated the
idea of "Square Dancers Squaring Up
To Fight Arthritis." 1500 dancers
attended the last dance in Riverside and
$2300 was added to augment arthritis
patient care programs. The event will
be repeated on December 2, with

THREE GOOD REASONS TO CHOOSE A
S/D VACATION AT DILLARD, GA.
1. QUALITY SQUARE DANCE PROGRAMS APRIL THROUGH OCTOBER
FOR EVERY LEVEL OF DANCING—
Beginner through Challenge: Nationally
known callers and programs limited to
ten squares— Get individual attention!

2. SPEND A WEEK IN THE BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAINS OF NORTHEAST
GEORGIA. The oldest mountains in the
world offer lush vegetation and breathtaking vistas— but no problems travelling in and around them. In your free
time, enjoy whitewater canoeing, ruby
and garnet hunting, thrilling airplane
rides and shopping for mountain crafts.
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3. ENJOY RAINBOW TROUT AND A
FAMOUS TROUT FARM. Andy's Trout
Farm won the State Award for
Outstanding Farm as early as 1967.
Come see why! Luxurious accommodations and good country cooking, served
family-style, are two good reasons by
themselves. Rustic cottages and full
service campground, too!
For full info, write:

BOX 129 DILLARD GA 30537
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Shelby Dawson, Red Gibson, Vic
Kaaria, Lee Schmidt, Mike Seastrom,
Mike Sikorsky, Skip Stanley, Jerry Story
and Bronc Wise calling. Round dance
cuers will be Jim and Rosemary Bess
and Tom and Jean Cahoe. For more
information about the event at Riverside
Municipal Auditorium, call Larry and
Hazel Wainwright at 714-886-4192.

PEOPLE, Continued
Other 1979-1980 Officers include Ed
and Pat Russell (1977-1981) Secretaries;
Chet and Jane Frederick (1978-1982)
Treasurers: and Stan and Norma
DeBoer (1979-1983) Vice-Presidents.
Round dance leader Betty Mueller
had gall bladder surgery the middle of
August, after being hospitalized for
tests to determine the cause of her
problems with balance. Betty, who
reports that she has had a headache
since May, now feels she is going to be
fine. She is proud of Clancy, who taught
and cued the Columbus class during her

absence. Betty insisted on doing the
traditional Turkey Run Labor Day
Weekend.
Gordon Nuttall of Christchurch New
Zealand is the author of a special color
photo feature story about square
dancing in "Skyway", the inflight
magazine of Air New Zealand.
Marie Loess had been hospitalized for
a long period this summer, and a special
Friendship Dance was held in August in
Arlington Height, Illinois in honor of
Harold and Marie, both active round
and square dance leaders.
Thirteen callers from New York,
Pennsylvania, and Ohio attended the
annual callers class led by Dick Leger in
Boonville, New York this summer,
according to Charley Smith of Utica,
sponsor of the school.

KALOX- Feted-Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX :
K-1242 THAT'S WHAT I LIKE ABOUT THE SOUTH
Caller: C.O. Guest

Jon Jones

RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX .
K-1241 I WANT TO SEE ME IN YOUR EYES, Jon Jones
K-1240 TWO TIMIN' BLUES, by Bill Peters

C.0
GUEST

RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN.
LH-1030 QUA LA LITA, Flip/Inst. by Guy Poland
LH-1029 AIN'T NO CALIFORNIA by Guy Poland
NEW ON BELCO
Marry Lackey

Wall
McNee,

•

B-2 89A BY THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY MOON
Two-step by Richard & JoAnne Lawson
1st Band, Music Only; 2nd Band, cues by R. Lawson
B-2898 THIS OLD HOUSE — Mixer
1st Band, Music Only; 2nd Band, Cues by C.O. Guest
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO
B-288A LONG FRIENDSHIP, Two-step
B-28813 CHATTANOOGA CHOO CHOO

Bill Peters

Guy
Poland

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO. 2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75149
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E-Z RUBBER STAMP
.... to "squaredancize" your letters
A clever little rubber stamp we saw at
Bob's Western Shop in Anaheim for
less than three bucks turned out to be a

FRONT LINE COVERAGE
The brilliant season of fall foliage is
just about over, as depicted on our
cover, but a season of equally colorful
square dance activity is in full swing
from coast to coast, continent to

dandy way to "squaredancize" our
letters, postcards, notes, and other
papers. It's a perpetual re-inking
rubber stamp (for thousands of impressions) that prints the little dancing
figures shown here, in red. It's an E-Z
rubber stamp, available from Contemporary Concepts, PO Box 1065, Santa
Ana, CA 92711, phone 714-835-5174.
Ask for the square dancing figures.

continent, world-a-whirl! Probably November is one of the busiest square
dance months. The "snowbirds" have
reached southern chimes, classes are
clinched and clicking away, "specials"
abound, and harvest-time is over, so
everyone's dancing.

Johnnie Wykotf

Johnny
Jones

Allen
Tipton

Don Williamson

RED BOOT STAR RELEASES
RBS1249 IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL BODY
by Elmer Sheffield Jr
RBS1250 COCA COLA COWBOY by Johnnie Wykon

RED BOOT RELEASES
R8244 LAY DOWN BESIDE ME by Johnny Jonea
R8904 I'M SO LONESOME, Round by Ray & Bea Dowdy

Cal Golden

GOLD STAR RELEASES
GS710 MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT by Cal Golden
GS402 RAGTIME ANNIE/S.K.G.
Hoedown by Stan Williamson & the Red Boot Band
COMING SOON
HEART BREAK HOTEL
SON OF CLAYTON DELANEY
ALL AROUND COWBOY
ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM

Ray & Bea Dowdy
ROUTE 8, GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743

PHONE 615-638-7784
J
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ROUND REVIEWS
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

COMING IN THE BACK DOOR— AM 8514
Choreography by Tom & Jan Kannapel
Catchy music and a good, smooth, intermediate,
mostly foxtrot routine.
A LONG FRIENDSHIP— Belco 288
Choreography by Norb & Rose Trautman
Pretty music and a flowing easy to easyintermediate two step.
CHATTANOOGA CHOO CH00— Belco 288
Choreography by Bill & Virginia Tracy
Good peppy music; easy two step featuring a choo
choo position (shadow) and a hitch eight.
WARM AND TENDER— CEM 37033
Choreography by Corky & Paulette Pell
Pretty music and a flowing easy-intermediate watlz.
JUST FOOLIN' AROUND — CEM 37033
Choreography by Stan & Bernie Babcock
Good "Let's Do It Again" music and a comfortable
easy two step.

CHATTANOOGA— Grenn 14278
Choreography by Richard & JoAnn Lawson
Good peppy music and a catchy easy-intermediate
two step.
THE WALTZ YOU SAVED FOR ME— Grenn14278
Choreography by Bob & Ginny Walther
Pretty music; intermediate international waltz.
SAN— Hi-Hat 976
Choreography by Bud & Shirley Parrott
Good music and a flowing easy-intermediate two
step.
DING DUNG— HI-Hat 976
Choreography by Don 9 Pete Hickman
Good lively music and a fun easy-intermediate two
step.
DANCING IN THE STREETS/PATTY CAKE
POLKA MIXERS— World Tone 10023
Choreography by Dot & Date Foster
Good music and a good tyn-type easy mixer. "Patty
Cake" author is unknown. This is a good, very easy
mixer for use at one-nighters.
VIRGINIA REEL— World Tone 10023
Two versions of the old time couple line dance.
NUMERO CINCO— AM 742/870
Choreography by Henry Glass
Excellent Herp Alpert music for a three-part easy
rhumba. Flip side is "Miss Frenchy Brown."
COCA COLA COWBOY— MCA 41041
Choreography by Charles & Dorothy DeMalne
Easy-going three-part easy-intermediate two step.
Continued on Page 92

Choreography Ratings***
by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo, Ohio
SQUARE DANCE: 81-125
I Can't Believe
4 Bar B
85/0 =85
Lady Be Good
CEM 37034
9210=92
Shenandoah
Belco 286A
92/0 =92
Do Be Dum Dum
M.L. 45-263
96/5 =101A
Cool Cool
Hi-Hat
102/0 =102
Feet
Monu 45-267
102/0 = 102
Sail Away
MCA 12463 97/10 = 107A
Sail Away with Me #3 ABC 12463
70/40=110A
Heavenly Waltz
Grenn 14279
112/0 = 112
Movin' On Up
Monu 45-263 113/0 =113A
Ruby Ann
Belco 287A
114/0= 114
All of Me
JoPat 301
123/0 = 123A
EASY INTERMEDIATE— 128-175
Lay Down Beside Me MCA AB1245812915 = 134A
Silver Waltz
Tlmrk 931A
136(0 =136
Red Mill Waltz
CEM 37034
139 /0 = 139
Oh What in Her World RCA PB11537 104 /40 = 144A
Wonderful Waltzing Tlmrk 918B
144 /0 =144
Jan's Song
By I BSS0334 113/35 = 148A
Time Alone Will Tell Roper 190
140 /8 =148A
Vera's Waltz
Belco 287
165/0 = 165
Nighty Night
Roper 170A
157/15 =172
The Nearness of You Roper 170B 147/25 = 172A
Away We Go
Grenn 14241
169/5 = 174
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For Rating Formula,
Order ASD Inform #P7

INTERMEDIATE— 176-250
All American Waltz
Grenn 14241
180/0 = 180
Say Maybe
Co14-10945 163/25 =188A
Opus One
148/55 = 203A
Comin' in the Back Door A&M 8514
178/25 = 203
Apres L' Entreinte
Epic 8-50270 203/10 = 213A
Bo, Nan, Za
UA XWO60 183/50 = 233A
HIGH INTERMEDIATE— 251-299
Tlmrk 4003A
242/9 = 251
Spider Tango
Golden Chandeliers Roper 403 235/18 = 253A
Nothing's Prettier
Than Rose Is
RCA PB11391 226/30 = 256
Misty
Barn 614
230/30=260
Popcorn
Tlmrk 924
247/30=277
Tlmrk
Souvenirs Waltz
277/6 = 283
ADVANCED— 300-349
Charade Waltz
DA P6092
305/5=310
Harbor Foxtrot
MCA 60119
295 /25 = 320
Blue Velvet
CBS
304/30 = 334
CHALLENGE— 350+
It's Impossible
DA 6113
332/30 = 362
Dance Al
Leroy Swing
425 /50 =475A
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deal, right and left thru, swing thru,
turn thru, swing and promenade.

November! All ready? Who would have
believed this year would pass so
quickly? Well, it's not over yet. We only
had seventeen singing flips and one
patter record this month, but all in all
there were some fine records. The
dancers' only real complaint was that out
of the seventeen records, ten started
with circle left. We had some very
interesting figures this month and some
old stand-bys. Have a happy Thanksgiving and we'll be seeing y'all around
the square!
I RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN—
Rhythm 129; Caller: Pat Barbour
This is not the first time this song has
been danced by our review dancers, but
we feel this is the best of the ones we
have danced. Pat did a very good job on
the flip, using a simple figure that
moves right along. The instrumental
side has a very smooth easy-to-follow
beat that feels good to dance to.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right
and left thru, square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys trade, girls fold, boys
turn back, swing and promenade.
IF I SAID YOU HAD A BEAUTIFUL
BODY— Red Boot Star 1249; Caller;
Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
Elmer sure knows how to pick 'em. Got
some really wild comments from the
review dancers on this record that we
cannot print in this publication. There
are two ways one can take the tag lines
to this song. Now let me tell you about
the record. Instrumentally, the Red
Boot sound is back. By this I mean a
very good sound and a very danceable
beat. Elmer used a not-too-simple
figure but one that would still be good
for class or club dance. Give this one a
listen and think about it. FIGURE:
Heads promenade half, lead right,
circle to a line, pass thru, wheel and
70

KISSES FOR ME— Chinook 028
Caller: Gordon Sutton
Chinook has given us a very nice piece
of music that would be perfect for that
change of pace. Not only is the
instrumental side pleasant to listen to,
the dancers enjoyed dancing it. Gordon
uses a figure on the flip that was
interesting and timed very well. FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
curlique, split circulate, boys run, right
and left thru, pass the ocean, recycle,
swing and promenade.
TODAY I STARTED LOVING YOU
AGAIN— Rhythm 128; Caller: Wade
Driver
Don't let the instrumental side of this
record fool you. It sounds draggy but
when dancing it, you will find it moves
right along and is very smooth. Wade
chose a figure that has become very
popular but fits this tune and times
well. Some callers may be turned off by
the vocal accompaniment. FIGURE:
Heads promenade half, square thru,
right and left thru, veer left, ferris
wheel, square thru three-quarters,
swing and promenade.
WHO AM I TO SAY— Rhythm 130
Caller: Kip Garvey
Rhythm and Kip gave us a real mover
with this record. The instrumental side
has a very good sound which is to be
expected from Rhythm Records. Although Kip's figure is close-timed on
the flip, the dancers do not have to rush
to keep up. However, this record is not
for the beginner dancer. FIGURE:
Heads promenade three-quarters, sides
right and left thru, pass thru, swing
thru, scoot back, recycle, sweep a
quarter, star thru, pass thru, swing
corner, left allemande, promenade.
ROLEY POLEY— 4 Bar B 6008
Caller: Mike Sikorsky
Mike went back away to come up with
this tune. Four Bar B gives us a very
good western swing sound and a
danceable beat that make this song
from the past an enjoyable change from
the sounds and songs we are using in
square dancing today. Mike put together a very interesting figure on the flip
and did a great job calling it. FIGURE:
American Souaredance. November 1979

Heads curlique, boys run, right and left
thru, rollaway, box the gnat, square
thru, partner trade, roll to face, right
and left grand, do-sa-do and promenade.
ALL OF ME— Kalox 1239
Calaler: Bill Peters
Here is another fine western swing
sound on a song from the past, as far as
tunes go. Bill gave us two records this
month. This one the dancers felt was
the better of the two. Bill's figure moves
well and times out almost letter perfect.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half,
square thru, do-sa-do, curlique, scoot
back, boys run, slide thru, pass thru,
trade by, swing and promenade.
BANJO BEAT— FTC 32029
Caller: Paul Hartman
Let me say, for you banjo buffs, this is a
must. This FTC has a Dixieland sound
and lots of banjo and piano. Paul does a
fine job on the flip with a very
interesting opener and an equally
interesting figure. The first time
through the double slide thru caught
some of our review dancers. FIGURE:
Four ladies chain, heads square thru,
right and left thru, star thru, slide thru
twice, roll to face, box the gnat, swing
and promenade.
LAY DOWN BESIDE ME— Red Boot
244; Caller; Johnny Jones
Red Boot gives us another nice sound in
this not-too-old country western record.
A nice smooth even beat made the
record most enjoyable. Johnny's use of
an eight chain six was a little different.
The command to swing and promenade
comes a little early but if dancers stay
on the beat, this times very well.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way,
sides square thru, right and left thru,
do-sa-do, eight chain six, swing and
promenade.
TWO-TIMIN' BLUES— Kalox 1240
Caller: Bill Peters
Kalox and Bill have chosen no stranger
in bringing this song to the square
dance scene. This tune, I know, was
released several years ago but cannot
remember on which label. This song,
however, has a very nice beat and
moves right along. Bill used a little
different figure than what we are used
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to. Can't remember when a cross trail
thru was used in a singing call.
FIGURE: Heads right and left thru,
crosstrail thru, separate around one,
make a line, right and left thru, slide
thru, touch a quarter, scoot back, boys
fold, girls turn thru, star thru and
promenade.
I'VE ALWAYS BEEN CRAZY— Chinook 026; Caller: Jet Roberts
If you listen to this record, play more
than the first few bars. the instrumental
gets better as it goes along. The part of
the instrumental Jet uses for his grand
square sounds like a march, but the rest
of the instrumental is really jumpy. I
have not heard the popular version of
this song but I feel that this is the way it
is played. Jet uses a figure that
impressed the review dancers and was
very well timed. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, right and left thru,
curlique, split circulate, single hinge,
ladies trade, recycle, sweep a quarter,
star thru, pass thru, left allemande,
promenade.
OLD TIME LOVING— Circle D 214
Caller: Mike Litzenberger
Here is another nice sound from
Rhythm Records' second label. Don't
know how the vocal accompaniment will
affect the record's acceptance, but it
has a very danceable beat. Mike uses a
simple but well-timed figure. We were
glad he did not use the figure as printed
on the cue sheet; it won't work.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, right
and left thru, square thru three-quarters, swing and promenade.
I WILL SURVIVE— 4 Bar B 6012
Caller: Bill Owsley
The dancers had mixed emotions about
this song. Instrumentally, it sounds
great, but it has that "funny" beat. The
figure Bill used is well-timed and he
does a nice job on the flip. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing
thru, boys run, ferris wheel, centers
pass thru, curlique, scoot back, swing
corner, left allemande, promenade.
I WANT TO SEE ME IN YOUR EYES—
Kalox 1241; Caller: Jon Jones
We felt this song would not be for the
Continued on Page 88
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I, ARIZONA
DART SPECIALTIES SHOPPE
6810 S. Central, Phoenix AZ 85040
(602-268-6213) Apparel, Acc., Carryon Luggage (Dress, Suit, Shoe,
1
Boot, Petti-Purse, Banner Case)
Send long SASE for Free Brochure
ALABAMA
WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
7925 Highway 90 West
I
Theodore AL (Mobile) 36582
205-653-7926
CALIFORNIA
ROBBIE & FAY'S
The Square Dancer's Friend
976 Pearl St., Napa CA 94558
I
707-226-1150
Records Also Available

I

FLORIDA
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515
813-446-8791
"Florida's Oldest & Best"
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed

ILLINOIS
KATHLEEN'S S/D SHOP
508 W. Chestnut St.
Chatham IL 62629
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or
Call 217-483-2627
FLOTA'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR
113 S. 32nd St.
Mt. Vernon IL 62864
Ph. 618-244-4110
Open 7 Days A Week
DON'S S/D APPAREL
107 E. Sangamon, Rantoul IL 61866
Mail orders invited & guaranteed
Phone: 217-892-2500
Cent. Illinois' Most Complete Store
OBI E'S WEST & SID FASHIONS
614 South Lake (Rt. 45)
Mundelein IL 60060
INDIANA
B-BAR-B S/D APPAREL
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 1465 Exit 13B
Indianapolis IN 46224
See our own dress designs
Sizes 3-241/2
LAZY J RANCH
Wheeler, Ind. — 219-759-3118
Mailing address: RR2
Hobart IN 46342
We Make Our Own Petticoats

JAN'S SID SHOP, INC.
4027 W. Kennedy Blvd.
I
Tampa FL 33609
Full Line S/D Attire & Accessories
Info on Dancing in Tampa Bay Area
I
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd. 904-725-2511
Jacksonville FL 32211
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita KS 67213
Everything for tile Square Dancer

ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF S/D
II ATTIRE, 2030 North 12 Ave.
Pensacola FL 32503
904-433-4052
I Write for Free Catalog

DOROTHY'S SID SHOP, INC.
35021/2 Strong
Kansas City KS 66106
1-913-262-4240
Master Charge—Visa—Catalog 354

BELLES & BEAUX S/D CLOTHES
419 No. Federal Hwy. 305-737-0095
Boynton Beach FL 33435
I
Exit 444 off 195, East to US 1
Open at 12 Noon, Tues. thru Sat.

KENTUCKY
PRESLAR'S WESTERN SHOP INC
3111 S. 4 St.
Louisville KY 40214
All S/S Supplies: Newcombs, Mikes

GEORGIA
BAR E WEST & SID APPAREL
PO Box 60 (Ph 404-878-2873)
Helen GA 30545
Especially Catering to the
I
Square Dancer

LOUISIANA
CAMPER PARTS & S/D APPAREL
Mike Litzenberger
1306 Corporate Square
Slidell LA 70458 (504-641-6011)
Have store, will travel

1
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KANSAS
LE-RE SID SHOP & SHOPPETTE
1622-24 Geo. Washington Blvd.
Wichita KS 67211 (316-684-6399)
Will Ship Anywhere— VISA & M/C

w•mmlo. mommal.
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MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC.
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd.
Gray ME 04039
Free Catalog Available
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St.
South Portland ME 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items
MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton MD 21113
MICHIGAN
RUTHAD (313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit MI 48209
Prettier, perkier petticoats &
pantalettes
ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed with People
In Mind
MISSOURI
WESTERN SQUARES
INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd.
St. Louis MO 63128
Phone orders: 1-314-842-2278
NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL, John Pedersen, Jr.
41 Cooper Ave. PH. 201-229-2363
West Long Branch NJ 07764
S/D Apparel and Accessories
NEW YORK
IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave (266-5720)
Irondequoit, Rochester NY
Everything for the Square Dancer
DO-PASO
203 Vermont St.
Buffalo NY 14213
Phone Orders 1-716-885-9473
Catalog Available
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Si Fashions
Mail orders available from these shops.

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main St. (668-2644)
Central Square NY 13036
Western Store & Gift Center
S/D Headquarters

PENNSYLVANIA
BLEAM'S SID APPAREL
Sylvia & Bill Bleam
Star Rte. 212
Richlandtown PA 18955
215-346-7838

PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS
Clinton NY 13323
Complete Square Dance Shop
Write for Free Catalog
Speedy Badge Service

SOUTH CAROLINA
MARTY'S S/D FASHIONS
404 Cherokee Dr. (803-268-0240)
Greenville SC 29615
S/D Clothing for Men & Women

C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Harttield-Centralia Rd.
Mayville NY 14757
Square Dance Clothing

BARBARA'S WEST. FASHIONS
801A Trailwood Dr., (817-268-2058)
Hurst TX 76053
Mfg. S/0 Dresses/Petticoats
Wholesale Accounts Welcomed
THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth
Wichita Falls TX 76301
Square & Round Dance Regalia
"Catchall Cust. Originals by Chris
ONELL'S APPARAL (806-799-1642)
4818 Louisville Ave.
Lubbock TX 79413
Square & Round Dance Supplies
Square & Round Dance Records

McKesson Western Shop
104 Old Trolley Rd.
SummerVflle SV 29483
UTAH
S/D Apparel & Centennial Dresses WAGON WHEEL HOUSE
728 So. State St. PO Box 2574
WHEEL 'N DEAL S/D SHOP
CIRCLE S WESTERN SHOP
Salt Lake City UT 84110
RFD 4, Post Rd.
3357 Rivers Ave. (803-747-5998)
(801) 532-3213
Canton NY 13617
Charleston SC 29405
Phone Orders: 315-386-2457
Where there are no strangers,
VERMONT
Summer Cottage: 315-262-2361
only friends we haven't met.
TONY'S TACK SHOP
2000 Hinesburg Road
NORTH CAROLINA
TENNESSEE
So. Burlington VT 05401
THE GRAND SQUARE SID
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
FASHIONS, 9700 Fairview Rd.
1138 Mosby Rd.
VIRGINIA
Charlotte NC 28212 (704-545-6842) Memphis TN 38116
KERNS KORRAL
Complete Square Dance Attire
Send for Free Catalog
83. W. Mercury Blvd.
Mail Orders Available
Hampton VA 23669
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
804-723-1519
Pearl's of Raleigh
245 E. Market & Cherokee
S/D One-Stop Shopping,
2109 Franklin Road
Kingsport TN 37660
Master Charge & Visa
Raleigh NC 27606
Phone Orders: 1-615-245-6221
BETTY'S BITS & PIECES
Complete Square Dance Attire
1120 Westbriar Drive
Phone 919-851-0794
TEXAS
Richmond VA 23233
804-740-9643
OHIO
FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP
Send for Free Catalog
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
412 W. Sam Houston
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165)
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116)
SQUARE-ROUNDER
Cleveland OH 44111
Everything for the Square Dancer Square Rounder Bldg.
Dancer's Shopping Delight
Largest S/D Shop in South Texas
Goshen VA 24439 703-997-9104
Prompt Shipment
C BAR S SID Apparel & Records
SQUARE TOGS
Master Charge — Visa
5632 East Mockingbird Lane
11757 US 42
WASHINGTON
Dallas TX 75206
Sharonville OH 45241
BEN & BETTIE'S ROLLIN' SO.
Send for Free Catalog!
Records Available Too'
APPAREL, 1315 So. Cascade
MARJAC OF DALLAS
Kennewick WA 99336
OKLAHOMA
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 we are on wheels,' if your club is in
COUNTRY SQUARE
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best our area code, we'll come see you:
1705 N. Sheridan
Quality, Discount on Group Order 509-586-2237
Lawton OK 73501
Wholesale Accts. Also Welcome
Apparel & Accesories for
WYOMING
the Square and Round Dancer
THE MELTING POT &
WAGENAAR'S S/D SHOP
L & L DANCE CORRAL
OREGON
Box 18151, 820A Waldron Rd.
PO Box 37 (307-348-7319)
PROMENADE SHOP
Corpus Christi TX 78418
Elk Mt. WY 82324
11909 NE Halsey
(512-937-4841)
Complete Line of S/O Apparel
Portland OR 97220
Various Hand-Made Gift Items
Phone: 1-503-252-7623
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Badges

B
ARMETA— Dept.
Original Fun Club
PO Box 22221
Milwaukee OR 97222
Free List On Request

CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today.
PO Box 57
Westfield MA 01085
Cost: $1.50 plus 304 postage
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
PO Box 245
Gig Harbor WA 98335
JIM & BONNIE'S
4420 Tennyson
Denver CO 110212
303-477-1594
Activity & Club Badges
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
8713 Kennedy Lane (703-241-0870)
Falls Church VA 22042
Free Fun Badge Catalogue
PAULY'S (715-845-3979)
PO Box 72
Wausau WI 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 1314-471-3735
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 4.3219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
288 NE 47th Street
Pompano Beach FL 33084
Chuck Leamon, Caller & Owner
Send for free flyer.
KA-Mo ENGRAVERS
PO Box 3447
Albuquerque NM 87110
30 Club & Fun Badges
Free Catalogue
KYLE'S ENGRAVING
Engraved & Stamped Badges
Photo Buttons, Rubber Stamps
Bolo Ties & Buckles— 2021 Burk Dr.
Kingsport TN 37880
Send for Catalog
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO.
10 Woodlawn Dr.
No. Warren PA 18385
Badges, License Plates, Belt Buckles

DISTRIBUTORS
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 216
Member NASRDS
Bath OH 44210

Indiana— Harvest Weekend, Potawatomi Inn, Angola; Nov. 23-25; Beryl
Main, Dave & Shirley Fleck. Write
Shirley Fleck, 3444 Orchard Trail Dr.,
Toledo OH 43066.
Ontario— Harvest Round-up, Holiday
Inn, Sarnia; Nov. 23-25; Chuck Becker,
Jerry Cokewell, John Korwin. Write
Rose Cokewell, 27358 Palmer, Madison
Hts. MI 48071.
Arizona—Kactuc Kickers 5th Ann.
Fiesta Ball; Nov. 25; Community
Center, Tempe; Clyde Wilkes, MC; 8
Central Ariz. Assoc. Callers. Call C.
Wilkes at 994-9430.
Minnesota— Western Motor Inn Weekend, Crookston; Nov. 30-Dec. 2; Beryl
Main, Thor & Mary Sigurdson. Write
Marvis Sigurdson, Box 87, Emerson,
Manitoba ROA OLO.
Georgia-4th Ann. Holiday Happening, Jekyll Island; Nov. 30-Dec. 1;
Darryl McMillan, John Swindle, Elmer
Sheffield, Jerry & Barbara Pierce.
Write Holiday Happening, PO Box 121,
Smyrna GA 30081.
California— Square Up To Fight Arthritis, Dec. 2, Riverside Municipal Auditorium; Shelby Dawson, Red Gibson,
Vic Kaaria, Lee Schmidt, Mike Seastrom, Mike Sikorsky, Skip Stanley,
Jerry Story, Bronc Wise, Jim &
Rosemary Bess, Tom & Jean Cahoe.
Call Larry & Hazel Wainwright, 714-886
-4192.
Texas— Federation Dance, Civic Center, Lubbock; Dec. 1; Chris Vear. Write
Jasper & Lila Herndon, 4703 78th St.
Lubbock TX 79423.
North Carolina— Dancer Improvement
Clinic, Polo Park Rec. Center, Winston-
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Salem; Dec. 7-9; Charlie & Madeline
Lovelace. Write Ed & Carolyn Raybuck,
Rt. 1 Box 212, Advance NC 27006.
North Carolina— 19th Ann. Winter
Wonderland Festival, City Park, Shelby; Dec. 7-8; Kip Garvey, Elmer
Sheffield, Jerry & Barbara Pierce.
Write W.W. Festival, Box 313, Shelby
NC 28150.
New Hampshire— 30th Ann, Folk &
SID Year End Camp, Keene State
College, Keene; Dec. 27-Jan. 1. Write
Ada Page, 117 Washington St., Keene
NH 03431.
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S/D Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS [Since 1965]. Five-color,
eye-catching Seals on your correspondence are an
"invitation to square dancing." Order from BILL
CRAWFORD, Box 181442, Memphis TN 38118.
Samples on request. One sheet (50 Seals), 5011; 3
sheets, $1; 10 sheets, $3; 20 sheets, $5. Shipped
ppd. Write for prompt details and samples.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write. PO Box 184. Wenham MA 07984
Calf 617-468-7338
Square Dance Napkins— Beverage/Luncheon 904
Coasters. 604: Place Mats, 904; Stationery, $1.50;
Ass't Greeting or Christmas Cards— 10 for $1.75
Dancing Couple Decal— 504: Name Tads. 501$2.25
Square Dance Address Labels— 500 for $2.50

A..

7.vie & Dick Thomas
13 Lucian Street
Manchester, Conn.
06040

Please send 754 with order for Postage & Handling.
Address Labels& Decals excluded. Please send for
FREE Color Brochure. Order from SQUARE SPECIALTLES, PO BOX 1065. Manchester CT 06040.
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — GENERAL
$2.251 Box of 12. plus 4% Tax in Indiana
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr.
Ft. Wayne IN 46806
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear
with our wide selection of PEARL and METAL snap
fasteners. Write for Free Catalog. The Campau
Company, Box 20632-AD, Dallas TX 75220.
CALIFONE S/D SOUND SYSTEMS. 30 Day Trial.
Satisfaction Guaranted or 100% Refund. Bob
Mason, Box 205A, Almond NY 14804. Dial
607-276-2442.

We could lose
our national symbol . . .
the majestic bald eagle.
Once man drives eagles
out of their nesting areas, they
rarely return. Today there are
only about 900 pairs of eagles
known to be nesting in the
lower 48 states.
We can save the eagle by
establishing eagle preserves.
You can help. Join the National
Wildlife Federation, Department
102, 1412 16th Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20036.
Let's keep the eagle
around another
hundred years.
American Souaredance. November 1979

THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME
$7.95 (plus $t . postage & handling)
For Callers, Teachers. All Level Dancers
Mass Residents add 404 Sales Tax
Order from: Russell L. Hoekstra
67 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106
SUPREME OF ST. LOUIS: Supreme 80—$172.50
+ shipping; Supreme 40— $107.50 + shipping.
For technical information, write Bern Aubuchon,
7450 Woodstock, St Louis MO 63135. or call
Bob Vinyard, (314) 739-8744.
THE NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU. Square
dance callers. we have recorded backgrounds of
best-loved country hits like Jambalaya, Release
Me. Rocky Top you sing with during dance breaks.
Exactly what you're looking for. Six records
available. Lyric sheets included. Write: NSY Productions. PO Box 40384SO. Nashville TN 37204.
DRESS CATALOG— 60 Designs for Square and
Round Dancers. Send $1.50 to Betty's. PO Box
29723. Richmond VA 23229
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Books

The 1979 TOP TEN featuring illustrated choreoanalysis of the top ten new moves of the year. Definitions of: 100 most-used Mainstream basics; the
Callerlab Advanced, Challenge (C-1), and Extended Challenge (C-2) basics; plus 100 new movespf
1978. With illustrated Formations and Unsymmetnc Sight methods. $6. pp. Order from: Bill Davis,
1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. Also
bi-monthly supplements. $6/Calendar Year.
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS: (78
exercises) $4.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven
course. dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers,
basic styling hints and helps on teaching. Order
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio
43611.
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 50! mailing.
Contains two books combined into one, with new
material that will put life into your club or festival.
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star
Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 75148.
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill
Burleson; $6.00; Rapid, comprehensive reference
for 2907 /D movements. Results of 17-year
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year.
MINI-BOOK. $3.50. Basics, Extended Basics,
Callerlab, Plus 1 & 2, Advanced C1, C2, C3. Just
revised. All books have snap binders for
supplements, additions.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing
by Bill Burleson, $3.50. 120 pages. 190 movements:
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson,
2565 Fox Ave , Minerva OH 44657.
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retell
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help
them attract new people to square dancing via
one-night stands. Book is keyed to available
records. Order from your local dealer, or from
Twelarenn. Box 216, Bath OH 44210.
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New
Whiteland IN 46184.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID
Callers Association. Cost: $2.00 + 254 handling.
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N.
McCord Rd., Toledo OH 43615.
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/D CALLS: The Plus 1,
Plus 2 and Quarterly Selection lists and 38 other
popular calls. Each call fully illustrated using our
unique system. Dancers everywhere are using this
book to good advantage. $5.95 pp. SQUARE
DANCING FOR LEARNERS: The first 69 calls on
the Callerlab lists fully illustrated. Text explanations of the workings of square dancing outside of
the call definitions. A must for new dancers being
exposed to modern-day class pressures. Bulk prices
available. $5.95 pp.
BASIC CALLS FOR
ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE S/D: The Callerlab Advanced and C-1 Challenge lists fully
illustrated plus all of the essential variations. This
book is being used all over the world by advanced
workshops and challenge tape groups. $5.95 pp.
Send check to: Tech. Documentation Services. 58 S.
Patterson 0108, Santa Barbara CA 93111.
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Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price:
$2.00. Quantity discount to clubs and associations.
Send order to Yellowrock Book, L. Richard Woodyatt , 1600-11R Lehigh Pkwy E., Allentown PA 18103
FRED'S LANGUAGE OF ROUND DANCING
A concise reference manual explaining the
movements of round dancing thru intermediate and
advanced: arranged in alphabetical order. Order
from Fred S. Leach, 375 Bay Aristocrat, Clearwater
FL 33516. $2.50 plus 254 postage.
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE
CALLS— Complete descriptions of all calls on the
Mainstream Plus 1-Plus 2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2
lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine.
$2.35 per copy includes handling. Quantity rates
available on request. Pocket Dictionary, PO Box
2223, Vernon CT 06066.
PENNY'S POINTERS ON TEACHING ROUNDS
RID Basics as taught by Penny Crispino. The
Booklet that helped many R/ D teachers get started.
Order yours today $2.50 postpaid from Penny
Crispino, 914 No. Midland M29, Nampa ID 83651.
In its third printing!

Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St.
Memphis TN 38127
6 issues yearly, $5.50 — Sample copy
NEWS 'N NOTES
Al Deuce Earl Ed
PO Box 2223
Vernon CT 06066
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale CA 94087
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood
Paragould AR 72450
For the Club Caller & Teacher
Send for a Free Sample Copy
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquem
Rt. 1, Box 187
Maple Plain MN 55359
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
George Jabbusch
PO Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton FL 33507
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas CA 93901
TORONTO & DIST. S/0 ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
30 Kingswell Crescent
Scarborough Ont. Can. M1 L 3E1

Aso =CIS
IN~FORM

Send 254 for ordering one; 754 for 2 to 5 copies;
$1.00 for 8 to 10 copies; $1.50 for 11 to 15 coolee;
$2.00 for 16 to 20; $3.00 for 21-35; $4.00 for 36 to
50; $5 for 51 to 75, $8. for 76-100.

Prices apply for ANY variety.
O RR— Setting Up A Caller College (Criteria)
O D-3— Challenge Basic List
❑ E-3— Bibliography. All S/D Books & Sources
O F-3— Contra (Country) Dancing — What Is It?
O G-3— How To Call A Contra
O H-3— Why Dance Contras
O 1-3— Three Faces of Contra
O N-3— The Image System of Hash Calling
O P-3— How To Run A 3-Day Clinic
O 0-3— Lead Clinic Ideas (Free— LEGACY)
O R-3 Typical Problems of SID Clubs
El T-3— Calling 6-Couple Squares (Hexagons)
O U-3— How Many Sets? (Cartoon)
D W-3— S/D Films Available (List)
El X-3— Resource Contacts — Services
0 Y-3— "Glad you came to watch" Handout
O Z-3— 10 Ways to Good Square Dancing
O A-4—SID Manners — Class
O B-4— Ten Commandments for SID
O C-4— New Dancer Orientation
❑ D-4— Welcome to Square Dancing" Handout
O E-4— The Subject Is "Angels"
O F-4— Do's & Don't's
O G-4— Square Dance Week
O H-4— What Is SID? Poem
10 1-4— Graduation Ceremony
O J-4— Club Officer Installation
❑ L-4— Caller Code of Ethics
❑ M-4— Costs Callers. Halls. Admissions, etc
O N-4— 'The Caller". Humorous Description
D 0-4— Leadership Penalty/Reward
❑ P-4— SID Promotional Info for Class
O Q-4— Caller Accessories (Humorous)
O R-4— Gimmicks— Dance Fun. Surprises
O S-4— Helping Your Club — 8 Ways
O T-4— Party Ideas. Theme Nights
O U-4— How to Read A R/0 Cue Sheet
O V-4— Care & Feeding of Phonograph Needles
O W-4— Sound' Proper Speaker Placement
O X-4— Callerlab Programs, Plateaus. Basic List
O Y-4— Caller Confirmation, Sample Form
❑ Z-4— Setups. Get-outs. Equiv & Zeros. Callers
❑ A-5— One-Night-Stands Program Tips
O B-5— "So You Want To Be A Caller •
O C-5— Suggested Symbols for Basics
D 0-5— Facts to Know about 8-chain thrus
C E-5— Caller Rating Form-Self Evaluation
fp F-5— Square Dancing— A Blend (Poem)
O G-5— promoting Your Class with Paid Ads
❑ H-5— Flyers— Ideas for Designing
❑ 1-5— Theme Nights. Party Ideas
O J-5— Calling Systems (Sight, Image etc I
❑ K-5— Mini-Talks Geller To Classes
❑ A-6— What Is A Logo?
❑ B-6— Organize a PR Committee
O C-6— Dress For the Dance
O D-6— Promote Class Coupons. Tickets. etc
O E-6— SID Month Ideas
O F-6— "Let Your Light Shine"

O 0-6— Smooth Dancing
O 1-1-6— Virginia Reel
O 1-6— S/0 Fever (humorous poeter)
O J-6— "Hard Knocks" (against criticism)
O K-C— Party Fun (skit & game)
O L-6— Make It Fun (club Ideas)
O M-6— S/D Is Fun (poster)
O N-6— What Is Traditional Dancing?
O 0-6— Noah Way (lesson In leadership
O P-8— Open Letter to Graduates
❑ 0-6— "Give Eve...." (honor the ladles)
O R-6— Psychology of Leadership
O S-6— Rules for Conducting Meetings
O T-6— Is This Pretty? (styling poster)
O U-C— How to Lose Friends (cartoons)
O V-8— Never Worry (cartoons)
CI W-8— SID Creed
O X-8— What a Leader Wears (poster)
O Y-8— SID Benefits
CI Z-6— A World of Difference (poster)
O A-7— S/D is This (poster)
O B-7— Ideal SID Couples (poster)
O C-7— Ideal Caller (poster)
O D-7— What Dancers Wear (humorous)
O E-7— Jingles. Jargon & Blurbs
O F-7— Fit as a Fiddle
CI G-7— Calling Is a Science
O H-7--- Windmill System of Calling
O 1-7— What is Legacy (free)
CI J-7— Contemporary Squares (humorous)
O K-7— Anti-Jitter Jottings
O L-7— Getting A Partner
O M-7— Proper Dress (poster)
O N-7— Caller's Wife
O 0-7— Leader's Develop
O P-7— Choreo Rating (rounds)
O 0-7— SID Fever Poster (humor)
O R-7— Tate Family (humorous)
O S-7— Ed Gilmore Tribute
O T-7— Will Orlich Tribute
O U-7— "Femma-Phores" (signals to caller)
❑ V-7— Modern S/D Is This
O W-7— Sample Club Constitution
O X-7— Triumph = Try +000mph
O Y-7— Caller Training Need
O Z-7— Ethics + Attitudes
O A-8— Tribute To A Caller
O B-8— Exhibition Dancing
O C-8— Commandments for R/D
O ID-8— Formations
O E-8- Caller/Image-Maker
O F-8- Protect Your Image
O 0-8- Halo On? (angels)
O H-8— Volunteers
O 1-8- Learn to Call (poster)
O J-8- Play Party Games
O K-8- Moderators, Panelists
O L-8- Leadership Report
O M-8- Caller-Dancer Dialogue
O N-8- Caller-Club Relations
O 0-8- Epitaph of a Club
O P-8- What is a Caller?
• 0-8- What Makes a Caller?
O R-8- Cartoon Grab-bag
O S-8— Thoughts for Teachers
:1 T-8— Come to Order....

S/D Record
Review Service
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis TN 38118
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EXPERIMENTAL BASIC

MAINSTREAM
See center pages
of August '79. or buv
"Mainstream" book
for $4 from this
magazine to get
full descriptions of calls
as listed and grouped
by Callerlab.

PLUS ONE
1. Anything & roll
2. Chase right
3. Coordinate
4. Diamond circulate
5. Flip the diamond
6. Pair off
7. Peel the top
8. Single circle to a wave
9. Spin chain the gears
10. Teacup chain
11. Trade the wave
12. Triple scoot
13. Triple trade
14. Turn & left thru

CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS
• Extend (the tag)
Track and trade
• Track II
• Ping pong circulate
Make me a column
• Touch
• Roll (as an extension from)
a. To a wave
a Adjacent columns trade & roll
b. Centers of wave or 2-faced lines
b. '4
c. 1/2
Trade and roll
d. 3/4
c. Half tag trade & roll
• Two steps at a time
d. Partner trade & roll
ASD PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS
CAUTION Not recommended for
dancers below PLUS level activity.
ASD- Not a Callerlab level
PLUS TWO
1. All eight spin tne top
2. All eight swing thru
3. Anything and spread
4. Crossfire
5. Curley cross
6. Dixie grand
7. Explode the wave
8. Follow your neighbor
9. Load the boat
10. Relay the deucey
11 Remake the Mar
12. Swap around

••

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tally ho
Magic column
Change-o
Presto
Something new
Load the windmill
Mini-chase
Ah so
Divide the ocean/sea
Keep busy

lou filar
SCSUARF
DANCFS

Bob C a_t
Mac
Letson

Harold
Kelley

1:1 (:No)

NEW ON LOU-MAC
LM 131 BACKING TO BIRMINGHAM by Bill
LM 130 LAY DOWN SALLY by Mac Letson
LM 129 ALL MY ROADS by Mac Letson
LM 128 HAVE I TOLD YOU by Roger Morris
LM 127 DON'T THINK TWICE, Jim Coppinger
LM 126 ALL THE SWEET by Bill Barner
LM 125 YOU CAN HAVE HER, Harold Kelley
RECENT RELEASES
LM 122 SHE'S MY ROCK by Jim Coppinger
LM 121 LAST FAREWELL by Mac Letson
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT by Bill
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac

9
Bill
Claywell

Jim
Coppinger

NEW ON BOB-CAT
BC 105 DOWN ON BOURBON STREET by Bob

Bob
Augustin
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BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Barner
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN, by Bob
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN, by Larry
P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 35660

Roge'
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Round Dance

Pr

I))

ROUND DANCER ROUNDS
1
2
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CLASSICS
1. Spaghett, Rag
2. Feelin'
3. Dream Awhile
4. Answer Me
5. Dancing Shadows
6. Birth of the Blues
7. My Love
8. Hold Me
9. Folsom Prison
10 In the Arms of Love

Sunrise. Sunset
Won't You Come Dance
Them Old Songs
Let Your Lovelight Shine
Games Lovers Play
Rhymba Maria
Oklahoma National
Lay Down Sally
I Wanna Quickstep
Hawaiian Wedding Song

TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS
(Courtesy Carousels Clubs)
1 Para Esto (Roberts)
2. Hawaiian Wedding Song (Lovelace)
3 El Coco (Easterday)
4 Sugarfoot Stomp (Easterday)
5. Roses of Picardy (Tullus)
6 Song of India (Lovelace)
7. Aphrodpisia (Ward)
8 A Summer Place (Easterday)
9 Autumn Leaves (Moss)
10 Till (Moss)

SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. All Night
2 Til Somebody Loves You
3. Little White Moon
4. Chili Sauce
5. Shanty Town
6. Rose room
7. Fun Stuff
8. Sugar Lips
9. Vaya Con Dios
10. Sandy's Waltz/Candlelight Wa,tz

T HE

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
S'msbury, Conn. 06070
Phone. 203-658-9417

HOURS
Tue. Wed, Thur & Sat: 11-5
Friday. 11-9

Elastic Inserts
in Belt
Back Zipper
Pocket in Bib
Use with a Blouse
Or a Pant Blouse

.!'N OP

CUTE AS A BUTTON

A New Look for Square Dancers

A GINGHAM JUMPER
;'• • Cotton. 65°0 Polyester
#607 in RED. NAVY, GREEN
or BROWN CHECK
Men's Shirts to Match
in Cotton Dacron - S12.98
WHITE PANT BLOUSE
in Sizes S/M/L/XL
Cotton Dacron... $14.98
Lace Trim Cot/ Dac... $15.98

$22.98

Shipping Charge:
Single Item $2.00
Two Items $3.00
Even Sizes 6 thru 18

Conn

Residents add 7=0 Sales Tax
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Steal a Zatie Peek
-L3

of a

eallet

4

Recead;44t446
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WAYNE ABBEY
Wayne and Louise Abbey began
dancing in 1963 and have enjoyed every
minute of their square dancing activities
despite the fact that it has taken them
away from other things they enjoyed —
fishing, hunting and camping. They
were married in 1955 and have two
sons, Patrick and Allen. Wayne is
employed as computer operations manager at Southwire, Carrollton, Georgia,
Wayne attended the AASDCA Caller's Clinic in the fall of 1972 He
belongs to the AASDCA, GSSDA and
last year was invited to join Callerlab.
The Abbeys sometimes team up on
singing calls, and in addition to cueing
rounds. Louise operates a square dance
Shop,
One of the Abbey's fondest dreams is
to build a square cance hall in the west
Georgia area, where square dancing is

t,

-17T1YRITS

RHYTHM RR 121
SINGING RR 122
CALLS RR 123
RR 124
RR 125
RR 126
RR 127
RR 128
RR 129
RR 130
RR 131

growing by leaps and bounds.
Currently Wayne calls for the Haralson Haymakers, Tallapoosa; Golden
City Promenaders, Villa Rica; Bremen
Promenaders, Bremen; and the Camping Dancers.
HOEDOWNS
Driftwood— Windsor
Excelorator Special — Chaparral
Rock Island Ride — Red Boot
Cool Luke — Kalox
Shelby's Banjo — USA
Robert — Red Boot
SINGING CALLS
Boogie Grass Band — Rhythm
Lucille — Red boot
Light in the Window — Brendon
Bucket to the South — Red Boot
Down on Bourbon Street — Bob Cat
Something About You Baby I Like—
Chaparral

WADE DRIVER * PAT BARBOUR
BOB BAIER * KIP GARVEY
DAVE & NITA SMITH
2542 Palo Nnto. Houston Ti 77080

•

713/462.1120

BOOGIE GRASS BAND - Wade
CIRCLE D —
I'M GONNA FIND IT WHERE I CAN - Pat
CD 214
IT'S BEEN A GREAT AFTERNOON - Wade
OLD TIME LOVING Mike Litzenberger
SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE - Wade
RHYTHM OF THE RAIN - Bob
SUMMERTIME - Wade
READY FOR THE TIMES TO GET BETTER - Wade
TODAY I STARTED LOVING YOU AGAIN - Wade
I RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN - Pat
WHO AM I TO SAY - Kip
MUSIC IS MY WOMAN - Ernie Kinney

HOEDOWNS —
RR 301 Rhythm Special
RR 302 Brandy
RR 303 Smooth 'n Easy/Hot n Sassy

ROUNDSRR 501 Wind Me Up
RR 502 Brown Eyes Blue
RR 503 A Country Song

* * * YOU ARE MY FAVORITE THING/END OF THE WORLD — WADE
RR 2000 — Country & Western - not a square dance
80
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HE CALLER NOTE SERVICES

A new Note Service hits the scene this
month entitled Pro-Notes, from Ron
Shaw, Eddie Powell, and others in Ohio,
Illinois and Michigan. A full potpourri
of information, this publication contains
"viewpoints," new movements, "fun"
choreography, gimmicks, advanced
supplement, challenge supplement, and
much more.
In Mainstream Flow, Gene Trimmer
talks about checking yourself out with a
tape recorder for such items as music
and voice balance, tempo, pleasantness, bass and treble balance, etc. In a
discussion of wheel and deal, Gene says
to teach it from two-faced lines first,

d

from lines passed thru later on. He does
a lot with wheel and deal as well as ping
pong circulate.
In NCR Notes, George Jabbusch
gives us a list of good square dance
manners. He works recycle, track and
anything, two steps and anything,
transfer (split) the column, mini-chase,
revolve to a wave, and others.
In Minnesota Callers Notes, Warren
Berquam has summarized a recent
opinion poll this way: Average dance
level: Mainstream. Average caller fee:
$35-$60. Any 41-week classes? No.
Dancers out of class able to dance at
club level? 50%.

**************************
Ultra Modern Mobile Home & Camper Village
Plant City, Florida 33566
4401 Boot Bay Road
Phone 18131 752 0491

4J

A PARK FOR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCERS
A FEW MORE MOBILE HOME LOTS FOR SALE

Dance in our beautiful air-conditioned building
(50-Square Capacity)
with Floating Wood Floor & Perfect Acoustics

DOUBLE WIDE 160' k 90 19,1 I
SINGLE WIDE 140' k 85' mm I

$5900.00
$3850.00

Swim in One of the Two Pools
Shuffleboard Courts
NOTICE TO ALL DANCERS coming to Florida this Fall.
We have a full program of Dancing in effect.
SQUARES, Monday, Wednesday & Saturday,
With the finest callers available- Singing Sam Mitchell, Joe
Prystupa, Art Springer, Dale Eddy, Butch Stowell
To name a few.
ROUNDS, Tuesday and Thursday, with Marty & Byrdie Martin
Also Early Rounds at all Square Dances
COME DANCE WITH US
Limited Number of Travel Trailer Rental Sports still Available
6 Month Minimum at 5600.00
Information about any particular week will be sent on request.
Gala New Year's Eve Dance and Buffet now being planned
Paul Marcum calling

Fur Mure Inft/mIdtion t..untat.1

MARTY AND BYRDIE MARTIN
P 0 en. 1630
Rant C.tv. Flotnia 33566
Ph 18131 752 0491

**************************4
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Other questions about classes showed
that thirty weeks of class work was
average, about 60% of the beginners
finished the class, but needed additional workshops to be able to dance at club
level. Of the 60% who finished the
class, at least half dropped out within
six months, showed little or now styling.
Dropout rate is 40%. Warren claims
this represents square dancing in 32
states, which we (ASD) feel is a sad
commentary.
The new figure turn and roll as well
as dixie derby is explored in Andy
Cissna's SDLBA Notes. A "swaps
party" is suggested by Patti (not a
"swap" party) in which dancers bring
good unused items to the dance and
they are displayed on a table. Then each
one auctions off his own item. Lots of
fun, she says.
In SDDS, John Strong covers these
items: mix the line, make me a line,
grand traill off, cross wits, scurry and
magic touch. He has some nice track
and trade stuff, like:

Heads touch a quarter, walk and dodge
Curlique, split circulate, boys run
Touch a quarters, track and trade
Half tag, split circulate, single hinge
Scoot back, walk and dodge
Partner trade (1 P2P, left allemande
Jack Lasry's Notes for Callers features some interesting uses of anything
and roll, such as run and roll, flip the
diamond and roll, and trade the wave
and roll.
News & Notes from Connecticut gives
us some good floor level test material,
such as:
1.From facing lines, pass the ocean,
swing thru, all eight circulate....
2. Dixie style to ocean wave
3. From Box 1-4, pass thru, U-turn back
touch a quarter, walk and dodge
(girls are "walkers")....
4. Lines facing out, partner hinge....
The SoCal Notes warns us that too much
APD may be frustrating the dancers
lately — go easy with it. Load the
windmill, turn and left thru and spin the
Continued on Page 90

BODGE HOLDERS
Protect your clothing
from pin holes and tears
(A) DOUBLE SIDED SNAP-ON . . .
Snaps between, and to both, pocket and pocket
flap of western shirt.

(B) CLIP 'n SNAP . . .
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's
a snap-on for western shirt pocket.

(C) SWIVEL 360° CLIP-ON . . .
The clip swivels a full 360 —permitting badge to
be clipped to any style garment.

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker!
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

Don Hadlock-A 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544
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Speaking Of
Asva
Singles

the colors in any combination of the
members' choices, which allows for a
certain amount of flexibility and does
not entail purchasing items specifically
for the outfit. As scattered as the
coloring may sound, the club en masse
presents a striking picture with the
various combinations.
"Trigger" fabric was chosen because
it is readily available, colors have run
true through the years so new members' outfits will always match the
already existing ones, and "Trigger"
washes, dries and wears well.
The emblem is make locally and is an
enlargment of the international insignia. The "rocker" was added because
there are two chapters in the valley and
the club members may be individually
identified.
Anyone wishing further specific
information concerning the outfits may
write to Maureen Phipps, 6950 E.
Continental, Scottsdale AZ 85257.

•
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Tne Phoenix, Arizona. Bachelor and
Bachelorettes Club has adopted club
outfits. seen at the 1979 National
Convention. The outfits are black, red
and white to coincide with the B'n B
international emblem. Women's costumes have black or red full circular
skirts and bolero-type vests. with white
blouses. Men wear black pants, black or
red vests and white shirts. Slips, shoes,
pettipants and accessories are left to
personal preference and may be in any
of the three colors.
Most of the vests are reversible with
the new emblem on the color side
preferred. The club voted to combine

c-3

24 HOURS

imscE souNDS
MORA
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`:I CALL

Mal Minshall
D,llerent Type Caller
1316 Quince
Sidney NE 69162
Phone 308-254-4809
or 308-254-3523
Swing Along
With Mal
Mainstream
Plus 1, Plus 2
Plus ????
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•Record.

DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
PO Box 790
Sierra Vista. AZ 85635
Dancer accessories. caller equipment
FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS
R#1 Box 528
Palm Harbor FL 33563
Phone 813-784-3294

OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 NE Halsey
Portland OR 97220
Phone: 1-503-252-7623
Newcomb Equip. & Callers Supplies
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC.
1138 Mosby Rd. 901-398-49531
Memphis TN 3.8116
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records
Box 17688 — 1835 S Buckner
Dallas, TX 75217
214-398-7508
VIRGINIA
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE
PO Box 786
Springfield VA 22150
703-971-2586

INDIANA
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE 1317-241-00081
6313-15 Rockville Rd. (I-465 Exit 13B)
Indianapolis, IN 46224
Mall Orders Invited & Guaranteed
Records Shipped same day.
ILLINOIS
DANCE SOUNDS
PO Box 41042
Chicago IL 60641
Square, Round, Folk & Contra Records
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
70 State St. — New Address
Augusta ME 04330
Tel 207-623-3868
Callers Supplies & New Air-Conditioned S/D Hall
MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett. MI 48840
The Place Designed With People In Mind
MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave E.
St. Paul MN 55106
612-774-5732
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Division of Palomino S/O Service
7738 Morgan Ave South 1612-869-9501,
Minneapolis MN 55423
MISSOURI
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE
1908 Edgemont
Arnold. MO 6301C
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Service Callers Supply
Route 1. Box 212
Advance NC 27006
OHIO
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave
Toledo. Ohio 43609
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United Way
Thanks to you, It works.
For all of us.

WALT
COLE
PERSPICACIOUS* calling
SQUARE—CONTRA—CLINIC
944 CHATELAIN RD., Ogden UT 84403
801-392-9078
*ACUTELY PERCEPTIVE

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

Mike
Callahan
147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468
(716) 392-3807
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GIL T. CROSBY
R1. 1 Box 37G
Gainesville FL 32601
904-378-9844

JAMES MAXEY
11909 Hoodlanding
Jacksonville FL 32223
904-268-9705

oloestatt
Ptif
RECORDS
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BA201 NATURAL HIGH Gil T. Crosby
11 BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN James Maxey
BA102 PICK THE WILD WOOD FLOWER James Maxey
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corporation

FANCY FOOTWORK, Continued
enthusiasm and keep a more authentic
atmosphere. Don't clap.
Probably the most difficult dance the
group performs is "Mairi's Wedding,"
an 18th century Scottish dance. The
longtime dancers do it with a hopping
step called a "skip change." But
beginners are lucky if they can
somehow muddle through the series of
clover leaf and figure-eight patterns
without adding any fancy foot work.
Lissant describes all these dances as
"flirtation dances." They provide ample
opportunity to make eyes or play distant
with every member of the opposite sex
on the dance floor. While keeping a
playful distance as he passes by his
partner during "Hunsdon House" he
remarks, "This is about as coquettish as
the English ever get."
The group defines traditional as
being at least 30 to 50 years old. "A

choreographed dance," Lissant notes,
"can be considered a true folk dance
only after it has survived several
generations."
Since younger people are joining the
group, Lissant is again programming
some of the faster, more athletic dances
that fit this definition. Hambos (Swedish couple dances) "Korobushka" (a
Russian-American mixer), "Gustav
Skol" (a light hearted Scandinavian
dance). But fast or slow, these dances
have the same rhythmic flow.
As the last dance of the evening is
announced Marie Tueth recalls, "My
father fiddled at square dances, I
hoofed in some theatricals, we even
imitated Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers."
The music starts and the lines of
dancers begin weaving their patterns.
The ex-hoofer leans over and whispers, "But just look at this. It sways so
pretty.''

-
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A-003 PAPER DOLL
Called by Bob Wright, Jr.

ond Bonnio Harry
4306 l Ake Rood
wood Mono. WA 9803c

A id..

COMING SOON
A-H001 PICK-A-DILLY/SAXY LADY
Hoedowns

American Souaredance November 1979

RECENT RELEASES A-001 EVERYBODY'S REACHING OUT
A-002 SHOWBOAT GAMBLER
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1409 Sheffield Drive
Sheffield AL 35660
Phone 205-383-3675
NEW RELEASES
CC543 WE'VE COME A LONG WAY BABY— Chris
CC544 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN— Jim
CC545 WALKING TALL/CC RAMBLE (Hoedown)
CC546 NIGHT COACH OUT OF DALLAS— Bronc
CC547 WITHOUT YOU— Clyde
CC548 ROCKING CHAIR— Chris
CC550 TAKING A CHANCE ON YOU— Bob
CC551 GIMME BACK MY BLUES— Curt

ENCORE. Continued
10 YEARS AGO— November 1969
"VVhirley Girls"— the story of a club
and caller-couple who know how to take
a potential liability and turn it into a
definite asset. At Leisure World in Seal
Beach, CA, a few partnerless ladies,
who were tired of watching wistfully
from the sidelines, persuaded the
Leisure Whirlers and their callers, Al
and Rosalie Colclough, to give them a
chance. With the understanding that
the gals remain in their own squares
unless invited to fill a regular square,
the new "couples" took lessons and
workshops and now dance regularly at
Leisure Whirlers functions. In these
all-girl squares, each gal has a regular
partner: the "boys" wear special
costumes of bell-bottomed slacks and
white ruffled blouses with boleros.
Stan reports on the successful
experiment of JET class programming— the Septemberfest in Western
Kentucky. Three sets of practically
brand new dancers from nine states

gathered for two weeks of concentrated
lessons in western square dancing.
They graduated amid cheers and a
standing ovation from the twenty sets
assembled for the "festi-level" portion
of the two-part event. It is assumed that
the graduates will be integrated into
back home clubs. The innovator behind
the scenes was Sid Jobs. Another
Septemberfest is already scheduled for
next year.
A quotable quote from Herb Egender's "Current Trends in Square
Dancing": "There is considerable
interest and challenge to be found in
meeting an old basic in new surroundings— like meeting an old friend in a
foreign city— just as there is in learning
a new movement of lasting worth.
"Trade By" is the new idea this
month, explained as "the last 26 of a
Barge Thru."

Square Em Up with Hi-Hat 11 Blue Ribbon Square Dance Records

4

BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT
HH5010—PLAY HER BACK TO YESTERDAY by Ernie Kinney
HH641—SHAKEY TOWN/BEAR IN THE AIR, Flip Hoedown

HI
HAT
Records
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RECENT RELEASES ON BLUE RIBBON
BR227—SAVING YOUR KISSES by Jerry Bradley
BR226—RIDE, RIDE, RIDE by Dick Kenyon
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT
HH5009—CARIBBEAN by Lee Schmidt
HH5008—GREEN GREEN GRASS OF HOME by Ernie Kinney
HH5007-1 WANT TO SEE YOU AGAIN by Tom Perry
HH5006—MY LIFE by Wade Driver
HH439—SUNRISE by Ernie Kinney
Distributors Corsair-Continental & Twelgren Inc.
Produced by Ernie Kinney Enterprises. 3925 N Tollhouse Rd Fresno CA 93726
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Joe Porritt
724 Palatka Rd.
Louisville KY 40214
502-368-6815

Bob Vinyard
12150 Franclar
Bridgeton MO 63044
314-739-8744

St. Louis

Louisville

JP204 GONNA HAVE A BALL by Joe Porrltt
JP104 SOMEONE IS LOOKING FOR SOMEONE LIKE YOU, Bob
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL, RID by 011ie/Donna Loehr
JP203 ALL AT ONCE IT'S FOREVER by Joe Porritt
JP103 SELFISH by Bob Vinyard
JP102 RHYTHM OF THE RAIN by Bob Vinyard
JP202 TULSA TIME by Joe Porritt
JP1977 HONEY ALL I EVER NEED by Joe Porritt
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY by Bob Vinyard
Distributed by Corsair,
JP201 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE by Joe Porritt
Twelgren, Old-Timer
JP301 ALL OF ME by 011ie/Donna Loehr

CALLERLAB, Continued
their expertise in the training of callers.
These ten callers had to complete the
preliminary testing as a part of the
validation process and subsequently go
through the oral examination as required by the Callerlab Resolution. All
ten of these callers completed this oral
examination by June of 1979.
At the 1979 Convention in Los
Angeles, the term Caller-Coach was
changed to Caller Education Specialist
and the administrative provisions verified. Eight callers have applied for
accreditation as Caller Education Specialists, have completed the written test
and have completed their orals or are
pending completion of their orals at this
time.
The following callers are designated
as Accreditors for other Caller Education Specialists: Al Brundage, Cal
Golden, Lee Helsel, Jon Jones, Frank
Lane, Jack Lasry, Jim Mayo, Vaughn
Parrish, Bill Peters and Bob Van
Antwerp. They will administer the oral
examinations to callers who successfully

Iii

qualify after taking the written test.
The following callers have successfully taken the written test and have
also successfully passed their oral
examinations: Barry Aronovitch, Bill
Davis, John Kaltenthaler, and Gloria
Roth. These callers are eligible to sign
the accreditation under the Training
Section on the form for callers seeking
general caller accreditation.
In addition, we have four callers who
have successfully passed the written
portion of the procedure and are in the
process of taking their oral examinations: Harold Bausch, Bruce Bird, Cal
Campbell and Kip Garvey.
The requirements that have been
established to become a Caller Education Specialist include the following: 1.
Must be an Accredited member of
Callerlab. 2. Must have been calling a
minimum of ten years. 3. Must have
conducted a minimum of five complete
callers colleges utilizing the curriculum
outlined and approved by Callerlab. 4.
Upon application to the office and
deposit of the written testing fee of

girLAW
RECORDS
NEW RELEASES

Jerry Story

Randy Dougherty

O.R.101 BLUEFINGER LOU — Randy
O.R.102 WANTED (A) DEAD OR ALIVE — Hoedown
O.R.103 TEARDROPS — Jerry
O.R.104 TWO LESS LONELY PEOPLE — Randy
OUTLAW RECORDS, 2651 Abbott. Minneapolis MN 55422 Ph. 612-521-0411
American Squaredance. November 19 79
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$25.00, a testing date will be established to take the written test. (The next
scheduled date for administering the
written test is concurrent with the
Miami Convention.) 5. Upon successful
completion of the written test (100
correct of 110 questions asked) the
candidate will be given five essay
questions which serve as the starting
point for the oral examination. 6. the
final step in the accreditation process is
the oral examination administered by no
less than two accreditors who are
already designated as Caller Education
Specialist Accreditors. An accreditation
fee of $150.00 is required prior to the
administration of the orals.
For further information contact the
Callerlab office.
RECORD REVIEWS, Continued
average caller. It has a lot of singing
and some long notes to hold. Some of
the dancers had very negative comments on it. Jon does a great job on the
flip, but? FIGURE: Heads promenade
half, square thru, swing thru, scoot
back, ladies trade, all eight circulate,
swing, promenade.
ONE CUP OF HAPPINESS— Grenn
12164; Caller: Dick Bayer
The instrumental side of this record
sounded very good and has a nice beat.

Dick sound equally as good on the flip.
The only negative comment any of the
dancers made was about the pauses at
the end of each figure. FIGURE: Heads
right and left thru, rollaway, star thru,
single circle to a wave, boys trade, girls
fold, peel the top, right and left thru,
square thru three-quarters, swing corner, promenade.
40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF— 4
Bar B 6011; Caller; Bob Carmack
Four Bar B Records gives us a country
music sound. It has a nice beat and
moves right along. Bob uses a fairly
simple figure that would be great for
classes. FIGURE: Heads square thru,
do-sa-do, curlique, scoot back, boys
run, slide thru, pass to the center,
square thru three-quarters, swing and
promenade.
PICK THE WILD WOOD FLOWER—
Brahma 102; Caller: James C. Maxey
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel,
curlique, left allemande, do-sa-do,
swing corner, promenade.
RAGTIME ANNIE/S.K.G.— Gold Star
402
Ragtime Annie" has fiddles, piano,
banjo, lead guitar, snares and bass.
"S.K.G." has lead guitar, rhythm
guitar. snares, and bass.

2ND NATIONAL
CANADIAN
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
CONVENTION

Ottawa
Welcomes
You

• MULTI-FLOORS
FOR SIMULTANEOUS
ALL-LEVEL DANCING
I

• PANELS
• BOUTIQUES
• CLINICS

WE EXPECT 8,000 DANCERS
FROM CANADA AND OTHER
COUNTRIES.
REGISTER NOW TO ASSURE
THAT YOU WILL BE ONE
OF THEM.

• FUN AND
FRIENDSHIP
• YOU WILL LOVE
CANADIAN HOSPITALITY
• IF GAS IS A PROBLEM,
COME BY BUS IN
A GROUP
• A NIGHTLY PAGEANT
• ARENA AFTER
PARTIES

AUGUST 7-8-9, 1980

For repstratoon forms and
other information, writs:
CONVENTION 1980,
P.O.Boo 1980, Station —13"
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5R5
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PROBLEM
CLINIC
Answer to Ron Fales, August 1979

Dear Ron:
Saw your letter in American Squaredance magazine. Thought you might
like to know how some of us solved the
problem of where to practice.
First of all, I joined the nearest
callers' association as a subscriber
member and attended meetings and got
acquainted. A year ago last April I put a
notice in the association bulletin for
callers who wanted to practice, and set
up a meeting at my house on a Sunday
in June, noon to 5 p.m. Seven callers

showed up (with partners—
very
important) and we set the timer at seven
minutes apiece, rotating turns. The next
month we met at another house,
intending to take turns being host. But
the third month one of our members
arranged to use the board meeting room
of a savings and loan association the
second Sunday of every month. The
room is free, as a community service.
Since some of the callers have to drive
seventy miles to get to our house, we
accepted the central location, thirtyeight miles away, We take turns
bringing equipment, coffee and light
refreshments. The largest number of
callers that showed up was ten, and that
is the most you can have and still get
turns for each.
We were one year old this June.
Because this particular group made a
rule of no cue cards" we call
ourselves the Outasight Callers, and we
even have a badge. We elect no officers
and pay no dues.
Not all of us call regularly for club
workshops. as I do. The practice I have
NEW RELEASE

VERSATILE MUSIC
FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL
CALLER

'PI CW147
recordi/ LOVIN' CAJUN STYLE

CW148 LOVING YOU
IS A NATURAL HIGH

Distributed by Corsair Continental
"SMOOTH I ES"

"CONTEMPORARY"

CW-144 I'd Do It All
Over Again
CW-125 Moody Blue
CW-133 Legend In My
Time
CW-139 Hello Mexico
CW-143 That's Life

Ernie Nation

CW-126 East Bound and
Down
CW-123 Honky Tonk
Memories
CW-137 Boogie Grass Band
CW-145 GIVE ME
BACK MY BLUES
CW146 SWEET MALINDA

Bronc Wise
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"TRADITIONAL"
CW-107 Louisiana Man
CW-129 Something to
Brag About
CW-134 Walkin' Shoes
CW-140 It's Been a Great
Afternoon
CW-142 Anyone Who isn't
Me Tonight

Ron Hunter

Sam Atkinson
89

had with the Outasight Callers has
given me confidence, but it is not the
whole story. There is no substitute for
the courses you take with expert caller
teachers. Also, in our area the tradition
is "callers from the floor" at hoedowns
for beginners, and that gives the new
caller practice.
I am not a young man, nor an old man
either, but a middle-aged lady with a
husband who loves to dance. Like you, I
enjoyed calling so much that I wasn't
going to give up, and finally, after three
years. I'm beginning to sound like a
caller.
Let me know how you make out!
Dorothy Peeler
Martinez, California

UNDERLINING, Continued
windmill are looked at. A nice singing
call opener, using tea cup is this one:
Four ladies chain, chain (star) them
home
Dopaso, partner left,corner right
Partner left, head ladies center
Tea cup chain (Set will be squared at
end of 64 beats)
Barry Wonson in Figuring from
Australia, digs some delightful diamonds, and also features pass the
ocean, recycle, veer left and gimmick
stuff, like this:
(Box 1-4) Curlique (to a wave)
Spin chain thru, ends circulate
Swing thru, boys trade, girls trade
Centers trade, tag the line
"Tap 'em on the shoulder," left alle
mande

The Sight Caller's
Textbook
by Bill Davis
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE book on Sight Calling ever written; contains over 120 pages of the latest
theories and procedures of sight calling and extemporaneous techniques. Everything you need to
inprove your sight calling or to learn from scratch.
CONTENTS include Formation Awareness Snapshot Resolution Return-to-Home Techniques * TwoCouple Calling ' Programming ' Technical Zeros ' Unsymmetric Resolution • Over 100 Illustrations •
Over 100 Sight Get-Outs • Resolution Procedures in Tabular Form (numbered steps)
TEXTBOOK FORMAT for self teaching or as a text for a Sight Caller's course. Based on our proven Sight
Callers Clinic it contains homework problems and answers on all major subjects
$12.50/copy postpaid.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
ALSO AVAILABLE
THE 1979 TOP TEN — Six separately alphabetized dictionaries of all the Callerlab calls including:MS, QS.
+1. +2, A-1 & 2. C-1 & C-2. Diagrams and choreo analysis of the TOP TEN new moves plus definitions
$6/copy postpaid
of 100 selected new calls of 1978
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE — The most complete service available, defines all the new calls and ideass,
chorea analysis of selected new calls, Quarterly Selections, and Advanced Basics. Annual dues with or
..$20 with, $12 without insurance
without Liability (and Equipment) Insurance through SCVSDCA
DANCERS NOTE SERVICE — contains definitions of all the new calls and ideas, selected diagrams.
$6/calendar year.
Callerlab Quarterly Selections, and comment
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville Way, Sunnyvale CA 94087
90

408-736-5624
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AN OPEN LETTER TO SQUARE AND
ROUND DANCERS:
Happily we all share the same interest in the fun and friendships of square
and round dancing. Unfortunately, we
have all shared in the loss of a loved
one, a friend, a club member or fellow
worker, to cancer, America's number
one killer disease.
There has never been a nationwide
telethon or well-publicized promotion to
raise money for cancer research. For
this reason, in January of 1977, my wife
Bunny and I held our first Cancer
Dance-a-Thon, after many months of
consulting with the Cancer Society. This
first benefit was a success, as were the
following two in 1978 and 1979.
We are now planning our fourth
dance-a-thon, an eighteen-hour continual square and round dance to raise
funds for research into a cancer cure,
held at the Fairfield Inn in Chicopee,
Massachusetts on January 26 and 27.
Our goal is to raise more than before

and possibly to triple last year's total of
$4,000.
This high goal prompts me to extend
a cordial invitation to all dancers to
support this dance-a-thon. If you cannot
attend and have the time of your
dancing life, we ask you to join hands
with us to fight and "square away" this
dread disease by donating $1.00 to this
Cancer Benefit. Donations can be made
to the American Cancer Society, c/o the
Bob Howard Cancer Dance-a-Thon,
Arrowhead Manor, Riverdale Road, W.
Springfield MA 01089.
I wish to thank you in advance for
your support in this gigantic effort. We
hope that by this joining of hands and
hearts, we square and round dancers
may make the dream of a cancer cure a
reality in the very near future. If you
would like further information about the
Cancer Dance-a-Thon, please contact
me.
Bob Howard

FOUR BAR B RECORDS
S
K
0
K
Y

ROUND DANCE
4BR-43009 I CAN'T BELIEVE
Bob & Barbera Wilder
PATTER
4B-6003 OZARK ROMP
Flip Called by Bill & Bob

Bob &
Barbara Wi der
BBBB=

C
S

tedtur?nd

The Quality Sound
by The Bradsmen

SINGING CALLS
B[
4B-6001 TULSA TIME— Bob
M 4B-6002 PAINTIN' THIS OLD TOWN
R
BLUE— Bill
C 4B-6004 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN—
K
Bob
4B-6005 OLE SLEW FOOT— BIll
4B-6008 SWEET MELINDA— Bob
4B-6006 ROLY POLY— Mike
46-6011 40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF— Bob
4B-8012 I WILL SURVIVE— 8111
Box 7-11
48-6013 (GHOST) RIDERS IN THE SKY— Bill
MACKS CREEK
4B-8014 WILL YOU BE LOVING ANOTHER
MAN— Bob
MO 65788
4B-6015 KENTUCKY IN THE MORNING—
314-363-5432
Bill
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FLIP SIDE— Rounds, Continued
CHARADE WALTZ Dance A Long P-6092
Choreography by Peggy Freeman
Very pretty music; challenging "stylish" American
waltz.
AWAY WE GO— Grenn 14241
Choreography by Herb & Harriet Gerry
Good music on the old "Dancing Arches" at 47
rpm; an interestingly different intermediate two
step.
NIGHTY NIGHT— Roper 170
Choreography by Len & Helen Difederico
Pretty music and an excellent intermediate foxtrot.
THE NEARNESS OF YOU— Roper 170
Choreography by Len & Helen Difederico
Pretty music and a nice easy-going intermediate
foxtrot.

FEET— Monument 45-267
Choreography by Jeanne Martin
Good music with a vocal by Ray Price; comfortable
easy two step with a quiet intro.
GOODBYE— RCA 11663
Choreography by George & Johnnie Eddins
Good music with an Eddie Arnold vocal: an
interesting intermediate two step.
LAST CHEATER'S WALTZ— WBS 49024
Choreography by George & Johnnie Eddins
Pretty music with a vocal; an easy-going easyintermediate waltz.

TANGO FROM THE CARDINAL— DAL 6081
Choreography by Rick & Joyce McGlynn
Good music and an intermediate tango
TIME ALONE WILL TELL— Roper 290
Choreography by Buzz & Dianne Pereira
Pretty music, intermediate two step-foxtrot with a
bit of tango.

BIG MAC
RECORDS
Presents
BM006 NEW YORK
Called by Jay Henderson
Fresno. California
BM005 GRASS WON'T GROW
BM004 CORN CHIPS HOEDOWN
BM003 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN
BM002 RATTLER ROMP HOEDOWN
BM001 SMOKE SMOKE

2907 Johnson
San Luis Obispo CA 93401

THE

COPYRIGHT 11 1 HOENSTRA 1976
FOR
CALLERS: To clarify some of the more confusing figures with just a few people looking for extra help
without having to get a demonstration square together. A real boon to the caller wanting to work out
new ideas.
TEACHERS: To more clearly show just how a call is to be danced without depending entirely on vocal
instructions to novice dancers. A valuable supplement for new classes.
ALL LEVEL DANCERS: To work out the call you just learned or one that you want to recall and settle
more firmly in mind. The pieces may be movea as in a game 01 solitaire or with just you and your partner or any size group gathered around a flat surface. By using just one game figure you can test your
own ability and understanding of the latest calls by ending in the correct position facing in the right
direction.
KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood dancer figures with maanetic bases that will hold their
positions on any steel surface such as ordinary TV tray tables. Instructions and coloring materials to
designate partners and corners at a glance. A square layout significantly numbered for positive positioning and facing direction. Self-examination test on the basic movements and worksheet forms for
developing new ideas.
. .57.95
PRICE: (Plus 51.00 postage & handling)
Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax
Order from: Russell L. Hoeltstrs, 87 Forest Glen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01108
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Much has been said about smooth
dancing in the past few months. We do
not recall reading much about what
promotes smoothness — which calls
promote it and which calls seem to work
against it.
To illustrate, we could say that the old
tea cup chain is a perfect vehicle for
smooth danc!ng, while calls like swap
around and load the boat find fewer
people who dance them smoothly. It
could be argued that any call must be
danced often to promote smoothness,
but still, some calls or movements just
seem to lend themselves more to
smoothness.
The tea cup chain has been around

many years and in recent times, is being
used almost as a mainstream basic,
while in truth it is a Plus-1 movement.
Let us take the time to explain this
popular movement in detail, for in the
past it has been explained often, but
usually just enough to get us through it
and not enough so we can all
understand what is happening. So, in
great detail, here we go.
First be aware that all turns done in a
tea cup chain are only arm turns, the
only courtesy turn is at the end as each
man turns his own partner. Ladies, note
that you only star with the lady directly
across from you, and then only from
head positions. Head ladies note that
your first star is a right hand star
three-quarters, your second star is a left
hand star once and a quarter. Side
ladies, your first star will be a left hand
star once and a quarter, your second
star will be a right hand star
three-quarters.
Men, note that the head men keep
getting the girls from their corner
positions; the first lady you turn right
arm around, the second the same, the

ROCHESTER SHOE STORES ... HEADQUARTERS FOR
GENUINE

DEERSKINS
FOR SQUARE DANCING OR CASUAL WEAR
MEN'S
Reg $42.

$31.90

Brown, Black, Bone, Luggage Tan
SIZES 7 TO 13 ALL WIDTHS
STYLE A OR B MEN'S

WOMEN' S
Reg $35 .
STYLE B: MEN'S
STYLE C: WOMEN'S
STYLE

No. Prs.

A-Men's
B-Men's
C -Women's
D Check or N D.
Enclosed

I

$28 90

Oyster (Bone), Luggage Tan
SIZES 5 TO 10 WIDTHS N and M
STYLE C FOR WOMEN ONLY
Size

Color

NAME
$
$
$

n Visa or

STYLE A
FOR MEN ONLY

Add $1.75 ADDRESS
Per Pair For
CITY
Postage 8
Handling

Charge Card No.

Master Charge

STATE

ROCHESTER SHOE STORES
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211

WEAR A PAIR FOR 2 WEEKS. IF NOT SATISFIED, RETURN FOR FULL REFUND.
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third lady will get the left arm turn ,and
finally your own partner with the
courtesy turn. Side men, after you
direct your ladies to the head men on
your right, you keep taking the girls out
of the star, the first with a left arm turn,
the next two right arm turn, and last
your partner with a courtesy turn. Each
of the ladies you have sent to your right
to the right hand men, until you get
your partners back.
Be aware, ladies, that you are
actually progressing each time, to the
man on the right from where you start,
and note that you never go to the same
man twice. Men, note too that the right
arm turns are clockwise, while the left
arm turns are counterclockwise, which
means that you must be ready to
reverse directions. Because the ladies
are the ones doing the traveling, we
remind them to use the shuffle step
throughout and just "glide" around the
square.
Often callers like to start the tea cup
chain with an all around the left hand
lady, turn partner by the left for a tea
cup chain, (head ladies center, side

ladies right). This does help in making
sure every one starts with the correct
hand. Also popular is four ladies chain,
then chain back, partner left for a tea
cup chain. After dancers are proficient
at dancing this call, a caller can
successfully start it from a squared-up
position by saying tea cup chain, head
ladies center, side ladies right. Note
that a tea cup chain takes 32 beats of
music and the count starts at the time
the head ladies take the first step to the
center and side ladies step to the right.
The quickest way to break down in a
tea cup chain is to hurry the call and not
step to the music. The hurrying puts
people out of position and into each
other's way.
We use the tea cup chain as a training
maneuver to see that dancers are
stepping to the music and taking proper
time. If you step to the beat of the
music, it is almost impossible not to
take proper time for the calls. We hope
many callers will use this call in this
manner. Dancers might ask the caller to
use it. It is one of the most lasting and
beautiful calls we have.
■

THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
SUMMER DANCE WEEKS
Scandinavian lodge
Steamboat. Colorado
July 20-25
July 27-August 1
SQUARES, ROUNDS, CONTRAS
FRIENDSHIP in the Rockies
Double Room— $190 to $235
Other rates— $160 to $290

Preserves and Promotes
AMERICAN DANCE through :
workshops
'dance weeks
•records and books
'research and archives
JOIN THE EFFORT and get:
rebate on Dance Week fees'
quarterly newsletter'
free records!

Accommodations limited!
Register NOW! $50 Deposit

Active Membership — $15

For information, write:
Diane Burton, Sec'y.
1536 Conneaut
Bowling Green OH 43402

NOTE NEW ORDERING ADDRESS:
THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
MAILINGS DIVISION
THE MILLHOUSE, RD #1
ROXBURY NY 12474
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SWINGING THRU PLUS TWO
A NEW BOOK OF CALLERLAB Q.S., + 1 and + 2
SINGING CALL ROUTINES
To Help You Teach and Call the Figures Through Plus Two
110 SINGING CALLS ROUTINES
plus Definitions & Timing, Teaching Hints & Trouble Spots
Printed on 8 x 11 sheets with easily readable orator type
$5.75 Postpaid
GENE TRIMMER, 103 Rosewood, Paragould AR 72450
Author of Match A Melody and Mainstream Flow

rides, and told they are coming along
fine. Then they graduate and are often
turned away from the club. Either they
find the club consists of cliques or
packed squares. What happened to all
that tender loving care?
Couples who have been turned away
from clubs may seek caller-run groups
where there are no artificial standards,
no ridiculous rules and regulations.
My advice to the clubs is — heal thyselves!

A WORD TO THE WISE, Continued
serve in the kitchen. Certainly, members should be allowed the choice of
dancing or waiting on tables. Clubs are
for dancing, and members who do not
wish to serve food should not be turned
away.
T.L.C.— New couples entering a
class are usually greeted with warmth
and enthusiasm. They are conducted to
banner raids, escorted on mystery
rrropoorr.

„o' NATIONAL "6-1,,
SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY
The updated 1979-80 Edition of the
National Directory lists over 7000
clubs in the U.S., Canada, and around
the world. Includes type of club, level
of dancing, when and where they
dance, and a person to contact
concerning the club. Great for traveling.
Only $4.00 per copy.
Make checks payable to:
National Square Dance Directory
P.O. Box 54055
Jackson, Ms. 39208
Payment enclosed for

copies

Name•

Jekyll Island, Ga.
NOVEMBER 30 & December 1, 1979

M
Darryl Mc Millen
vnn Maven Fla

John Swindle
S ,,, v , na George

Elmer Shelfie4d J,
Tallahassee Fin

Advance
Tickets:
$16.

Spoons
75
1.1mit•d
Wry A Obeli

err..

Birmingham Ala

Address

At the
door:$20

HOLIDAY HAPPENING

City:
State:

ANNUAL
HOLIDAY HAPPENING
4TH

Zip•

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
American Squaredance, November 1919

PO BOX 121, SMYRNA GA 30081
Phone 14041 436 3664
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AMERICAN M
SQUARE DRNCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
Location & Contact:
Hudson NY, Nov 2, Mclntyres or Joyners
Kansas City MO; Nov. 4, Jim Jeftries
Berlin PA; Nov. 11, Roy & Ruth Romesberg
Ray ND: Nov 13. Sheldon Thom
Minot ND, Nov 14, Arnold & Nobuko Strobe
Finley ND; Nov, 15, Nolan & Donna Verweat
Crookston MN; Nov. 16, Virgil & Ruth McCann
Versailles, OH: Nov. 23. Wayne Roll
Niagara Falls Ont; Nov. 29, Tiny, Margie McBurney
Mississauga, Ont. Nov, 30. Don Sherlock
Farmer City IL, Dec. 2. Virginia Barlow
Carrollton GA; Dec. 5, Wayne & Louise Abbey
Jacksonville FL; Dec. 7, Mary Rozzano
Latham NY; Dec. 16, George Mare
Los Alamos NM; Jan. 4, Maxine Whitmore
Carlsbad NM; Jan. 5, Erma Thomas
Harlingen TX; Jan. 6, Jerry & Soundra Rash
Zapata TX, Jan. 7, Frank Bartlett
Va. Bch. VA; Jan. 18, Dick Jackson
Gulfport MS; Jan. 25. Ralph Hansen
Pineville, LA; Jan 26, Don Whiddon
Plant City FL; Jan 27. Marty. Birdie Martin
Boise ID; Jan 29. Doug. Julie Hyslop
Ogden UT. Jan 30. Walt & Louise Cole
Milwaukee WI: Jan 31. Bob & Arlene Koser
Smyrna GA: Feb 8. John Swindle
Sebring FL. Feb 9. Max Newgent
Deerfield Bch. FL; Feb 10, Jerry & Pat Seeley
Gainesville FL; Feb. 14, Paul Greer
Columbus GA; Feb. 15, James Medlock
Warner-Robins GA; Feb. 16, Candler Sharpe
New Brighton PA; Feb. 23, Jim & Lois Hume
Parkersburg WV; Mar 7, Keith & Karen Rippeto
Columbus OH: Mar. 9, Dick Driscoll
Montgomery AL, Mar. 15. Wayne Nicholson
Plainwell MI. Mar. 18. Howard Cowles
St. Louis MO. Mar 20, Bill & Dorothy Stephenson
Hemet CA. Mar 22. Hugh Young
Rialto CA; Mar 23, Cleo Shore
Kearney NE; Mar 27. Tom Cox
Cooperstown NY: Mar. 28. Irwin Dorfman
White Plains NY; Mar. 29, R. & H. Andrews
Pittsburgh PA area; Mar. 30, the Schwers
Pensacola FL, April 5, Loretta Gantt
Watertown SD; April 9, Perry Bergh calling
Charlestown WV; April 16, Erwin Lawson
Altoona PA. April 17, Emil & Ruth Corle
M.D. "MICK' . Howard
Founder

Bud Whitten

Bob Bennett

Bob
96

Specials
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance weekends
- Spring and Fall; National Callers; at Interlaken
Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write:
Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo
Grove, Illinois 80090.

TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling,
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds
with Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details
write Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam NC 28733.

`~J~~ERBIRD REDO
460

Al "Tex" Brownlee
Artist Repertoire
Producers:

Muskegon MI; April 17, Ken Gilmore calling
Sheffield PA; May 4, Charles Rice
Germantown (Memphis) TN; May 7, E. &S. Ramsey
Owego NY; May 10, Claude Strife
Santa Barbara CA; May 13, Bill Kramer
Visalia CA; May 14, Al & Connie Whitfield
Waseca, MN; May 20, Whitey Aamot
Newport KY; May 21, Blaine Mozea
Mt. Home AR; May 22, Murel Parise
Oklahoma City OK: May 23, Dick & Carole Manning
Tifton GA. May 30. Fred Reuter
Willoughby OH. June 3, Russ & Ginny Parlors
Whiffle NJ; June 7, Ralph Trout
Bristol TN, June 9, Jim Criswell (tent.)
Grenada MS; June 21, Charles Leflore
Minerva NY; July 23, Mary & Bill Jenkins
Dillard GA; Aug 9, Jerry, Becky Cope
Richmond VA; Aug. 16, Linwood Hasty
Dayton OH; Aug 24, Walt & Dot Wilson
Anderson SC; Aug 25 Carol Brown
Lancaster SC; Aug. 26 (tent.)
Columbia SC; Aug. 27 (tent.)
Charleston SC; Aug. 28 (tent.)
Anniston AL; Aug. 30 (tent.)
Madison WI; Sept. 7, Bob & Marge Throndsen
Berea OH; Sept. 15; Al & Lou Jaworske
Belleville IL; Sept. 19, Joe & Marilyn Obal
Wausau WI; Sept, 22 (Tent.)
Denton TX; Oct. 3 (Tent.)
Johnstown PA; Oct. 19. Walt Mahler
W. Lafayette IN; Oct 31, Dayrl Merrill

is

PO Box 3745

Greenville SC 29608

TB192 SHINY RAILS OF STEEL by Chuck Myers
TB193 THERE AIN'T NOTHING LIKE FALLING
IN LOVE by Will Larson
TB194 YOUR CUTE'S ASHOWING by Tommy
Russell
TB195 POOR BOY BLUES by Bob Bennett
TB196 GOODBY MY LADY LOVE by Bud Whitten
TB197 FIRST ENCOUNTER OF THE CLOSE
KIND by Chuck Myers
T13198 PAINTIN' THE OLE TOWN BLUE by Bob
TB199 BACK IN THE USA by Bob Bennett

Will ..arson Bud Whitten
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Book
Nook
by Mary Jenkins
ANYONE CAN SIGHT CALL
by "Whitey" Aamot
dancing.
This is a system of sight calling that a
"Whitey" has lectured and put on
caller just starting out can use almost
demonstrations at various State Teachimmediately. It is not a system for a
ers' Association meetings.
caller who has been sight calling for a
At the present time "Whitey" calls
long time and has his own techniques. It
for five clubs, guest calls in many states
does not use many complicated set-ups
and Canada, conducts callers' semior fascinating get-outs to an allemande
nars, calls for weekends, and festivals,
left. Most of the set-ups and get-outs
and teaches beginner classes.
are simple but a caller can add
In the Conclusion of the syllabus the
variations of his or her own as he or she
author states that it takes lots of work to
gets more familiar with the system. It's
be good in any endeavor and sight
simple, easy to use, and it works.
calling is no exception. Classes for new
Dwain "Whitey" Aamot has been
dancers give callers an excellent
Athletic Director and Physical Educaopportunity to work with and practice
tion teacher at Waseca, Minnesota High
sight calling. He is sure that callers will
School for 32 years.
enjoy sight calling more and more the
For the past 30 years, every student
longer they work with it.
going through the school system has
had an extensive program in rhythmsOrder from: "Whitey" Aamot, 916
square dancing, round dancing, ball3rd Ave., S.E., Waseca, Minnesota
room dancing, folk dancing, old time
56093. Price: $6.50.
dancing, and other special kinds of
SECOND EDITION CLIP ART BOOK
Clip Art II, a new book of square dance clip art containing hundreds of designs
and dancing figures for use in making flyers, posters, booklets and announcements,
is now available. None of the material is repeated from the first Clip Art published
by American Squaredance.
Clip Art II sells for $4. plus postage of $1, from ASD, P.O. Box 488, Huron OH
44839.

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OP GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

THE MAREX COMPANY
6061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820
A mentan Squaredance. November 1979

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-354 EACH
100 OR MORE— 304 EACH
Send three 154 stamps for catalog
on badges, stickers, accessories, etc.
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
CALLERC
AID

ei IMES

BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE

PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP

$3.00
$3.00

CALLER CLINIC

56.00

CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS .

S6.00

SET UP AND GET OUT

$6.00

MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING

$4.00

MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE & TWO

$4.00

MODERN CONTRA DANCING

$3.00

TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE

$3.00

WINDMILL SYSTEM

$3.00
$3.00

EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS

FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING

$4.00

WHEELING AND DEALING

$3.00

HOEDOWN HERITAGE

$3.00

MATCH A MELODY

S4.00
$3.00

MODERN MODULE MODE
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the Mentally Handicapped

$5.00
$7.00

SOLO DANCES

$7.00

LEADERSHIP-SHAPE Thoughts for Leaders
CLIP ART

DIPLOMAS
Square/Round— 10t: Clogging— 15¢

53.00

CLOGGING

$4.00

Promotional Folders: 100/$6.00

THE FUNNY WORLD OF
SQUARE DANCING
$4.00

IN-forms (guides. helps)— For list
and partial lists, see ASD ads in issues.
Include $1.00 postage & handling
with each order .

Inquire aDout Quantity Prices

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE
P.O. BOX 488 HURON OHIO 44839
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Be content with what you have,
not with what you are.
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CAL GOLDEN ENTERPRISES
GOLD STAR RECORDS
NEW RELEASES
HOEDOWN
GS402 RAGTIME ANNIE
S.K.G.
SINGING CALL
GS709 SHIRLEY JEAN BERRELL
Flipside Called by Cal Golden

1980 CALLERS COLLEGES
February 10-15, 1980, For New Callers
Carrington, North Dakota
NOVEMBER 1979
February
17-22, 1980, For Experienced
Salina, Kansas
2
Callers, Carrington, North Dakota
West Fork, Arkansas
3
Callers Seminar, Carthage, Texas March 9-14, 1980, For New Callers
10
Burr Oak Lodge, Glouster, Ohio
Seminar 1-5 and 7-11
Callers Seminar, Carthage, Texas June 15-20, 1980, For New Callers
11
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Seminar 9-12, Dance 2-5
June 21-24, 1980, Sight Calling School
17
Topeka, Kansas
For all Callers, Hot Springs, Ark.
Workshop 2-4, Dance 8-11
June
30-July 5, For New Callers
Arkadelphia, Arkansas
27
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Callers Seminar, Waco, Texas
29
July 12-17, For All Callers
Waco, Texas, Dance
30
Jekyll Island, Georgia
July 20-25, For All Callers
DECEMBER 1979
Pensacola, Florida
1
Kemah, Texas
August 3-8, 1980, For Experienced
Callers Seminar, Houston, Texas
2
Callers, Hot Springs, Arkansas
4
Arkadelphia, Arkansas
August 10-15, 1980, All Callers
8.9 Callers Seminar
Dillard, Georgia
Worcester, Massachusetts
August 17-22, 1980, For New Callers
31
New Yea Eve Dance
Millville, New Jersey
Arkadelpi,ia, Arkansas
September 1-6, For All Callers
West Yellowstone, Montana

1'

CALLERS SEMINARS
November 10-11, 1979 East Texas Callers Association, Carthage, Texas
November 19, 1979
Heart of Texas Callers Association, Waco, Texas
December 2, 1979
Houston, Texas Callers Association, Houston, Texas
December 8-9, 1979
Central Massachusetts Callers Assoc., Worcester, Mass.
January 11-12, 1980
Northwest Florida Callers Association, Panama City, Fla
February 6,7,8, 1980 Callers Association, Aurelia, Iowa
August 23-24, 1980
Illinois Callers Association, Champaign, Illinois

For information on Cal's open dates and rates, contact: SHARON Golden
P.O. Box 2280, Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901
Phone: (501) 624-7274

000000000000000000000
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"Congratulations, folks, you've attained the high honor of Master of Mediocrity,
having previously been awarded your badges for becoming Idiots, Cuckoos, Square
Ducks, Knotheads, Jailbirds, and Dam-Siters."

loikE VALVE
MAI L

e records I
NEW RELEASE
SC843 ANGELINA
Called by Ron Mimeo
Arroyo Grande, California

RECENT RELEASES
SC842 DON'T BACK A MAN INTO A CORNER
SC641 DEED I DO
SC840 SISTER KATE
SC839 DO YOU EVER THINK OF ME
SC638 WHO' SORRY NOW
SC809 BASIN STREET BLUES
SCOOT MELE KALIKIMAKA
(Hawaiian Christmas Song)
Box 1448, San Lula Obispo CA 93408
Tol: 805-543-2827

•
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STOMPIN' ON A STUMP

SQUARE DANCERS IN THE NORTHWEST
DANCE RINGS ARQUND THE CALLER....

•

by Peggy Hickey, McKinleyville, California
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Special stump badge— engraved with
Redwood grain background, white
letters and hand-painted green tree
character. R.N.P. stands for Redwood
National Park.
50

The first annual land as tar as we know) only "Redwood Stump Stompers" badge
dance was held in Redwood National Park on July 21. The "Tall Tree Trippers"
square dance club of Orick, California, developed the badge and hosted a weekend
of dancing planned around the special square-up on the stump.
Because of the short time for publicity, the pictures were taken before the stump
was sawed off by a club member, to make it smooth for dancing. The evening of the
sawing, the club had a hamburger barbeque and tested the stump by dancing on it.
On Friday evening, July 20, Tony Nevison of Mount Shasta called a warm-up
dance at the Crick Community Hall. On Saturday, July 21, club caller Peggy Hickey
'called from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the stump so that dancers could earn their badges
one square at a time.
The stump is 12 feet, six inches in diameter, ample room for one square. It is
located in an area that was one of Arcata Redwood Company's demonstration
forests before being purchased by the national park. Arcata Redwood graciously
sent pictures from the demonstration forest displays to the stump with an attendant
to talk about the redwoods and to answer questions. Dancers not dancing on the
stump ambled around and enjoyed the demonstration forest.
From 2 to 4 p.m. the same afternoon, a workshop was held at the Community
Hall called by Roger Morris of Sacramento. After the workshop, a visiting club from
Eureka. the Redwood Squares, held a potluck picnic at the stump with Tall Tree
Trippers' other club caller, Vail Hickey, calling so that more dancers could earn
their badges. At 8 that evening, another ,,Iance was called by Roger at the hall with
Al Whitfield of the Redwood Squares (filing the rounds. At 11 p.m., a spaghetti
dinner was served by the Trippers.
On Sunday, the Crick Volunteer Firer* sponsored a fish fry at the Community
Hall. The dancers who stayed over for this held one more stump dance. That
evening the Trippers held their usual evening workshop, with a special session on
waltzing by Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fischer, visiting round dance instructors from Palm
Springs.
The Trippers look forward to doing the whole weekend of dancing again next year
and hope to attract out-of-town dancers to Crick for camping and dancing. The town
is small but is practically on the beach and has a fresh water lagoon with fishing,
swimming and water skiing. Both state and private camping facilities are available.
The perfect weather experienced this year is normal for July.
The 1980 weekend will feature Roger Morris on July 18, 19 and 20.
Dancing in the Redwoods is an experience every square dancer will enjoy. The
Trippers wish to publicly thank the Arcata Redwood Co. and the Redwood National
Park for their help and support.
American Sauaredance. November 1919

Club badge— engraved with white
background and hand-painted green
tree and hills, with brown trunk &
boots; also black letters.

